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Combinatorial decision and optimization problems are at the core of many tasks with
practical importance in areas as diverse as planning and scheduling, supply chain man-
agement, hardware and software veriﬁcation, electronic commerce, and computational
biology. Another important source of combinatorial problems is the newly emerging
ﬁeld of computational sustainability, which addresses decision-making aimed at balanc-
ing social, economic and environmental needs to guarantee the long-term prosperity of
life on our planet.
This dissertation studies different forms of problem structure that can be exploited
in developing scalable algorithmic techniques capable of addressing large real-world
combinatorial problems. There are three major contributions in this work: 1) We study
a form of hidden problem structure called a backdoor, a set of key decision variables
that captures the combinatorics of the problem, and reveal that many real-world prob-
lems encoded as Boolean satisﬁability or mixed-integer linear programs contain small
backdoors. We study backdoors both theoretically and empirically and characterize
important tradeoffs between the computational complexity of ﬁnding backdoors and
their effectiveness in capturing problem structure succinctly. 2) We contribute several
domain-speciﬁc mathematical formulations and algorithmic techniques that exploit spe-
ciﬁc aspects of problem structure arising in budget-constrained conservation planning
for wildlife habitat connectivity. Our solution approaches scale to real-world conserva-
tion settings and provide important decision-support tools for cost–beneﬁt analysis. 3)
We propose a new survey-planning methodology to assist in the construction of accurate
predictive models, which are especially relevant in sustainability areas such as species-distribution prediction and climate-change impact studies. In particular, we design a
technique that takes advantage of submodularity, a structural property of the function to
be optimized, and results in a polynomial-time procedure with approximation guaran-
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xiCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Combinatorial decision and optimization problems have long fascinated applied
mathematicians and computer scientists. In practice, they arise in areas as diverse as
planning and scheduling, supply chain management, hardware and software veriﬁcation,
electronic commerce, and computational biology. Another important source of combi-
natorial problems is computational sustainability [59], a new interdisciplinary ﬁeld that
aims to develop much-needed solution techniques and decision-support tools to solve
the complex computational problems that arise in the quest for sustainable develop-
ment. The goal of sustainable development is to balance environmental, economic, and
societal factors to “meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs” [120]. The central theme of this thesis is the
study of combinatorial decision and optimization problems, with a focus on applications
from computational sustainability.
Formally, combinatorial problems can be speciﬁed by a set of discrete and con-
tinuous variables, together with a set of possible values for each of them, and a set of
constraints on the admissible combinations of values assigned to certain subsets of those
variables. The number of possible candidate assignments to the variables is exponential
in the number of variables, but in general only some of these candidate assignments are
solutions to the problem, in the sense of satisfying all of the constraints. In fact, many
important real-world combinatorial problems fall into the class of NP-complete prob-
lems. NP-complete problems are characterized by the fact that, given a solution to the
problem, one can verify its correctness (i.e., verify that it satisﬁes all the constraints) in
polynomial time, yet there is no known polynomial-time algorithm for ﬁnding such a
solution among the exponentially many candidate solutions.
1Understanding and exploiting problem structure is essential to handling the com-
putational complexity of large-scale real-world combinatorial problems. Ideally, one
would like to identify problem classes that are provably solvable in polynomial time.
For example, the operations research (OR) community has had great success with ap-
plications based on linear programming and network ﬂow models. Unfortunately, real-
world problems do not necessarily fall cleanly into any tractable class, even though they
often possess tractable problem substructure. Good problem formulations are therefore
critical to scaling up solutions and obtaining good approximations. For example, it is
important to devise problem formulations that facilitate the direct exploitation of the
tractable substructure, result in tight relaxations, or allow for the inference of strong
cuts. As another example, for combinatorial optimization problems that involve the
selection of a set of objects, one can sometimes exploit a structural property of the
objective function known as submodularity that allows for application of efﬁcient solu-
tion techniques with formal approximation guarantees. The artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
and constraint programming (CP) communities have also shown that even though real-
world combinatorial problems tend to have worst-case complexity beyond that which
is computationally permissible, practical large-scale instances can often be solved sur-
prisingly rapidly as a result of the presence of so-called hidden structure exploited by
currentstate-of-the-artsolutiontechniques. Anotherexampleofasuccessfulstrategyfor
studying combinatorial problems is that of characterizing structure across entire suites
of instances—in particular, by identifying important problem parameters that govern a
well-structured behavior or pattern in typical-case problem hardness.
This thesis brings together different AI and OR techniques to understand and ex-
ploit the structure of combinatorial decision and optimization problems in order to solve
large-scale real-world instances. We combine formal analysis with empirical evaluation.
We study hidden problem structure as exploited by current state-of-the-art combinato-
2rial problem solvers, such as satisﬁability (SAT) and mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) solvers. We provide theoretical results which show that the worst-case com-
plexity of procedures that explicitly look for succinct witnesses of such hidden structure
is beyond NP. Nevertheless, despite this negative worst-case result, our experimental
results show that state-of-the-art SAT and MILP solvers do indeed ﬁnd such small wit-
nessesofhiddenstructureinlarge-scalereal-worldinstances. Inadifferentdirection, we
show how structure in problem constraints can be successfully captured by specialized
problem encodings, and we successfully apply this approach to three budget-constrained
conservation planning problems that arise in the general area of computational sustain-
ability. For example, we show that an encoding that results in exponentially many linear
constraints is the most effective way to capture an intricate graph connectivity con-
straint. We also study families of instances of conservation planning problems, and we
report on a novel easy–hard–easy pattern that we have uncovered in the typical-case
computational hardness across different budget constrainedness regions which provides
interesting insights into the design of solution approaches for these problems. Finally,
in another application from computational sustainability, we consider the problem of
survey planning for the collection of data used to train predictive models of species dis-
tributions and land-cover types. Such predictive models require large amounts of data
to be accurate, but they can be instrumental in evaluating possible changes to species
ranges and land cover under conditions of climate change. Given limited resources for
collecting new data, one aims to choose a set of new data that will be most informa-
tive to the supervised prediction task at hand (a problem known as active learning in
the machine learning community). We prove that the resulting optimization problem is
submodular, hence that a constructive greedy selection approach provides an efﬁcient
procedure with formal approximation guarantees.
3Exploiting Hidden Structure in Combinatorial Problems
One approach for studying the nature of combinatorial problems focuses on the role of
hidden structure. One example of hidden structure is a strong backdoor set—a (small)
set B of key variables such that for every assignment of values to the backdoor variables,
the associated subproblem is tractable [146, 147]. The notion of tractability in the def-
inition of backdoor sets is captured by a polynomial-time algorithm or sub-solver that,
given a combinatorial problem, either correctly solves it or rejects it. This notion of
tractability might not correspond to any well-understood syntactic tractable class, and
for different assignments of values to the backdoor variables there may be different rea-
sons for the resulting simpliﬁcation. These two aspects of backdoor sets render this kind
of structure hidden and dynamic, in contrast to other structural notions such as bounded
treewidth of the underlying constraint graph of a combinatorial problem.
The understanding of backdoor sets has important practical implications. A com-
binatorial problem with n variables and a backdoor set B can be solved by considering
only 2jBj variable assignments instead of all 2n variable assignments (in the worst case),
thereby yielding considerable computational savings when the backdoor set is a small
subset of the set of all n variables. The notion of a small backdoor set succinctly captur-
ing the combinatorics of a problem provides a tool for analyzing and understanding the
efﬁciency and performance of state-of-the-art solution techniques for large-scale real-
world combinatorial problems. In addition, the demonstration of the existence of very
small backdoor sets in real-world combinatorial problems has contributed to the design
of novel search techniques by motivating the use of randomization, restarts, and algo-
rithm portfolios in existing solution approaches [146, 147].
4Tradeoffs in Backdoor Detection for Satisﬁability
From a practical point of view, the usefulness of backdoor sets depends on two factors:
1) whether problems of interest indeed have small backdoor sets, and 2) whether such
small backdoor sets can be identiﬁed efﬁciently. We provide a comparison between
different backdoor variants that highlights an important tradeoff between the size of
the smallest backdoor and the computational complexity of deciding the existence of a
backdoorsetofagivensize. Weprovideboththeoreticalandempiricalcharacterizations
of such tradeoffs.
We examine the notion of backdoor sets in the context of Boolean satisﬁability
(SAT), a large family of combinatorial decision problems in which all the variables
are binary and every constraint is expressed in the form of a clause consisting of a
disjunction of some of the variables and/or their negations. Most complete search pro-
cedures for SAT are based on the Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland (DPLL) algo-
rithm [26, 27], a backtrack search procedure where one systematically chooses the
next variable to assign and then applies polynomial-time propagation procedures (or
sub-solvers) such as unit propagation and pure literal elimination to infer as many addi-
tional assignments as possible. The original work on backdoors for SAT [146, 147] was
done with these kinds of polynomial-time algorithms in mind. Since then, follow-up
work [110, 116] has focused on backdoor sets for which the resulting simpliﬁed sub-
problems belong to a well-understood tractable class of conjunctive normal form (CNF)
formulas, such as Horn, 2CNF, or renamable Horn (RHorn). Nishimura, Ragde, and
Szeider [110] introduced the notion of so-called “deletion” backdoors with respect to
the syntactic tractable classes Horn and 2CNF, where deleting all occurrences of the
backdoor variables from the formula results in a subformula that is 2CNF or Horn, re-
spectively. This differs from the original notion of a strong backdoor set, where one
5needs to consider all possible value assignments to the backdoor variables. Nishimura,
Ragde, and Szeider [110] showed that deletion backdoor sets w.r.t. Horn and 2CNF
can be found efﬁciently and that deletion backdoors and strong backdoors w.r.t. Horn
and 2CNF are in fact equivalent. These positive formal results have motivated work on
backdoors w.r.t. the tractable class of RHorn formulas, which is a strict superset of the
class of all Horn formulas. First, several heuristic approaches for ﬁnding small deletion
RHorn-backdoors were proposed [83, 116]. Later, Razgon and O’Sullivan [121] showed
formally that the existence of a deletion RHorn-backdoor of a ﬁxed size can be decided
in polynomial time.
Theoretically, we show that the usefulness of deletion RHorn-backdoors is limited—
they can be exponentially larger than the smallest strong RHorn-backdoors. Although
backdoors w.r.t. the syntactic tractable classes 2CNF, Horn, and RHorn have been
the subject of numerous theoretical papers showing some positive complexity results,
empirical evidence that real-world problems in fact have small backdoors w.r.t. these
classes is lacking. We provide integer programming encodings for ﬁnding the smallest
deletion Horn- and RHorn-backdoors and empirically evaluate the size of the small-
est deletion backdoors for these classes. Our results on a set of benchmarks show that
the smallest deletion backdoors with respect to these well-understood tractable classes
are consistently considerably larger than strong backdoors with respect to DPLL sub-
solvers such as unit propagation and “probing” (also known as the failed-literal rule).
For example, on a set of graph-coloring instances, probing results in backdoors of size
less than 0:33% of the total number of variables, while the smallest deletion Horn-
backdoors contain 66:67% of the variables. Our formal and empirical ﬁndings highlight
the tradeoff between the favorable complexity of ﬁnding deletion 2CNF-, Horn-, and
RHorn-backdoors and the large size of the smallest such backdoors in practice.
6One key property of polynomial-time algorithmic sub-solvers employed by state-of-
the-art SAT solvers is the detection of trivially inconsistent formulas, that is, formulas
that contain an empty clause. This property is not considered for tractable classes such
as 2CNF, Horn and RHorn. To address this issue, we deﬁne the larger tractable class
2CNFfg as the class of formulas that includes all 2CNF formulas as well as all formulas
that contain an empty clause, and we deﬁne the tractable classes Hornfg and RHornfg
similarly. Accounting for the presence of an empty clause may seem like an incon-
sequential feature for a tractable class or a polynomial-time sub-solver underlying a
backdoor set. However, we show that including empty-clause detection can dramati-
cally reduce the size of the resulting backdoor sets, albeit at the cost of increasing the
worst-case complexity of backdoor detection beyond the “within NP” results known for
the pure classes 2CNF, Horn, and RHorn [15, 110]. More precisely, we prove that de-
ciding whether a given formula has a strong 2CNFfg-, Hornfg-, or RHornfg-backdoor of
ﬁxed size k is both NP- and coNP-hard, and therefore strictly harder than NP, assuming
NP 6= coNP. However in terms of backdoor size, we show that there exist families of for-
mulas for which considering the tractable classes 2CNFfg, Hornfg, and RHornfg leads
to arbitrarily smaller backdoors than backdoors w.r.t. the pure 2CNF, Horn, and RHorn
classes, respectively. In addition, empirically we found that in certain graph-coloring
instances with planted cliques of size 4, while the smallest strong Horn-backdoor sets
involve two-thirds of the variables, the fraction of variables in the smallest strong back-
doors with respect to mere empty-clause detection converges to 0 as the size of the
graph grows. These results again highlight the tradeoff, as a function of the underly-
ing tractable class, between the size of the smallest backdoor set and the computational
complexity of deciding the existence of a backdoor set of a given size.
Our in-depth characterization of different backdoor variants in terms of both size
and computational complexity provides important insights that can contribute to the de-
7velopment of better solution methods, which exploit structure in real-world satisﬁability
instances.
Backdoor Sets in the Presence of Learning during Search
The original deﬁnition of a strong backdoor set B captures the fact that a systematic tree
search procedure (such as the DPLL procedure [26, 27] for SAT) restricted to branching
only on variables in B will successfully solve the problem. Furthermore, the tree-search
procedure restricted to branching on the variables in B will succeed independently of the
order in which it explores various parts of the search tree. However, most of the state-of-
the-art DPLL-based SAT solvers, in addition to using sophisticated branching heuristics
and data structures, rely heavily on clause learning, that is, adding new constraints or
“nogoods” every time a conﬂict is encountered during the tree search. Clause learning is
extremely useful in practice [cf. 46, 102, 105, 118, 150], in addition to enabling provably
exponentially shorter proofs of unsatisﬁability [9, 119].
Adding new information as the search progresses has, however, not been considered
in the traditional concept of backdoors. To address this limitation, we formally extend
the concept of backdoors to the context of learning, where the branching order over the
backdoor variables is taken into account and information learned from previous search
branches is used by the sub-solver underlying the backdoor. The extended notion often
leads to much smaller backdoors than the “traditional” ones. In particular, we prove
that the smallest backdoors for SAT that take clause learning into account can be ex-
ponentially smaller than traditional backdoors that are oblivious to this solver feature.
We present empirical results showing that the added power of “learning-sensitive back-
doors” is observable in practice by comparing backdoor sizes with and without clause
learning for a set of real-world problems.
8Backdoors in Combinatorial Optimization
Historically, there have been many similarities between research on combinato-
rial decision problems—in particular, Boolean satisﬁability (SAT)—and research on
combinatorial optimization problems—in particular, mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) (see, e.g., [11]). These similarities suggest that concepts that have been used
successfully in one realm can perhaps be extended to the other realm and lead to new
insights. We investigate this from the angle of applying ideas from SAT to MILP. We
extend the concept of backdoor sets to optimization problems, which raises interesting
new issues not addressed by earlier work on backdoor sets for satisﬁability. We intro-
duce “weak optimality backdoors” for ﬁnding optimal solutions and “optimality-proof
backdoors” for proving optimality. Similarly to clause learning in satisﬁability search
methods, effective optimization algorithms often involve adding new information such
as cuts and tightened bounds as the search progresses. Therefore, we also introduce
“learning-sensitive” backdoors for optimization.
We provide the ﬁrst experimental results showing that small backdoor sets exist for
benchmark instances of mixed-integer linear programming optimization problems, and
ﬁnd that such instances often have backdoors involving fewer than 5% of the discrete
variables. In addition, we demonstrate that studying backdoor distributions—capturing
the probability that a random subset of the set of all the variables is a backdoor set as
a function of the size of the subset—gives insight into search behavior. One prefers
a backdoor distribution where subsets of small size have high probability of serving
as backdoor sets. We provide empirical evidence that, for a given problem, the qual-
ity of the distribution of weak optimality backdoors relative to that of optimality-proof
backdoors aligns roughly with the quality of the runtime distribution when ﬁnding an
optimal solution relative to the quality of the runtime distribution when proving opti-
9mality. Finally, we also design a simple heuristic for selecting backdoor variables based
on information provided by linear programming relaxations and show that it can be used
effectively when searching for small backdoors.
By uncovering the existence of small backdoors in real-world optimization problems
and designing effective heuristic for identifying such backdoors, we pave the way for im-
portant advances in optimization techniques by incorporating mechanisms that directly
or indirectly exploit the hidden structure captured by a backdoor.
Capturing Structure through Problem Formulations
A more domain-speciﬁc form of problem structure arises in applications that involve
a notion of spatial connectivity, as found in a range of biodiversity and wildlife con-
servation problems. Biodiversity is a key natural resource of our planet, yet human
activity has largely diminished and fragmented wildlife habitat and hence compromised
the ability of many species to persist. Preserving and restoring habitat connectivity has
been identiﬁed as a key strategy for enhancing species resilience to disturbance events
and accommodating long-term ecosystem adaptations (e.g., to climate change) [21], and
many government agencies and conservation organizations have been allocating con-
siderable funds for protection of key parcels of land in order to promote connectivity.
While conservation biologists have historically set conservation objectives and plans ir-
respective of their cost, multiple studies in recent years have shown that it is possible
to achieve conservation objectives at a fraction of the cost (or to achieve higher targets
for the same cost) if the conservation and management costs are formally considered at
the outset of the planning process [76, 107]. Decision-support tools to design efﬁcient
budget-constrained conservation strategies are therefore needed and yet are still largely
lacking.
10This thesis proposes novel problem formulations and algorithmic solutions for tack-
ling three different budget-constrained conservation problems concerning landscape
connectivity. Our ﬁrst application is the wildlife corridor design problem, where the
goal is to select a set of land parcels that form a contiguous protected network which
connects established reserves or areas of biological signiﬁcance while maximizing the
habitat suitability of the parcels selected for conservation. In regard to the second appli-
cation, each cell or pixel in the landscape has a species-speciﬁc resistance to movement,
and in this setting improving landscape connectivity between a pair of important areas is
achieved by reducing the shortest resistance-weighted distance between them. The con-
servation goal in this application is to select a set of parcels to put under conservation so
as to minimize species resistance and hence maximize landscape connectivity. The third
application is concerned with functional connectivity as represented by the probability
of species dispersal from one location to other locations, the goal being to conserve a set
of additional suitable locations in order to maximize the expected spread of the species.
For all three optimization problems, we provide mathematical formulations and so-
lution methods that scale to real-life conservation planning problems, although worst-
case complexity analysis of these problems reveals that they are intractable. Through
thorough experimental analysis, we characterize the typical-case behavior of alternative
solution techniques and formulations, and in all three applications we identify a novel
structured behavior across problem instances which is manifested as an easy–hard–easy
pattern in problem hardness with respect to the tightness of the budget constraint. While
each contribution is motivated by a challenging computational sustainability problem,
we show that the underlying computational problems have much broader applicability,
to areas such as wireless networks, social networks, VLSI routing, and many others,
hence that the mathematical models, theoretical characterizations, and solution tech-
niques developed in the course of this research constitute a signiﬁcant contribution to
11the ﬁeld of computer science.
Wildlife Corridor Design
Protecting wildlife corridors is a conservation strategy where connectivity is explic-
itly preserved by protecting enough land to form a contiguous corridor between areas
of biological signiﬁcance. Speciﬁcally, in the wildlife corridor design problem, we are
given a set of land parcels, a set of reserves (land parcels that correspond to biologically
signiﬁcant areas), and the cost (e.g., land value) and utility (e.g., habitat suitability) of
each parcel. The goal is to select a subset of the parcels that forms a connected network,
including all reserves. Conservation and land use planners generally operate on a lim-
ited budget, while striving to secure the land that results in the corridor with best habitat
suitability. We show that this problem is an instance of the so-called budget-constrained
Steiner connected subgraph problem with node proﬁts and node costs, where the nodes
correspond to parcels, the terminal nodes correspond to the reserves, and the edges cor-
respond to adjacency of parcels. We propose several mixed-integer formulations for
enforcing the subgraph connectivity requirement, which plays a key role in the com-
binatorial structure of the problem. We test our formulations on synthetic instances as
well as on real-world instances of the design of wildlife corridors for grizzly bears in the
Rocky Mountains. We show that, somewhat counterintuitively, a new formulation based
on exponentially many subtour elimination constraints is more effective in capturing the
combinatorial structure of the problem, providing much tighter optimality bounds and
hence providing signiﬁcant advantages over the previously considered encoding, which
was based on a single commodity ﬂow.
In this contribution, we provide the ﬁrst problem encoding for the wildlife corridor
design problem that allows us to solve real-world-size conservation planning instances.
In particular, we discover wildlife corridor designs for economically feasible budgets by
12scaling to planning instances of ﬁne spatial resolution. Finally, our formulation provides
tight optimality guarantees on the proposed solutions—an important piece of informa-
tion for conservation planners when justifying the effective use of limited resources.
Improving Landscape Connectivity
Another strategy used in conservation is to improve landscape connectivity without
necessarily requiring the conservation of complete corridors. Ecologists have developed
models of landscape resistance that capture the difﬁculty or probability of movement
of a species individual from one location to another in a habitat matrix. The landscape
is represented as a set of small parcels or pixels, each of which has a resistance value
that gives the species-speciﬁc cost of moving through particular landscape features. The
resistance surface depends on both the focal species and the actual landscape charac-
teristics. Resistance models are inferred by relating landscape characteristics to genetic
distance between individuals of the species at different locations [23] or to radio-collar
movement data. The beneﬁt of buying a piece of land is reﬂected in a reduction in the
land’s effective resistance through conservation management. Under the least-cost path
model used in ecology, the connectivity between two designated habitat patches or lo-
cations is measured as the length of the shortest resistance-weighted path between them
[133]. In the landscape connectivity conservation problem, given pairs of important
habitat patches (i.e., existing conserved areas or areas with an established subpopulation
ofthespecies)andabudgetlimit, thegoalistoselectasubsetofparcelsforconservation
management that minimizes the sum over the pairs of important patches of the length of
the shortest resistance-weighted path, thereby maximizing the resulting landscape con-
nectivity. We formalize the problem of maximizing landscape connectivity as a network
design problem that we call the upgrading shortest paths problem, relevant to numerous
other application areas such as networked communications, VLSI circuit design, and
13social networks. We show that this problem is NP-hard. We provide a mixed-integer
linear programming formulation and evaluate it on both synthetic instances as well as
real-world conservation planning problems. Our encoding for the upgrading shortest
paths problem has very good scaling behavior and ﬁnds solutions to real-world-size in-
stances of the landscape connectivity conservation problem in practical runtimes, taking
less than 25 minutes even on the hardest instances.
We develop the computational tools for solving a network design problem with a
broad range of applications, and provide conservation planners with a much-needed
decision-support tool to evaluate tradeoffs between costs and connectivity beneﬁts as
well as generate conservation plans with formal optimality guarantees.
Maximizing Expected Spread under Stochastic Metapopulation Diffusion Models
Metapopulation modeling is a framework used in ecology to describe the occupancy
pattern of habitat patches in a fragmented landscape [65]. Metapopulation models repre-
sent the connectivity between fragmented habitat patches as a probabilistic colonization
by individuals moving from one patch to a nearby patch that is not occupied and as
a probabilistic local extinction in each patch. If the landscape is sufﬁciently endowed
with patches that are suitable for habitation, a small initial population can easily spread
throughout the landscape and then persist in a stable fashion, because a patch contain-
ing a local population that dies out can easily be recolonized by individuals from nearby
patches. In a fragmented landscape, it is much more difﬁcult for a patch to recover from
local extinction through recolonization by neighbors. An important conservation plan-
ning problem is that of conserving land with the objective of maximizing the spread of
the population in a fragmented landscape; intuitively, the strategy of restoring connec-
tivity under the colonization probabilities of the metapopulation model arises implicitly
as a good way to maximize spread.
14In this setting, we are given a network of existing and potential suitable patches,
together with edges between them specifying the associated probabilities of coloniza-
tion. The conservation planning problem here is how to maximize the spread of a
conservation-target species through the landscape given a limited budget for manage-
ment intervention. In this case, the management tool consists of augmenting the network
of habitat patches through conservation or land acquisition. We model this problem as
a network design problem in which we maximize the spread of a stochastic cascade.
Motivated by this application, we introduce a much more general optimization
frameworkformaximizingtheexpectedspreadofcascadesthantheonesproposedinthe
research literature to date—a framework which is applicable to a broad range of settings
that involve stochastic cascades. In our model [132], one may choose from a rich set of
management actions to manipulate a cascade: In addition to choosing where to initiate
the cascade, these actions may also intervene directly in the network to change cascade
dynamics. The model is general enough to allow for the addition of nodes and/or edges,
as well as for increases in the local probability of propagating the cascade. We pro-
pose a stochastic mixed-integer linear programming formulation and apply an effective
solution technique with stochastic optimality gap guarantees, based on the sample av-
erage approximation (SAA) method [131]. We examine the typical-case computational
hardness of this stochastic combinatorial problem by using a parameterized synthetic
set of conservation problems, and observe an easy–hard–easy pattern with respect to the
constrainedness of the budget limit. We evaluate our approach on a real-world problem
instance from a red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) conservation effort. The RCW is a
highly endangered bird species found in the southeastern United States. The solutions
obtained by our approach are not only of better quality than solutions proposed earlier
but also point to conservation plans of fundamentally different spatial structure than
those obtained by simpler approaches.
15Exploiting Submodularity for Survey Planning and Active Learning
Building accurate predictive models is a key component in many sustainability-related
studies. For example, having good predictive models for the vegetation land-cover types
in the Arctic would enable in-depth studies of the possible effects of different climate
scenarios in this area. While data on certain features of the Arctic landscape (e.g.,
biomass) can be readily obtained through remote sensing using satellites, collecting
informationontheactualvegetationcoverindifferentpartsoftheArcticisa challenging
and extremely expensive task, given its large spatial extent. Hence, data collection or
survey planning for this setting has to be done extremely carefully and with certain
economic constraints in mind.
A similar challenge arises in the study of biodiversity. One way to inform the study
of biodiversity is to have good large-scale species distribution models that accurately
capture the current presence—or absence—of a species across extended landscapes.
Such models allow for assessment of the current state, habitat ranges, and changes in
distributions of species. The eBird1 program, led by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
aims at creating continent-scale species distribution models (SDM) for bird species in
North America by applying spatiotemporal inference and machine learning methods to
data collected through a large citizen-science effort to acquire presence and absence
reports for the species of interest. While ecological and other geographic information
system (GIS) data are readily available for areas of large spatial extent, the species oc-
currence information is collected by human volunteers following citizen-science proto-
cols. Limited availability of resources calls for thoughtful planning of future occurrence
collection efforts so that the new data collected are as informative as possible and yield
species distribution models that are more accurate.
1www.ebird.org
16The challenging problem of selecting future observations to add to the data used
for training a predictive model of a supervised learning task is in fact quite general
and is known as active learning [127] in the machine learning community. Achieving
good performance on supervised learning tasks, especially in the multinomial classiﬁ-
cation setting, requires large volumes of human-labeled data. In many cases, however,
the acquisition of labeled data is an expensive task, while unlabeled samples are more
readily available. Recent research on active learning [70, 75, 77], sensor placement
[84, 86, 148], and survey/experimental design [151] attempts to address the issue of
how to intelligently select additional samples to be included in the model ﬁtting so that
the statistics of model performance are greatly improved [100]. In particular, it has
been empirically demonstrated that good active learning methods can achieve lower
prediction error rates than passive learning approaches (i.e., those that employ random
selection of new data) with the same or a smaller number of labeled examples.
Mostpreviousresearchonactivelearninghasaddressedthesequentialsetting, where
one chooses only a single additional data point to add at a time. A key downside of se-
quential active learning is that it entails acquiring the label and retraining the predictive
model with each additionally selected instance. In many applications, this is not feasi-
ble: Retraining is very time consuming, and/or labeling efforts are expensive and subject
to limited resources—and therefore are planned in advance, in larger batches. This is es-
pecially true in situations where continent-scale citizen-science data collection protocols
are employed [135].
To mitigate these limitations of sequential active learning, a method known as batch-
mode active learning is sometimes used. In this approach, an entire set of data is se-
lected all at once. Some batch-mode active learning approaches have been proposed
recently [62, 64, 70]. However, either these batch-mode active learning approaches rely
17on a closed-form likelihood formulation and take advantage of available information-
theoretic quantities (i.e., they assume the use of speciﬁc types of classiﬁers which guar-
antee this), or they make assumptions about knowledge of the data generation process.
Black-box ensemble classiﬁcation models [12, 34, 124], on the other hand, lack a nat-
ural closed-form likelihood formulation, hence most existing batch-mode techniques
cannot be employed with them. However, black-box models have proved to be very
successful when unknown, highly nonlinear interactions exist, because of their mini-
mal assumptions on the functional form of the relationship between features and labels
and also because of their scalability and computational complexity [56]. For example,
species distributions are driven by complex, nonlinear spatial ecological dynamics and
biological interactions—precisely the classiﬁcation settings in which black-box ensem-
ble classiﬁcation models have shown great promise [49, 68, 79]. Hence, it is desirable
to design batch-mode active learning methods that are classiﬁer independent.
We propose learning for active learning (AL2), a general pool-based active learning
approach that uses a learning structure to inform the selection process of new samples.
Such a framework is classiﬁer independent and can use different performance measures,
in contrast to prior art that is tailored to speciﬁc supervised learning approaches and is
dependent on the associated model performance measures. AL2 is applicable to both
binary and multinomial classiﬁcation, and it is particularly well-suited to batch-mode
activelearning. Weconsideraspecialversionofthisgeneralframework, AL2
submodular, in
which the choice of learning structure leads to an active learning optimization problem
with submodular objective function, thereby allowing for an efﬁcient algorithm, with
optimality guarantee of 1 1=e. We employ AL2
submodular with two different supervised
learning methods and show that it outperforms competing methods, with statistically
signiﬁcant improvements, for a variety of well-studied real-world benchmarks as well
as our two motivating broad-scale ecological applications: species distribution modeling
18in eBird and prediction of land-cover types across the Arctic.
We contribute a broadly-applicable active learning method, which is classiﬁer in-
dependent, supports batch selection, and can handle both binary and multiclass pre-
diction tasks, and which comes with efﬁcient runtime, approximation guarantees and
statistically signiﬁcant performance gains in practice.
Summary
In summary, this thesis brings together a variety of strategies for understanding and
exploiting problem structure in large-scale real-world combinatorial problems, with a
focus on computational sustainability applications. In Chapter 2, we present formal
results that explain the good scaling behavior of current combinatorial search engines,
such as mixed-integer linear programming and Boolean satisﬁability solvers, that im-
plicitly exploit backdoors (i.e., hidden structure). We provide empirical results showing
the existence of such backdoors in real-world problems. Chapter 3, we also show how
one can further exploit problem structure by understanding patterns of computational
hardness across entire families of problem instances and by using special encodings that
lead to higher-quality solutions, with tight optimality guarantees, thereby signiﬁcantly
enhancing the efﬁciency of branch-and-bound search methods. We apply our results to
obtain economically viable solutions to several budget-constrained problems in wildlife
conservation. Finally, in Chapter 4, we show how submodularity leads to an efﬁcient
greedy-style algorithm with formal approximation guarantees that can be used in survey
planning for the collection of data used to train predictive models (e.g., of continent-
scale species distribution or of land-cover types under conditions of climate change).
Our work provides foundational contributions to computer science as well as novel com-
putational models and algorithms for designing economically practical solutions to key
computational sustainability problems.
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21CHAPTER 2
EXPLOITING HIDDEN STRUCTURE IN COMBINATORIAL PROBLEMS
General purpose inference engines for Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), in par-
ticular for Boolean satisﬁability (SAT), have witnessed tremendous progress since the
early 1990s. They are increasingly becoming key components of efﬁcient solution
methodologies for many interesting problems within the realm of artiﬁcial intelligence
as well as hardware and software veriﬁcation. Fortunately, while being able to efﬁ-
ciently solve all CSP or SAT instances in polynomial time is highly unlikely—these
problems are NP-complete—many real-world instances have been found to exhibit a
“structure” very different from that of hard randomly generated instances. Modern con-
straint solvers are in fact able to exploit such problem structure to, in a sense, defy
the worst-case complexity of these problems. Speciﬁcally, while one would expect in-
stances of an NP-complete problem with hundreds of thousands of variables to be com-
putationally completely out of reach, in fact in practice it is not uncommon to be able
to solve many such “structured” instances within a few minutes to a few hours using
state-of-the-art constraint solvers.
Capturing and exploiting problem structure is key to solving large real-world com-
binatorial problems. A very fruitful and proliﬁc line of research that has been pursued in
the study of combinatorial problems is the identiﬁcation of various structural properties
of instances that lead to efﬁcient algorithms. Ideally, one prefers structural properties
that are “easily” identiﬁable, such as topological properties of the underlying constraint
graph. As an example, the degree of acyclicity of a constraint graph, measured using
various graph width parameters, plays an important role with respect to the identiﬁca-
tion of tractable instances [16, 28, 30, 53–55, 123]. Other useful structural properties
consider the nature of the constraints, such as their so-called functionality, monotonicity,
22or row convexity [33, 143].
Another approach for studying the nature of combinatorial problems focuses on the
role of hidden structure. One example of such hidden structure is a backdoor set—a
set of variables B such that once they are instantiated, the remaining problem simpliﬁes
to a tractable class [146, 147]. While backdoors for Boolean satisﬁability were orig-
inally introduced to capture tractable propagation-based mechanisms of SAT solvers,
they have recently been studied also in the context of tractable syntactic classes such as
2CNF and Horn. These syntactic classes, however, do not capture key aspects of solvers
such as empty-clause (i.e., violated constraint) detection. We show that incorporating
inconsequential-sounding features such as empty-clause detection has a dramatic im-
pact on both the complexity of ﬁnding a backdoor of size k (which becomes harder in
the worst case) and on the size of the resulting minimum backdoor (which can become
arbitrarily smaller). Empirically, we show that commonly employed polynomial-time
“dynamic” propagation mechanisms, such as unit propagation, pure literal elimination,
and probing, often lead to much smaller backdoor sets in real-world domains than “stat-
ically” deﬁned classes such as Horn and RHorn, thereby capturing structure much more
succinctly. We also reveal the inherent limits of the simpler concept of deletion back-
doors, speciﬁcally, by looking at renamable Horn subformulas.
We extend the notion of backdoors for satisﬁability to incorporate learning during
search—a key aspect of nearly all state-of-the-art systematic SAT solvers—and show,
both theoretically and empirically, that this drastically reduces the size of the resulting
backdoor set. Our results suggest that structural notions explored for designing efﬁcient
algorithms for combinatorial problems should capture both statically and dynamically
identiﬁable properties of the combinatorial problem being solved.
23Combinatorial decision problems such as satisﬁability entail either showing that no
feasible solution to the problem exists or ﬁnding a feasible solution. Combinatorial op-
timization problems are a generalization of decision problems where one also has an
objective function that scores each solution. In this context, one is required to either
show that no solution exists or ﬁnd a feasible solution with the smallest possible score.
In general, the optimization versions of combinatorial decision problems are harder to
solve. We demonstrate that backdoors, appropriately generalized from satisﬁability, are
also effective in capturing problem structure in optimization problems. To address this
more complex problem setting, we formally deﬁne two notions of backdoors, to capture
the key sets of variables for the solution-ﬁnding and optimality-proving tasks separately.
We provide the ﬁrst empirical evidence that combinatorial optimization problems, such
as certain benchmark instances in mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), are in
fact characterized by extremely small backdoor sets that succinctly capture the com-
binatorics of the otherwise huge search spaces of these problems. Through extensive
experimentation, we study the number of backdoors of various sizes in optimization
problems. We show that the distribution of backdoor sizes gives insight into the rela-
tive difﬁculty of the corresponding tasks of ﬁnding solutions and proving optimality and
correlates with the runtime distributions for these tasks. We also provide an effective
heuristic for ﬁnding small backdoors in MILP problems.
In Section 2.1 we review relevant deﬁnitions and background on previous related
work. In Section 2.2 we study the tradeoff between worst-case complexity of backdoor
detection and the size of the minimum backdoor sets when considering different variants
of backdoors. In Section 2.3 we extend the notion of strong backdoors for Boolean
satisﬁability to the context of clause learning. In Section 2.4 we extend the notion of
backdoors to combinatorial optimization problems.
242.1 Backdoors: Background and Related Work
In this section, we give a more formal introduction to the Boolean satisﬁability problem
and CNF formulas, and we introduce the notion of backdoor sets and describe several
types of backdoors.
A conjunctive normal form (CNF) formula F is a conjunction of a ﬁnite set of
clauses, where a clause is a disjunction of a ﬁnite set of literals; a literal is a Boolean
variable or its negation. The literals associated with a variable x are denoted by xe,
e 2 f0;1g, with x1 denoting the “positive” literal (the one that is satisﬁed when x = 1)
and x0 denoting the “negative” literal (the one that is satisﬁed when x = 0). We some-
times specify a clause by just a set of literals, the disjunction operator being implicit.
var(F) denotes the the set of variables that occur in F. A (partial) truth assignment (or
variable assignment, or simply assignment) is a map t : B ! f0;1g deﬁned on some
set B  var(F); if B = var(F), t is called a complete assignment. A solution to a
CNF formula F is a complete assignment t that satisﬁes all the clauses of F. For a
proper subset B of var(F), together with an assignment t to the variables in B as well
as a variable x 2 var(F)nB and e 2 f0;1g, we will use t [fxeg to denote the as-
signment to the variables in B[fxg that comprises the assignments t and x 7! e. For
x 2 var(F) and e 2 f0;1g, F[e=x] denotes the simpliﬁed formula obtained from F by
removing all clauses that contain the literal xe and removing the literal x1 e from the
remaining clauses. For B  var(F) and an assignment t to the variables in B, F[t=B]
denotes the simpliﬁed formula obtained after setting the variables in B according to t.
Following Nishimura et al. [110], we deﬁne deletion of the variable x from the for-
mula F (denoted by F  x) as removal of the literals of x from every clause c of F:
F  x =

cn

x0;x1	
j c 2 F
	
. For B  var(F), F  B is deﬁned similarly.
25A unit clause is a clause that contains only one literal. A pure literal in F is a literal
xe such that x 2 var(F) and x1 e does not occur in F. A Horn clause is a clause that
contains at most one positive literal x1. A binary clause is a clause that contains exactly
two literals. A formula is called Horn (resp., 2CNF) if all its clauses are Horn (binary).
We also use Horn and 2CNF to denote the corresponding classes of formulas. Both
of these classes are tractable: Satisﬁability of Horn formulas can be decided in linear
time[31,43,67], ascansatisﬁabilityof2CNFformulas[8,31]. Renaming(orﬂipping)a
variable x in F means replacing every occurrence of x1 in F with with x0 and vice versa.
F is called a renamable Horn (RHorn) formula if all the clauses of F can be made Horn
by ﬂipping the variables in some subset of var(F). The class of RHorn formulas is
tractable: A renaming of the variables to obtain a Horn formula, if one exists, can be
found in linear time [7, 31, 94].
The concept of backdoors and their theoretical foundations were introduced by
Williams, Gomes, and Selman [146, 147]. Informally, a strong backdoor set for a for-
mula F is a set B  var(F) such that for every truth assignment to the variables in B,
the resulting simpliﬁed formula is tractable. Williams et al. [146] formalized backdoors
with respect to tractable classes of formulas, where tractability is captured in terms of a
polynomial-timesub-solver (deﬁnedshortly). Thisnotionoftractabilityisquitegeneral,
and it applies even to tractable classes for which there is no clean syntactic characteri-
zation.
Deﬁnition 1 (strong S-backdoor [146]). A set B of variables is a strong backdoor set
for a formula F w.r.t. a sub-solver S if B  var(F) and for every truth assignment t :
B ! f0;1g, S returns a satisfying assignment for F[t=B] or concludes that F[t=B] is
unsatisﬁable.
Deﬁnition 2 (weak S-backdoor [146]). A set B of variables is a weak backdoor set for
a formula F w.r.t. a sub-solver S if B  var(F) and for some truth assignment t : B !
26f0;1g, S returns a satisfying assignment for F[t=B].
Deﬁnition 3 (sub-solver [146]). A sub-solver S is an algorithm that, given a formula F
as input, satisﬁes the following conditions:
a) Trichotomy: S either rejects F (gives up) or correctly determines it (as unsatisﬁable
or satisﬁable, returning a solution if satisﬁable),
b) Efﬁciency: S runs in polynomial time,
c) Trivial solvability: S can determine whether F is trivially true (has no clauses) or
trivially false (has the empty clause, denoted by fg), and
d) Self-reducibility: If S determines F, then for every x 2 var(F) and e 2 f0;1g, S
determines F[e=x].
The properties of sub-solvers most relevant to our discussion will be efﬁciency and
trivial solvability.
The notion of sub-solver introduced in [146] captures the key properties of SAT
solvers based on the Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland (DPLL) algorithm [26, 27],
a backtrack search procedure in which one systematically chooses the next variable
to assign and applies polynomial-time propagation procedures (or sub-solvers) such as
unit propagation and pure literal elimination to infer as many additional assignments as
possible. Algorithm 1 outlines the DPLL steps.
The simplest and most trivial sub-solver that fulﬁlls the conditions in Deﬁnition 3 is
the one that checks for only two conditions: whether the formula is empty after simpli-
ﬁcation (and is thus trivially satisﬁable), and whether it contains the empty clause (and
is thus trivially unsatisﬁable). We use E to denote this trivial sub-solver. More rele-
vant sub-solvers, employed in practice by DPLL-style SAT solvers, are unit propagation
27Algorithm 1: Procedure DPLL(F;t)
Input: formula F, B  var(F), and assignment t to the variables in B
Output: UNSATISFIABLE or SATISFIABLE
1 Empty Formula: if F[t=B] is empty, return SATISFIABLE
2 Empty Clause: if F[t=B] contains the empty clause, return UNSATISFIABLE
3 Unit Clause: if F[t=B] contains a unit clause fxeg, return DPLL(F;t [fxeg)
4 Pure Literal: if F[t=B] contains a pure literal xe, return DPLL(F;t [fxeg)
5 Branch: Choose (heuristically) a literal xe of F[t=B]
6 if DPLL(F;t [fxeg) returns SATISFIABLE then return SATISFIABLE
7 else return DPLL(F;t [fx1 eg)
(UP), pure literal elimination (PLfg), and their combination (UP+PL). Yet another, more
advanced, propagation technique based on lookahead is probing (PROB). We formally
describe these sub-solvers in Table 2.1.
Every sub-solver S correctly determines a particular sub-class of CNF formulas and
rejects others, which implicitly deﬁnes the class of formulas that it can determine in
polynomial time. A natural variant of the deﬁnition of a backdoor does not explicitly
appeal to a sub-solver, but rather requires the formula that remains after values are as-
signed to the backdoor variables to fall within a known tractable class of CNF formulas
such as 2CNF, Horn, or RHorn. We will refer to such backdoors as 2CNF-backdoors,
Horn-backdoors, and RHorn-backdoors, respectively.
Deﬁnition 4 (strongC-backdoor [137]). Given a classC of formulas where membership
in C and satisﬁability of formulas in C can be decided in polynomial time, a set B of
variables is a strong backdoor set for a formula F w.r.t. C if B  var(F) and for every
assignment t : B ! f0;1g, F[t=B] 2C.
Note that this way of deﬁning backdoors corresponds to relaxing the assumption of
trivial solvability for a sub-solver. The tractable class implicitly deﬁned by any given
sub-solver includes by deﬁnition all formulas that are trivially satisﬁable or trivially un-
satisﬁable, while many well-known tractable classes C do not include such formulas.
28Table 2.1: DPLL sub-solvers: polynomial-time propagation procedures used in modern
SAT solvers
E The sub-solver simply checks for the empty formula and the empty clause
and determines the formula accordingly. If neither holds, the formula is
rejected.
PLfg The pure literal elimination sub-solver checks for variables that appear as
pure literals, and then assigns each of them the corresponding value and
simpliﬁes, until the formula is trivially solvable (notice that this procedure
cannot decide unsatisﬁable instances). If the remaining formula is not triv-
ially solvable but contains no more pure literals, then it is rejected. To
fulﬁll the deﬁnition of sub-solver, every formula is also ﬁrst checked for
the empty clause. For simplicity, we will refer to this sub-solver as PL.
UP Given a formula F, the unit propagation sub-solver (UP) checks whether
the formula is empty or contains the empty clause, in which case it is triv-
ially solvable; otherwise, it checks whether the formula contains a unit
clause. If the formula contains no unit clauses, it is rejected; otherwise, it
assigns the variable in the unit clause the corresponding satisfying value
and recurses on the simpliﬁed formula.
UP+PL The sub-solver ﬁrst applies unit propagation until there are no more unit
clausesandthenappliesthepureliteralrule. Iftheformulaisnotsimpliﬁed
to one that is trivially solvable or trivially inconsistent, it is rejected.
PROB Probing, also known as the failed literal rule, ﬁrst applies UP. If the for-
mula is not determined, then true and false are assigned separately to some
unassigned variable and UP is applied to the resulting subformulas. If ei-
ther of the two assignments results in a complete satisfying assignment, the
formula is deemed satisﬁable. If both assignments result in an unsatisﬁable
subformula, then the formula is determined unsatisﬁable. If only one of the
two assignments results in an unsatisﬁable subformula, then the other value
is assigned to that variable and the procedure recurses. Otherwise, another
unassigned variable is probed. If for all originally unassigned variables
both probing assignments result in subformulas that are rejected by UP, the
formula is rejected.a
PROB+PL This sub-solver applies probing as above, but at each probing assignment
it uses UP+PL as the subprocedure instead of UP.
aThis sub-solver will need to apply UP at most O(n2) times. Each time a variable is
set by probing, we must re-probe all the remaining variables, as some assignments
that did not originally lead to failure by propagation might do so now.
For example, an arbitrary formula containing the empty clause may not be Horn. How-
ever, such formulas—with the empty clause in them—are important for our discussion.
With slight abuse of notation, we use E to denote not only the trivial sub-solver but also
29the class of formulas that it decides, that is, the empty formula and all formulas that
contain the empty clause.
Deﬁnition 5. E is the class that consists of the empty formula and all CNF formulas that
contain the empty clause, fg. For any classC of formulas,Cfg denotes the classC[E.
A backdoor w.r.t. a class Cfg is a set of variables such that for every assignment to
the variables in the backdoor, the remaining subformula either contains the empty clause
or belongs to C. Table 2.2 summarizes the tractable CNF classes that are relevant to the
study of backdoors in this work.
Table 2.2: Tractable classes relevant to backdoors studied in this work. The ﬁrst three
classes are syntactic tractable classes; the last three are syntactic classes with empty-
clause detection.
2CNF First checks for membership by scanning all clauses and checking whether
each contains two literals. If this check fails, the formula is rejected; oth-
erwise, the formula is decided in linear time (see, for example, [8, 31]).
Horn First checks for membership by scanning all clauses and checking whether
each contains at most one positive literal. If this check fails, the formula
is rejected; otherwise, the formula is decided by running unit propagation
and setting any remaining variables to 0 [67] (see also [31]).
RHorn First checks for membership by ﬁnding a valid variable renaming if one
exists; this can be accomplished with known linear-time algorithms [7, 31,
94]. If the formula is not rejected, the resulting Horn formula is solved.
2CNFfg First checks for empty clause. If that does not apply, then checks 2CNF.
Hornfg First checks for empty clause. If that does not apply, then checks Horn.
RHornfg First checks for empty clause. If that does not apply, then checks RHorn.
Several studies have demonstrated an empirical correlation between the size of the
smallest strong backdoor and the search effort required by SAT solvers. Lynce and
Marques-Silva [99] show that the search effort required by the SAT solver zChaff [105,
150] to prove a random 3-SAT formula unsatisﬁable is correlated with the size of the
strong backdoors w.r.t. the trivial sub-solver E. Kilby, Slaney, Thibaux, and Walsh
[81] study strong SATZ-backdoors: sets B of variables such that for every assignment
t to these variables, the SAT solver Satz [95] solves the simpliﬁed formula F[t=B]
30without making any branching decisions (i.e., with a “branch-free” search). Satz is a
DPLL-based SAT solver that incorporates a strong variable selection heuristic and a
propagation sub-solver that applies a limited form of PROB+PL (probing is not applied
recursively—the variables are scanned only once, even if probing yields a successful
assignment). Kilby et al. [81] measure problem hardness, deﬁned as the logarithm of
the number of search nodes required by Satz, and ﬁnd that it is correlated with the size
of the smallest strong SATZ-backdoors.
Computing a smallest backdoor is in general intractable in the worst case. This
intractability result assumes that the size of the smallest backdoor is unknown and can
be as large as n, the number of variables. However, one can ask the decision question of
whether a given formula F has a backdoor of size at most k. We refer to this decision
problem as the problem of STRONG S-BACKDOOR DETECTION for sub-solvers (and,
similarly, STRONG C-BACKDOOR DETECTION for tractable classes).
STRONG S-BACKDOOR DETECTION
Input: A formula F
Parameter: A positive integer k
Question: Does F have a strong backdoor of size at most k with respect to sub-solver S?
For any sub-solver S, given hF;ki as input, the problem of deciding whether F has
a strong S-backdoor of size k can be formulated as: Does there exist a backdoor set
B  var(F);jBj = k; such that for every truth assignment t : B ! f0;1g, S correctly
determines F[t=B]? If the size k of the backdoor is small compared to the number n of
variables in F, one can search for the backdoor in a brute-force manner by considering
all
 n
k

subsets of k variables and all 2k truth assignments to these candidate variables.
This is technically a polynomial-time process for a ﬁxed value of k, although even for
moderate values of k the runtime becomes infeasible in practice. Can one do better?
31This is a question considered in the area of parameterized complexity theory [44].
An instance of a parameterized problem is a pair hI;ki where I is the main part and
k is the parameter. A parameterized problem is called ﬁxed-parameter tractable (FPT)
w.r.t. k if it can be solved in time O(f(k)jjIjjc) where f is any computable function, jjIjj
denotes the size of I, and c is a constant (independent of k). Parameterized complexity1
offers a completeness theory, similar to the theory of NP-completeness, described by
a hierarchy of parameterized-complexity classes, which are deﬁned as the closure of
certain parameterized problems under parameterized reductions:
FPT W[1] W[2]   W[P]  XP:
A parameterized problem known to be W[t]-hard (under parameterized reductions) for
some t  1 is very unlikely to be ﬁxed-parameter tractable (i.e., the class containment
is probably strict). Fixed-parameter tractability of a W[t]-hard problem would imply
that the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails [51] (i.e., it would imply the existence
of a 2o(n) algorithm for n-variable 3SAT). A canonical example of a ﬁxed-parameter
tractable problem is Vertex Cover, while Clique is W[1]-complete, and Set Cover is
W[2]-complete, with the parameter k as the size of the solution [44].
The parameterized version of STRONG S-BACKDOOR DETECTION treats the size k
of the backdoor as a parameter. Note that if backdoor detection for some tractable class
or sub-solver is shown to be ﬁxed-parameter tractable, then one can decide the existence
of a backdoor set of size k in time O(f(k)nc), where c does not depend on k—as opposed
to the runtime of the brute-force approach discussed earlier—meaning that in principle
one could search fairly efﬁciently for potentially large backdoors.
Szeider [137] studied the complexity of ﬁnding strong backdoors w.r.t. DPLL sub-
solvers. For S2 fUP, PL, UP+PLg and with k as the parameter of interest, he proved that
1A detailed discussion of parameterized complexity classes is beyond the scope of this work.
32the problem of deciding whether there exists a strong S-backdoor of size k is complete
for the parameterized complexity class W[P]. Interestingly, the na¨ ıve brute-force proce-
dure for this problem, which we described earlier, already has complexity O(nk2kna)
and works by enumerating all subsets of size  k, trying all assignments for each such
subset, and running the sub-solver in O(na) time for each assignment. This, combined
with the W[P]-completeness of the problem, indicates that asymptotically, in terms of
worst-case behavior, we are unlikely to ﬁnd a strong backdoor of size k w.r.t. UP, PL, or
UP+PL more efﬁciently than with brute-force search [137].
Theorem 1. ([137]) The parameterized problems of STRONG fUP, PL, UP+PLg-
BACKDOOR DETECTION are W[P]-complete.
Nishimura, Ragde, and Szeider [110] studied the complexity of ﬁnding strong back-
doors with respect to the classes 2CNF and Horn. They observed that an important
general property of these two classes is the following:
Deﬁnition 6. A classC of formulas is closed under clause removal if removing arbitrary
clauses from any formula inC keeps the formula inC.
For tractable classes of formulas that are closed under clause removal, one can con-
sider a different notion of backdoors, one that involves a set of variables such that once
these variables are “deleted” from the formula, the remaining formula falls into a given
tractable class (without considering any simpliﬁcation due to truth assignments).
Deﬁnition 7 (deletion C-backdoor [110]). A set B of variables is a deletion backdoor
set for a formula F w.r.t. a classC if B  var(F) and F  B 2C.
Deletion backdoors for classes satisfying closure under clause removal are useful in
capturing structure in a backtrack search solver because of the following observation,
33which implies that restricting branching to the variables of a deletion backdoor (w.r.t.
tractable classes closed under clause deletion) is sufﬁcient to efﬁciently solve the for-
mula.
Proposition 1. ([110]) Let C be a tractable class of CNF formulas that is closed un-
der clause removal. Then every deletion C-backdoor is also a strong C-backdoor. In
particular, this holds forC 2 fHorn;2CNFg.
In general, strongC-backdoors are not deletionC-backdoors, because assigning val-
ues to variables (as opposed to deleting variables) usually leads to further simpliﬁcation
of the formula. We will show, for example, that there is an exponential separation be-
tween the size of the smallest deletion RHorn-backdoor and the smallest strong RHorn-
backdoor. Nonetheless, Nishimuraetal.[110]showthatforC2f2CNF,Horng, deletion
backdoors and strong backdoors are equivalent.
Theorem 2. ([110]) ForC 2 fHorn,2CNFg, every strongC-backdoor is also a deletion
C-backdoor.
Since membership in a tractable class C can be checked in polynomial time, the
problem of deciding whether F has a deletion C-backdoor of size k is trivially in NP.
For C 2 f2CNF, Horng, Nishimura et al. [110] show that the problem of deciding
whether F has a deletion C-backdoor of size k is NP-complete but also ﬁxed param-
eter tractable (FPT)—in particular, that it can be solved in time O(2kn) and O(3kn) for
Horn and 2CNF respectively, where n is the number of literals that occur in F. To-
gether with the result that strong Horn-backdoors are also deletion Horn-backdoors, and
that strong 2CNF-backdoors are also deletion 2CNF-backdoors, this shows that strong
fHorn,2CNFg-backdoor detection is FPT, in contrast to the W[P]-completeness result
for strong fUP, PL, UP+PLg-backdoor detection mentioned earlier.
34Theorem 3. ([110]) The problems of STRONG HORN-BACKDOOR DETECTION and
STRONG 2CNF-BACKDOOR DETECTION have NP-complete non-parameterized com-
plexity and FPT parameterized complexity.
Another tractable class of CNF formulas that is closed under clause removal is
RHorn. Hence by Proposition 1, deletion RHorn-backdoors are also strong RHorn-
backdoors. Similarly to Horn, the problem of deciding whether F has a deletion RHorn-
backdoor of size k is NP-complete [15] and has recently been shown to also be FPT,
using a result for MAX-2-SAT [121].
Theorem 4. The problem of DELETION RHORN-BACKDOOR DETECTION has NP-
complete non-parameterized complexity [15] and FPT parameterized complexity [121].
Two studies have proposed heuristic methods for ﬁnding small deletion RHorn-
backdoors. Paris et al. [116] proposed a two-step heuristic approach for ﬁnding deletion
RHorn-backdoors that are not necessarily of minimal size. They found that branching
on the variables occurring in the backdoors detected with their approach can signif-
icantly speed up DPLL solvers. Later, Kottler, Kaufmann, and Sinz [83] introduced
two additional ways of computing deletion RHorn-backdoors, both of which generally
outperform the method of Paris et al. [116].
2.2 Tradeoffs in Backdoor Detection for Satisﬁability
The study of backdoors for satisﬁability has generated considerable research interest in
recent years [81, 83, 99, 110, 116, 121, 137, 146, 147]. This section provides an in-
depth analysis of key properties that differentiate various notions of a backdoor (e.g.,
backdoors with respect to speciﬁc sub-solvers versus backdoors with respect to known
35classes such as Horn and 2CNF, and strong backdoors versus deletion backdoors) and
the resulting important tradeoffs between the size of the smallest backdoor set and the
computational complexity of ﬁnding backdoors [36].
A key property of a strong backdoor is that it allows for “dynamic” constraint rea-
soning as a function of the variable assignment: For every assignment to the backdoor
variables, the resulting simpliﬁed formula must be decidable by the sub-solver. “Static”
properties, on the other hand, can be evaluated without considering variable assign-
ments. Examples of such properties are verifying whether a a set B of variables is a
cutset [29], or whether deleting the variables in B from the formula results in a 2CNF,
Horn, or RHorn formula [110]. Another important property of backdoors is that the def-
inition of a sub-solver captures empty-clause detection (the trivial solvability property),
a key feature underlying the efﬁciency of SAT solvers.
In Section 2.2.1, we show formally that while relaxing each of these properties can
make identifying backdoors computationally easier, it can also lead to exponentially
larger backdoor sizes and hence can weaken the usefulness of having a backdoor. In
particular, we show that, although “static” deletion RHorn-backdoors have favorable
computational complexity [121], they can be exponentially larger than strong RHorn-
backdoors. In addition, we show that strong backdoors with respect to the tractable
classes 2CNFfg, Hornfg, and RHornfg, which include empty-clause detection, can be
arbitrarily smaller than strong backdoors with respect to the known pure classes 2CNF,
Horn, and RHorn. We also characterize the tradeoff in computational complexity by
showing that ﬁnding strong backdoors with respect to 2CNFfg, Hornfg, and RHornfg
is both NP-hard and coNP-hard, an increase in hardness from the NP-completeness of
strong f2CNF,Horng-backdoor detection [110].
In Section 2.2.2, we empirically compare the size of deletion Horn- and RHorn-
36backdoors with the size of strong backdoors with respect to different DPLL sub-solvers.
We ﬁnd that, in practice, strong backdoors with respect to DPLL sub-solvers (a “dy-
namic” backdoor variant) succinctly capture the combinatorial structure in real-world
problem domains, while deletion backdoors (a “static” backdoor variant) do not provide
much insight, as they usually contain a large fraction of the problem variables.
2.2.1 Theoretical Results for Different Sub-Solvers
The Impact of Empty-Clause Detection
First, we show that strong backdoors w.r.t. 2CNFfg, Hornfg, and RHornfg behave very
differently, in terms of both the complexity of ﬁnding backdoors and the backdoor size,
compared to strong backdoors w.r.t. 2CNF, Horn, and RHorn, respectively.2 In particu-
lar, we prove that the problem of deciding whether a formula has a strong backdoor of
size k w.r.t. C 2 f2CNFfg, Hornfg, RHornfgg is NP-hard and coNP-hard. This shows
that unless NP = coNP, this problem is much harder3 than determining whether there
exist strong backdoors of size k w.r.t.C 2 f2CNF, Horn, RHorng, which is known to be
NP-complete and is thus within NP [15, 110].
Before we present our worst-case complexity results, we start with a relatively sim-
ple observation, which highlights the potential positive impact of considering empty-
clausedetectionasintheclasses 2CNFfg, Hornfg, andRHornfg. Considerthefollowing
unsatisﬁable family fFngn4 of formulas:
Fn = (x1)^(:x1)^(x1_x2_:::_xn)^(:x1_:x2_:::_:xn)
2Recall that adding the set E of all formulas with an empty clause to 2CNF, Horn, or RHorn corre-
sponds to adding empty-clause detection to the sub-solver for that class.
3This is further discussed in Remark 1.
37It is clear that the variable x1 is the “cause” of Fn being unsatisﬁable. Indeed, fx1g
is a strong E-backdoor of size 1 for Fn, and hence also a strong Cfg-backdoor for any
class C. On the other hand, one must assign values to at least n 1 variables before
the third clause of Fn becomes Horn. Similarly, one must assign values to at least n 
2 variables before the third and fourth clauses of Fn become 2CNF or RHorn.4 This
example shows that empty-clause detection can lead to not only exponentially smaller
but even arbitrarily smaller backdoor sets than those with respect to the classes 2CNF,
Horn, and RHorn.
Proposition 2. Let C be any class of formulas. There are families fFngn4 of formulas
with a strong Cfg-backdoor of size 1 but for which all strong Horn-, RHorn-, or 2CNF-
backdoors are of size at least n 2.
Let us return to the subject of analyzing the worst-case complexity of ﬁnding small
backdoors when empty-clause detection is added to the underlying class. To prove
the NP-hardness result mentioned above, we extend the argument originally used by
Nishimura et al. [110] for (pure) 2CNF- and Horn-backdoors, employing a reduction
from the NP-complete Vertex Cover problem. In the other direction, we prove coNP-
hardness of backdoor detection w.r.t. these classes, enriched by empty-clause detection,
by directly reducing UNSAT, the coNP-complete problem of deciding whether a given
CNF formula is unsatisﬁable, to strong Cfg-backdoor detection, exploiting the fact that
the classes Horn, RHorn, and 2CNF are closed under clause deletion. These two results
are formally stated as Lemmas 1 and 2 below, which together lead to our ﬁrst main
result, Theorem 5.
Lemma 1. Let C 2 fHorn, RHorn, 2CNFg. Given a formula F and k  0, the problem
of deciding whether F has a strongCfg-backdoor of size k is NP-hard.
4For RHorn, if we assign values to at most n 3 variables of Fn, then under every renaming, at least
two of the remaining variables will be positive in at least one of the two long clauses of Fn, violating the
Horn property.
38Proof. We extend the argument originally used by Nishimura et al. [110] for (pure)
2CNF- and Horn-backdoors. The polynomial time reduction is from the NP-complete
Vertex Cover problem: Given an undirected graph G = (V;E) and a number k  0, does
G have a vertex cover of size k? A vertex cover U is a subset of V such that every edge
in E has at least one endpoint in U. Given an instance hG;ki of this problem, we will
construct a formula FHorn with n  k variables and with all positive literals such that
FHorn has a strong Hornfg-backdoor of size k if and only if G has a vertex cover of size
k. Similarly, we will construct FRHorn and F2CNF.
(I) FHorn has jVj variables and jEj clauses. The variables are xv for each v 2V and
the clauses are deﬁned as follows:
FHorn =
^
fu;vg2E
u<v
(xu_xv)
It is easy to see that if G has a vertex cover U of size k, then the corresponding variable
set XU = fxu j u 2Ug is a strong Horn-backdoor, and hence a strong Hornfg-backdoor,
of size k: for any assignment t to XU, FHorn[t=XU] contains clauses of length at most
one, and is thus trivially in Horn (and thus in Hornfg). For the other direction, suppose
XU is a strong Hornfg-backdoor of size k. We claim that the variables in XU must touch
every clause of FHorn, implying that the corresponding vertices U touch every edge of
G and thus form a vertex cover of size k. To see this, consider the all-1’s assignment
t1 to XU. Since XU is a strong Hornfg-backdoor and assigning variables according to
t1 cannot result in creating the empty clause, FHorn[t1=XU] must be Horn. If XU did not
touch a clause c of FHorn, then c would appear in FHorn[t1=XU] as a binary clause with
two positive literals, violating the Horn property. Hence, the claim holds.
(II) FRHorn has jVj+jEj variables and 4jEj clauses. The variables are xv for each
39v 2V and yu;v for each fu;vg 2 E;u < v. The clauses of FRHorn are deﬁned as follows:
FRHorn =
^
fu;vg2E
u<v
0
B
@
(xu_xv_:yu;v)^(xu_:xv_:yu;v)^
(:xu_xv_:yu;v)^(:xu_:xv_:yu;v)
1
C
A
Note that the only clauses of FRHorn violating the Horn property are the jEj clauses of
the form (xu _xv _:yu;v). Note also that FRHorn is not a renamable Horn formula, as
any renaming of the x variables will leave at least one clause per edge in non-Horn
form. As before, if G has a vertex coverU of size k, then the corresponding variable set
XU = fxu j u 2Ug is in fact a strong Horn-backdoor, and hence also a strong RHornfg-
backdoor of size k: For any assignment t to XU, the jEj clauses of FRHorn violating
the Horn property either become satisﬁed or are reduced to having at most one positive
literal, and thus become Horn. For the other direction, suppose B = XU [Y is a strong
RHornfg-backdoor for FRHorn of size k, whereY denotes a (possibly empty) subset of the
y variables. We claim that variables of XU must touch every clause of FRHorn, implying
that the corresponding verticesU touch every edge of G and thus form a vertex cover of
size  k. (Since k  n, we can extend U to a vertex cover of size exactly k by adding
to it k jUj arbitrary vertices of G.) To see this, suppose for the sake of contradiction
that the vertex set U does not touch edge (u;v) of G and is therefore not a valid vertex
cover. In other words, B contains neither xu nor xv. Consider the truth assignment t that
sets Bnfyu;vg to 0 and B\fyu;vg to 1. In words, this says that t assigns all variables
of B the value 0, except for yu;v, which is assigned the value 1 if it is part of B (and
left unset otherwise). All 4(jEj 1) clauses of FRHorn not involving yu;v contain at least
one negative literal and therefore cannot generate an empty clause in FRHorn[t=B]. By
assumption, B contains neither xu nor xv, and thus the 4 clauses involving yu;v also do
not generate the empty clause in FRHorn[t=B]. Since B is a strong RHornfg-backdoor, it
follows that FRHorn[t=B] must be in RHorn. However, this formula contains either the 4
40clauses
(xu_xv);(xu_:xv);(:xu_xv);(:xu_:xv)
or the 4 clauses ),
(xu_xv_:yu;v);(xu_:xv_:yu;v);(:xu_xv_:yu;v);(:xu_:xv_:yu;v);
depending on whether or not yu;v 2 B, and is therefore not in RHorn in either case
because under any renaming at least one of the 4 clauses will have at least two positive
literals—a contradiction. It follows that B must have included at least one of xu and xv
to begin with, and thusU is a valid vertex cover for G, as desired.
(III) F2CNF has jVj+jEj variables and jEj clauses. The variables are xv for each
v 2V and yu;v for each fu;vg 2 E;u < v. The clauses of F2CNF are deﬁned as follows:
F2CNF =
^
fu;vg2E
u<v
(xu_xv_yu;v)
The argument for the correctness of the reduction is very similar to the one for FHorn, re-
lying on the all-1’s assignment. The only difference is that if we have a strong backdoor
XU, it may contain some of the y variables, and so there is no direct way of obtaining a
vertex cover out of XU. However, this is easy to ﬁx. If XU contains yu;v and also at least
one of xu and xv, we can simply disregard yu;v when constructing a vertex cover. If XU
contains yu;v but neither xu nor xv, we can replace yu;v with either of these two variables
and obtain a backdoor set of the same size but with fewer (and eventually no) such y
variables.
We now prove coNP-hardness of backdoor detection w.r.t. Hornfg, RHornfg, and
2CNFfg. In fact, the result holds for any classC having two natural properties. The ﬁrst
property, “closure under clause removal,” was introduced in Deﬁnition 6, and the other
property is as follows:
41Deﬁnition 8. A class C of formulas is said to support large strong backdoors if there
exists a polynomial (in k) time constructible family fGkgk0 of formulas such that the
smallest strongC-backdoors for Gk have size larger than k.
In particular, 2CNF and Horn support large strong backdoors as witnessed by the
following simple single-clause family of formulas: Gk = (x1 _x2 _:::_xk+3). It can
be easily veriﬁed that the all-0’s assignment to any subset of k variables of Gk leaves a
clause with three positive literals, which is neither 2CNF nor Horn. Hence, the smallest
2CNF- or Horn-backdoors for Gk have size larger than k. RHorn also supports large
strong backdoors, although the argument is slightly more involved. Consider the fol-
lowing family of formulas over 2k+2 variables:
Gk =
^
1ik+1
 
(xi_yi)^(xi_:yi)^(:xi_yi)^(:xi_:yi)

Suppose Gk has an RHorn-backdoor B of size k. Clearly, there is at least one i 2
f1;2;:::;k+1g such that neither xi nor yi belongs to B. Then, for any assignment of
values to the variables in B, the 4 clauses involving xi and yi violate the RHorn property,
contradicting the assumption that B is an RHorn-backdoor. Thus, the smallest RHorn-
backdoors for Gk are of size larger than k, as desired.
Lemma 2. Let C be a class of formulas such that (1) C is closed under removal of
clauses and (2)C supports large strong backdoors. Then, given a formula F and k  0,
the problem of deciding whether F has a strongCfg-backdoor of size k is coNP-hard.
Proof. Let UNSAT denote the coNP-complete problem of deciding whether a given
CNFformulaisunsatisﬁable. WeprovethelemmabyreducingUNSATtoCfg-backdoor
detection. Let H be a CNF formula over variables VH, jVHj = k. We create a formula
F such that F has a strong Cfg-backdoor of size k if and only if H is unsatisﬁable. The
42idea is to start with H and append to it a formula on a disjoint set of variables such that
for any assignment to k backdoor variables, the combined formula does not reduce to a
formula inC and must therefore contain the empty clause in order to belong toCfg.
F is constructed as follows. Using the fact that C supports large strong backdoors,
construct in polynomial time a formula G over a disjoint set of variables (i.e., variables
not appearing in H) such that G does not have a strong C-backdoor of size k. Now let
F = H ^G. We prove that H 2 UNSAT if and only if F has a strong Cfg-backdoor of
size k.
()) Suppose H is unsatisﬁable. This implies that every truth assignment t to VH,
the variables of H, violates some clause of H. It follows that for each such t, F[t=VH]=
H[t=VH]^G[t=VH] contains the empty clause and is therefore in Cfg. Hence VH gives
us the desired backdoor of size k.
(() Suppose F has a strong Cfg-backdoor B of size k. Partition B into BH [BG,
where BH has the variables of H and BG has the variables of G. By the construction
of G and because jBGj  k, BG cannot be a strong C-backdoor for G. In other words,
there exists an assignment tG to BG such that G[tG=BG] 62 C. Because of the closure
of C under removal of clauses and the variable disjointness of H and G, it follows that
F[t=B] 62 C for every extension t = (tH;tG) of tG to all of B. However, since B is a
strong Cfg-backdoor for F, it must be that F[t=B] 2 Cfg, and the only possibility left
is that F[t=B] 2 E. Since G[tG=BG] 62 E, it must be that H[tH=BH] 2 E for all such
extensions t of tG. In words, this says that H[tH=BH] contains a violated clause for
every truth assignment to BH. Therefore, H is unsatisﬁable as desired.
Lemmas 1 and 2 together give us our ﬁrst main theorem:
Theorem 5. LetC 2 fHorn, RHorn, 2CNFg. Given a formula F and k 0, the problem
43of deciding whether F has a strong Cfg-backdoor of size k is both NP-hard and coNP-
hard.
Remark 1. It is well known that if a problem P is both NP-hard and coNP-hard, then
it is harder than both NP and coNP assuming NP 6= coNP. For completeness, we brieﬂy
review the argument here. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that P is in NP while
the above assumptions hold. Since P is assumed to be coNP-hard, this implies that all
problems in coNP are also in NP, that is, coNP  NP. We will show that the reverse
must also hold, i.e., NP  coNP, together implying NP = coNP—a contradiction to one
of our starting assumptions. Since P is assumed to be in NP, its complement, P, is, by
deﬁnition, in coNP. Since we had coNP  NP, we also have that P is in NP. This, by
deﬁnition, implies that the complement of P, which is P itself, is in coNP. Similar to
the earlier reasoning, P being NP-hard and in coNP implies that all problems in NP are
also in coNP, that is, NP  coNP, as desired. This ﬁnishes the proof that if P is both
NP-hard and coNP-hard, and is in NP, then it must be that NP = coNP. A symmetric
argument works if P is assumed to be in coNP.
Strong Backdoors vs. Deletion Backdoors
Let us turn our attention to the relationship between strong and deletion backdoors.
While these two kinds of backdoors are known to be equivalent for the classes 2CNF
and Horn, we prove an exponential separation for a slightly stronger class—that of re-
namable Horn formulas, where the speciﬁc renaming used to convert a subformula to
the Horn form may differ depending on the variable assignment t to the strong backdoor
set B that yields the subformula F[t=B]. Speciﬁcally, we demonstrate the existence of
formulas for which strong RHorn-backdoors are exponentially smaller than the smallest
deletion RHorn-backdoors. This suggests that strong RHorn-backdoors are more likely
44to succinctly capture structural properties of interest in formulas than strong backdoors
w.r.t. purely static classes like Horn.
The main idea behind the proof is the following. Suppose B is a strong RHorn-
backdoor for F. Then foreach assignment t to the variables in B, there existsa renaming
rt such that F[t=B] under the renaming rt yields a Horn formula. If F is such that
for different t, the various renamings rt are different and mutually incompatible, then
there is no single renaming r under which F  B, the formula obtained by deleting the
variables in B, becomes Horn. The following example illustrates this point, which we
will generalize to an exponential separation in the proof of Theorem 6.
Example 1. Consider the following formula:
F = (x1_x2)^(:y1_:y2)^(:x1_y1_z)^(:x1_y2_:z)
^(:x2_y1_z)^(:x2_y2_:z)
First we observe that B = fzg is a strong RHorn-backdoor for F because for z = 0
we can rename x1 and y1, and for z = 1 we can rename x1 and y2, and obtain a Horn
formula. On the other hand, fzg certainly does not work as a deletion backdoor because
we must rename at least one of x1 and x2, which forces both y1 and y2 to be renamed and
violates the Horn property. In fact, it can be easily veriﬁed that neither fx1g nor fy1g is
a deletion RHorn-backdoor. From the symmetry between x1 and x2 and between y1 and
y2, it follows that F does not have a deletion RHorn-backdoor of size 1.
Theorem 6. There are formulas for which the smallest strong RHorn-backdoors are
exponentially smaller than any deletion RHorn-backdoor.
Proof. Let s be a power of 2, t = s+log2s, and n = s+log2s+t = 2(s+log2s). We
will prove the theorem by explicitly constructing a family of formulas fFng such that Fn
45is deﬁned over n variables, Fn has a strong RHorn-backdoor of size log2s = Q(logn),
and every deletion RHorn-backdoor for Fn is of size at least s+log2s 1 = Q(n).
Fn is constructed on three kinds of variables: fxi j 1  i tg,

yj j 1  j  s
	
, and
fzk j 1  k  log2sg. Variables zk are used to encode all s 0–1 sequences of length
log2s. Speciﬁcally, for 1  j  s, let D
j
z be the unique clause involving all z variables
where each zk occurs negated in D
j
z if and only if the kth bit of j, written in the binary
representation, is a 1. For example, for j = 01101, D
j
z = (z1 _:z2 _:z3 _z4 _:z5).
Note that D
j
z is falsiﬁed precisely by the unique assignment that corresponds to the
binary representation of j. Fn is deﬁned to have exactly the following st +2 clauses:
Cx  (x1_x2_:::_xt)
Cy  (:y1_:y2_:::_:ys)
Ci;j
z  (:xi_yj_Dj
z) 8i 2 f1;:::;tg; j 2 f1;:::;sg
We now analyze RHorn-backdoors for Fn. First, we show that fzk j 1  k  log2sg
is a strong RHorn-backdoor for Fn. To see this, ﬁx any assignment t 2f0;1g
log2s to the z
variables. By the discussion above, t satisﬁes clause D
j
z for all but one value of j. Let us
denote this falsiﬁed clause by Dt
z. It follows that the reduced formula, Fn[t=z], consists
of Cx;Cy; and for each i 2 f1;:::;tg, the binary clause (:xi_yt). We can convert this
formula to Horn by renaming or ﬂipping the signs of all xi, and of yt. This renaming
makes Cx Horn. Further, it preserves the Horn property of Cy as well as of each of the
t residual binary clauses. Hence the z variables form a strong RHorn-backdoor of size
log2s.
To derive a lower bound on the size of every deletion RHorn-backdoor B, notice that
if B includes at least t 1 of the x variables, then jBjt 1 = s+log2s 1, as claimed.
Otherwise, B does not contain at least two of the x variables, and we must therefore
46rename at least one of these two variables, say x1, to make Cx Horn. This implies that
we must ﬂip all variables yj 62 B because of the clauses C
1;j
z , which now already have
a positive literal, x1. However, because of the clause Cy, we can ﬂip at most one y
variable, and it follows that at least s 1 of the y variables are in B. Moreover, we also
have that all log2s of the z variables are in B, because otherwise, irrespective of how the
z variables are renamed, in at least one C
1;j
z clause a z variable will appear positively,
violating the Horn property. Hence, jBj  s 1+log2s, as claimed. This ﬁnishes the
proof.
The relationship between the minimum sizes of strong and deletion backdoors w.r.t.
Horn and RHorn can be summarized as follows:
strong RHornfg < strong RHorn < del RHorn < strong Horn = del Horn
To understand the justiﬁcation for the above relationships, recall that a strong Horn-
backdoor is also a deletion Horn-backdoor, which is also a deletion RHorn-backdoor.
The inequality between the minimum sizes of deletion RHorn-backdoors and strong
Horn-backdoors is strict, based on the simple observation that, for an RHorn formula F
that is not a Horn formula, the smallest deletion RHorn-backdoor is of size zero while
the smallest deletion Horn-backdoor (and hence the smallest strong Horn-backdoor) is
of a non-zero size. The second of these inequalities follows from Theorem 6, and the
ﬁrst inequality is supported by Proposition 2.
472.2.2 Empirical Evaluation of Backdoor Size with Different Sub-
Solvers
This section presents an empirical study of the size of backdoor sets in various set-
tings involving a number of tractable classes and dynamic sub-solvers. We describe our
methodology (i.e., how we computed or approximated the smallest backdoor sets), out-
line the benchmark domains used for the experiments, and present the empirical results.
Computing Smallest Backdoors
Given a CNF formula, how can we compute a smallest backdoor for it with respect to a
given sub-solver? We consider this question w.r.t. the tractable classes Horn and RHorn,
as well as w.r.t. polynomial-time sub-solvers that capture the propagation mechanisms
employed by DPLL-style SAT solvers.
Recall that deciding whether there is a deletion backdoor of size k for a formula
F is a problem within NP. Hence, we can simply write, for example, an integer pro-
gram to compute such a backdoor. The known equivalence between deletion and strong
backdoors w.r.t. the class Horn (see Theorem 2) implies that we can actually use this
procedure to compute the smallest strong Horn-backdoors. On the other hand, Theo-
rem 6, which shows that strong RHorn-backdoors are not equivalent to deletion RHorn-
backdoors, implies that ﬁnding the minimum deletion RHorn-backdoor size will yield
only an upper bound on the minimum size of strong RHorn-backdoors in general, which
is what we obtained in our experiments. Similarly, the problem of deciding the exis-
tence of a size-k backdoor is not known to be in NP for any of the propagation-based
sub-solvers that we consider. Hence, we resorted to indirect techniques for obtaining
upper bounds on the minimum size of strong backdoors w.r.t. DPLL-style sub-solvers.
48Smallest Strong Horn-Backdoors: The problem of ﬁnding a smallest strong Horn-
backdoor can be formulated as a 0–1 integer programming problem using the equiv-
alence to deletion backdoors [110]. Given a formula F, associate with each Boolean
variable xi a 0–1 variable yi, where yi = 0 denotes that the corresponding variable xi is
deletedfromF (andaddedtothebackdoor). Foreveryclausec2F, letc+ =

i j x1
i 2 c
	
and c  =

i j x0
i 2 c
	
. The smallest deletion/strong Horn-backdoor problem is formu-
lated as follows:
minimize åi2var(F)(1 yi)
subject to åi2c+yi  1 8c 2 F
yi 2 f0;1g 8xi 2 var(F)
The constraints ensure that each clause is Horn (in each clause, the total number of
non-deleted positive literals is at most one). The objective function minimizes the size
of the backdoor.
Smallest Deletion RHorn-Backdoors: The problem of ﬁnding a smallest deletion
RHorn-backdoor can be formulated similarly. Given a formula F, associate with each
Boolean variable xi three 0–1 variables y1i;y2i;y3i, where y1i = 1 denotes that xi is not
renamed in F, y2i = 1 denotes that xi is renamed in F, and y3i = 1 denotes that xi is
deleted from F (and added to the deletion backdoor). The smallest deletion RHorn-
backdoor problem is formulated as follows:
minimize åi2var(F)y3i
subject to y1i+y2i+y3i = 1 8xi 2 var(F)
åi2c+y1i+åi2c y2i  1 8c 2 F
y1i;y2i;y3i 2 f0;1g 8xi 2 var(F)
49The ﬁrst set of constraints ensures that each Boolean variable xi is either non-
renamed, renamed, or deleted. The second set of constraints ensures that each clause
is Horn (in each clause, the total number of non-renamed positive literals and renamed
negative literals is at most one). The objective function minimizes the size of the back-
door.
We use the above encodings and the IBM ILOG CPLEX libraries [73] for experiment-
ing with Horn- and RHorn-backdoors.
Smallest Strong (PROB+PL)-, PROB-, (UP+PL)-, UP-, and PL-Backdoors: Fol-
lowing previous work [81, 146], we used the complete randomized solver Satz-
Rand [60] to ﬁnd small strong backdoors. Satz-Rand employs a randomized variable
selection heuristic as well as a laborious propagation procedure applied at each search
node which includes probing, unit propagation, and pure literal elimination. We modi-
ﬁed the Satz-Rand code so that we could turn on/off each of the propagation techniques
(probing,5 UP, and PL) while keeping the randomized branch heuristic. This allowed us
to consider the sub-solvers S 2fPLfg, UP, UP+PL, PROB, PROB+PLg. We obtained an
upper bound on the size of the smallest strong S-backdoor by running Satz-Rand mul-
tiple times with different seeds6 and recording the set of variables on which the solver
branched when proving unsatisﬁability.7 For every possible assignment t to this set B of
variables, Satz decided the simpliﬁed formula F[t=B] in a branch-free manner by apply-
ing the propagation mechanism S, hence the size of B is an upper bound on the minimum
strong S-backdoor size. For each problem instance and each sub-solver, we recorded the
smallest backdoor size found across all runs as an upper bound on the minimum strong
5The probing propagation procedure (PROB) was applied until closure, similarly to UP and PL, that
is, until no variable could be determined by probing—as opposed to the default, where Satz scans the
variables with probing only once.
6Within each run, restarts were disabled.
7All our benchmark instances are unsatisﬁable.
50backdoor size for this instance–sub-solver combination.
Benchmark Domains
We considered ﬁve benchmark domains for our experiments.
Graph Coloring: This domain encodes the problem of computing a legal k-coloring of
a given undirected graph with a given k. The instances were generated using the clique-
hiding graph generator of Brockington and Culberson [14]. All of the graphs generated
contained a (hidden) clique of size 4, and each remaining possible edge in the graph was
included with probability 0:5. All SAT-encoded instances are unsatisﬁable when the
number of colors is 3. The twelve variables representing color assignments to the four
vertices in the hidden 4-clique constitute a strong E-backdoor, since any assignment of
colors to these four vertices will fail at least one coloring constraint.
MAP planning (AI Planning): This is a synthetic logistics planning domain for which
the size of strong UP-backdoors is well understood [69]. In this domain, n is the number
of nodes in the map graph and k is the number of locations to visit. All MAP instances
considered are unsatisﬁable—they encode possible visit plans which are of length one
planningstepless thanthelengthof theshortestfeasibleplan. Hoffmannetal.[69] show
that MAP instances with k = 2n 3 (called asymmetric) have logarithmic-size DPLL
refutations (and backdoors). We evaluated the size of the backdoors in asymmetric MAP
instances of various sizes from n = 5 to n = 50.
Pure Nash Equilibrium (Game Theory): These instances encode the problem of
computing the existence of an equilibrium strategy [108] in a multi-player graphical
game. They were used for the ﬁrst time in a study of the existence of such equilibria
under varying network topology by Dilkina, Gomes, and Sabharwal [37]. In a game,
51interactions between players can be represented by an undirected graph where nodes
represent players and edges represent mutual dependencies between players [78]. Each
player has a ﬁnite set of actions and a payoff function that assigns a real number to every
selection of actions by the player and his neighbors. Here we considered binary games,
where each player has exactly two available actions. Our focus was on random graphical
games where each payoff value is chosen uniformly and independently at random from
the interval [0;1] and the interaction graphs are drawn from the Erd¨ os-R´ enyi random
graph model G(n;p) [47]. In a pure Nash equilibrium (PNE), each player chooses
an action and has no incentive to unilaterally deviate and change his action, since the
actions chosen by the other players remain ﬁxed (i.e., each player chooses an action
which is the best response to the choices of his neighbors). We encoded the problem
of deciding whether a graphical game has a PNE as a CNF formula that is satisﬁable
if and only if the given game has a PNE. The details of this encoding may be found in
Appendix A.
Automotive Conﬁguration: This is a real-world SAT benchmark whose instances en-
code problems from the validation and veriﬁcation of automotive product conﬁguration
data for Daimler Chrysler’s Mercedes car lines [134]. We considered a set of unsatis-
ﬁable instances which is available at http://www-sr.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/
~sinz/DC/.
Bridge Faults (Veriﬁcation): This benchmark set is part of SATLIB [71], where it
is listed as BF. This is a real-world SAT benchmark whose instances encode problems
from the veriﬁcation of bridge faults. The instances were generated by Nemesis, a test-
pattern generation program for realistic bridge faults in CMOS integrated circuits. We
also obtained results on the ssa0432-003 instance, which is one of the eight instances
that test for single-at-stuck faults (also part of the BF benchmark set).
52Strong Backdoor Size in Practice
The complexity of backdoor detection limits the usefulness of backdoors as a solution
conceptforcombinatorialproblems. However, thenotionofbackdoorscanbeappliedas
a tool for analyzing and understanding the efﬁciency of performance of state-of-the-art
solvers on many real-world instances. In this section, we demonstrate that although one
may not always be able to efﬁciently identify small backdoor sets, in practice many real-
world combinatorial problems have surprisingly small dynamic backdoors—and SAT
solvers (such as Satz, which we employed in our experiments) often detect reasonably
small backdoors.
Speciﬁcally, in our experimental evaluation we computed upper bounds on the mini-
mumsizeofdeletionHorn-andRHorn-backdoors, andofstrongbackdoorsw.r.t.several
sub-solvers in the ﬁve problem domains discussed earlier in this section. The results for
Graph Coloring, MAP Planning, and Pure Nash Equilibrium are shown in Table 2.3,
and those for Automotive Conﬁguration and Bridge Faults are presented in Table 2.4.
In solving the integer programming instances to determine minimum deletion Horn-
and RHorn-backdoors, the CPLEX solver was allocated a maximum of 20 minutes. The
Horn computation was in fact very easy for CPLEX. All instances were solved to opti-
mality in less than 1 second, except for the Pure Nash Equilibrium instances with 3000
and 4000 variables, which took up to 3 seconds. Computing optimal deletion RHorn-
backdoor sizes was computationally easy for the Automotive Conﬁguration, MAP Plan-
ning, and Pure Nash Equilibrium benchmarks: less than 6 seconds for all Automotive
Conﬁguration instances, less than 20 seconds for the MAP instances, and less than 13
seconds for the PNE instances. However, the integer programming instances encoding
the problem of ﬁnding minimum deletion RHorn-backdoors for the Graph Coloring and
Bridge Fault instances were very hard to solve to optimality. Here we report results
53Table 2.3: Average strong backdoor size, as a percentage of the number of variables, for
various ensembles of instances from Graph Coloring, MAP Planning, and Pure Nash
Equilibrium (PNE). For each ensemble, the number of instances averaged over is given
in parentheses after the problem name. The RHorn ﬁgures are for deletion backdoors.
Horn- and RHorn-backdoor sizes are optimal (minimum), except the ones marked with
an asterisk; the rest are upper bounds.
instance num num Static (opt, %) Dynamic (upper bound, %)
set vars clauses HORN RHORN PROB+PL PROB UP+PL UP PLfg E
Graph Coloring
gcp 100 (5) 300 7,557.7 66.67 *57.73 0.33 0.33 1.43 1.47 34.63 4.00
gcp 200 (5) 600 30,122.0 66.67 *62.47 0.17 0.17 0.73 0.73 30.43 2.00
gcp 300 (5) 900 67,724.4 66.67 *63.82 0.11 0.11 0.51 0.51 27.36 1.33
gcp 400 (5) 1,200 119,997.4 66.67 *64.48 0.08 0.08 0.38 0.40 26.82 1.00
gcp 500 (5) 1,500 187,556.0 66.67 *64.88 0.07 0.07 0.40 0.41 32.75 0.80
AI Planning: MAP
map 5 7 (1) 249 720 38.96 37.75 0 0 2.41 2.41 62.65
map 10 17 (1) 1,284 5,000 44.55 44.31 0 0 1.25 1.25 59.27
map 20 37 (1) 5,754 33,360 47.31 47.25 0 0 0.63 0.63 57.72
map 30 57 (1) 13,424 103,120 48.21 48.19 0 0 0.42 0.42 57.22
map 40 77 (1) 24,294 232,280 48.66 48.65 0 0 0.31 0.31 56.97
map 50 97 (1) 38,364 438,840 48.93 48.92 0 0 0.25 0.25 56.83
Game Theory: PNE
pne (20) 2,000 40,958.9 67.88 66.86 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.09 0.22
pne (20) 3,000 60,039.7 67.66 66.55 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.08
pne (20) 4,000 78,839.1 67.97 66.93 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.07
pne (20) 5,000 98,930.8 67.81 66.80 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.05
based on the best feasible solutions found in a limited computational time of 20 min-
utes, which gives an upper bound on the minimum deletion RHorn-backdoor sizes. For
all other instances, we report optimal deletion RHorn-backdoor sizes.
The graph-coloring domain illustrates that both deletion/strong Horn-backdoors and
deletion RHorn-backdoors can be signiﬁcantly larger than backdoors w.r.t. empty-clause
detection. Recall that by construction, these instances have an E-backdoor (i.e., a back-
door with respect to only empty-clause detection) of size 12. We note that when using
DPLL sub-solvers such as UP, Satz found backdoors even smaller than the E-backdoor.
In the MAP Planning domain, the deletion/strong Horn-backdoors and deletion
RHorn-backdoors were of comparable size and relatively large (39 to 49% of the num-
54Table 2.4: Average strong backdoor size, as a percentage of the number of variables, for
various ensembles of instances from Automotive Conﬁguration and Bridge Faults (BF).
For each ensemble, the number of instances averaged over is given in parentheses after
the problem name. The RHorn ﬁgures are for deletion backdoors. Horn- and RHorn-
backdoor sizes are optimal (minimum), except the ones marked with an asterisk; the rest
are upper bounds.
instance num num Static (optimal, %) Dynamic (upper bound, %)
set vars clauses HORN RHORN PROB+PL PROB UP+PL UP PL
Automotive Conﬁguration
c168 fw sz (5) 1,698 5,646.8 14.32 2.83 0.06 0.06 0.45 0.60 4.16
c168 fw ut (8) 1,909 7,489.3 23.62 5.50 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.06 10.84
c170 fr sz (5) 1,659 4,989.8 9.98 3.57 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.48 3.40
c202 fs sz (8) 1,750 6,227.8 12.31 4.55 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.27 4.11
c202 fw rz/sz (11) 1,799 8,906.9 14.48 6.12 0.02 0.02 0.86 1.06 6.24
c202 fw ut (2) 2,038 11,352.0 21.25 7.61 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.25 9.13
c208 fA rz/sz (5) 1,608 5,286.2 10.52 4.51 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.37 2.30
c208 fA ut (2) 1,876 7,335.5 23.13 7.46 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 13.33
c208 fc rz (2) 1,654 5,567.0 10.28 4.59 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.79 3.20
c208 fc sz (5) 1,654 5,571.8 10.47 4.68 0.01 0.01 0.40 0.76 3.17
c210 fs rz (3) 1,755 5,764.3 11.64 4.22 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.68 3.30
c210 fs sz (10) 1,755 5,796.8 11.77 4.35 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.54 3.51
c210 fw rz (3) 1,789 7,408.3 12.54 4.81 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.86 4.14
c210 fw rz/sz (12) 1,789 7,511.8 13.74 5.37 0.02 0.02 0.41 0.73 5.62
c210 fw ut (2) 2,024 9,720.0 20.73 7.31 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.42 12.80
c220 fv rz/sz (9) 1,728 4,758.2 9.14 2.92 0.09 0.16 0.33 0.54 5.53
Veriﬁcation: BF
bf0432-007 (1) 1,040 3,668 50.10 *28.17 1.54 1.54 11.54 12.69 85.19
bf1355-075 (1) 2,180 6,778 52.06 *26.15 2.80 2.80 5.00 5.00 64.17
bf1355-638 (1) 2,177 6,768 51.68 *25.86 2.07 2.07 7.95 8.04 62.93
bf2670-001 (1) 1,393 3,434 41.92 *20.96 1.22 1.22 1.29 1.65 48.96
ssa0432-003 (1) 435 1,027 48.97 20.46 0.00 0.00 3.91 3.91 88.51
ber of variables in the formula); as expected, the strong UP-backdoors were quite small.
Interestingly, Satz solved these instances without any search at all when using its full
propagation procedure. The smallest strong PROB+PL- and PROB-backdoors were of
size 0.
For the Game Theory problem instances of computing a pure Nash equilibrium,
the deletion/strong Horn-backdoor sets and deletion RHorn-backdoor sets contained ap-
proximately 68 and 67% of the variables, respectively. In contrast, the strong PROB-
55backdoors were surprisingly small, close to 0% of the variables.
In the Automotive Conﬁguration problems, while the deletion/strong Horn-
backdoors varied between 9 and 24% of the variables, the RHorn-backdoor sets were
considerably smaller, at3 to 8% of the variables. However, since these are dele-
tion RHorn-backdoor sizes, the minimum strong RHorn-backdoor size could be even
smaller. The strong PROB+PL-backdoors involved only 0 to 0.09% of the variables.
Finally, in the Bridge Faults instances, we can again see that the deletion RHorn-
backdoor sets were considerably smaller than the Horn-backdoor sets, involving 20 to
28% versus 42 to 52% of the variables. Pure literal elimination was not effective on
these problems, resulting in PLfg-backdoors of 49 to 89% of the variables. On the other
hand, using probing provided signiﬁcant gains in backdoor size over unit propagation.
Interestingly, for all benchmark instances, the PLfg-backdoor sizes were much larger
than theUP- and UP+PL-backdoorsizes, andsometimes larger thanthe deletion RHorn-
backdoor sizes. In particular, adding PL propagation to UP to obtain UP+PL, and adding
PL to probing to obtain PROB+PL propagation, had a minor effect on the size of the
minimum strong backdoor. In fact, because of the computational overhead in keeping
track of pure literals and their minor contribution to improving the effectiveness of back-
track search methods, pure literal elimination has been omitted in state-of-the-art SAT
solvers such as RSat [118].
2.2.3 Discussion
The presence of tractable structure in many real-world instances of combinatorial prob-
lems plays a critical role in extending the reach of state-of-the-art constraint solvers to
56solve these problems. This work explores such structure in the form of backdoor sets,
focusing in particular on the tradeoffs between static properties and dynamic properties
.
The complexity of ﬁnding backdoors is inﬂuenced signiﬁcantly by the features of
the underlying sub-solver or tractable problem class. In particular, while the problem
of determining whether there exists a strong Horn- or 2CNF-backdoor (a static class)
of size k is known to be in NP and ﬁxed parameter tractable, we showed that this prob-
lem becomes harder than NP (unless NP = coNP) as soon as the seemingly small but
dynamic feature of empty-clause detection (present in all modern SAT solvers) is incor-
porated into the classes Horn and 2CNF. While such a feature increases the worst-case
complexity of ﬁnding backdoors, our experiments showed that in practice it also has a
clear positive impact: It reduces the size of the backdoors dramatically. For the class
RHorn, we proved that deletion backdoors can be exponentially larger than strong back-
doors, in contrast to the known results for 2CNF- and Horn-backdoors. Nonetheless,
we showed experimentally that deletion RHorn-backdoors can be substantially smaller
than deletion/strong Horn-backdoors, especially in our Automotive Conﬁguration and
Bridge Faults benchmarks. Hence, of these two syntactic tractable classes, it appears
that RHorn-backdoors are likely to yield a signiﬁcantly greater computational advantage
for constraint solvers than Horn-backdoors. However, we also demonstrated that strong
backdoors w.r.t. dynamic simpliﬁcation techniques such as UP, PL, UP+PL, and PROB
canbesubstantiallysmallerthanstrongHorn-backdoorsanddeletionRHorn-backdoors.
In fact, the strong PROB- and PROB+PL-backdoors we found are an order of mag-
nitude smaller than the deletion RHorn-backdoors. Our benchmarks exhibited strong
PROB-backdoors that contained fewer than 3% of the variables. Our empirical results
provide evidence that real-world SAT instances often possess succinct hidden structure
that captures the problem combinatorics (when considering effective sub-solvers such
57as PROB), and that SAT solvers such as Satz-Rand are remarkably good at ﬁnding small
strong backdoors over a range of unsatisﬁable problem domains.
2.3 Backdoor Sets in the Presence of Learning During Search
In the next part of this work, we discuss the notion of backdoors in the context of
learning during search, and the related issue of the order in which various search-tree
branches are explored. Suppose a set B  var(F) is a strong backdoor for formula F
with respect to a certain sub-solver S. By deﬁnition, branching on the variables in B is
sufﬁcient for a systematic search procedure such as DPLL to solve F using S as the sub-
solver. Furthermore, the tree-search procedure restricted to branching on the variables in
B will succeed independently of the order in which it explores various parts of the search
tree. In practice, modern SAT solvers such as RSat [118], Minisat [46], and zChaff [105]
employ clause learning techniques, which allow them to carry over information from
previouslyexploredbranchestonewlyconsideredbranches. Tocapturestructureinsuch
settings, we introduce the notion of “learning-sensitive” backdoors [39]. Prior work on
proof methods based on clause learning and the resolution proof system suggests that,
especially for unsatisﬁable formulas, some variable-value assignment orders may lead
to signiﬁcantly shorter search times than others when information is carried over from
one search branch to another [9, 119]. In other words, it is very possible that “learning-
sensitive” backdoors are much smaller than “traditional” strong backdoors if appropriate
variable-value ordering is used and useful information is carried over from previously
explored branches. As we will show through a carefully constructed example, the pres-
ence of clause learning can in fact make an exponential difference in the backdoor size.
We also demonstrate empirically on several SAT benchmark instances that in practice
the size of learning-sensitive strong backdoors is considerably smaller than traditional
58strong backdoors.
2.3.1 Deﬁnitions and Theoretical Contributions
To make the notion of incorporating learning-during-search into backdoor sets more
precise, we introduce the following extended deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 9 (Learning-Sensitive Backdoors for SAT). Given a Boolean formula F and
a set B  var(F), B is a learning-sensitive backdoor for F w.r.t. a sub-solver S if there
exists a search-tree exploration order such that a clause-learning SAT solver branching
only on the variables in B, with this order and with S as the sub-solver at the leaves of the
search tree, either ﬁnds a satisfying assignment for F or proves that F is unsatisﬁable.
Note that, as before, each leaf of this search tree corresponds to a truth assignment
t : B ! f0;1g and induces a simpliﬁed formula F[t=B] to be solved by S. However, the
tree search is naturally allowed to carry over and use learned information from previous
branches in order to help S determine F[t=B]. Thus, while F[t=B] may not be solvable
by S per se, additional information gathered from previously explored branches may
help S solve F[t=B]. Deﬁnition 9 captures the traditional notions of both weak and
strong backdoor sets, in that there is a critical set of variables which ﬁnds a satisfying
assignment if one exists, and shows infeasibility otherwise. We explain the power of
learning sensitivity through the following example of an unsatisﬁable formula, which
has a natural learning-sensitive backdoor of size 1 with respect to unit propagation al-
though its smallest traditional strong backdoor is of size 2. We will then generalize
this observation to an exponential separation between the power of learning-sensitive
backdoors and traditional strong backdoors for SAT.
59Example 2. Consider the following unsatisﬁable SAT instance F1:
F1 =(x_ p1)^(x_ p2)^(:p1_:p2_q)^(:x_q_r)^
(:q_a)^(:q_:a_b)^(:q_:a_:b)^
(:r_a)^(:r_:a_b)^(:r_:a_:b)
We claim that fxg is a learning-sensitive backdoor for F1 w.r.t. the unit propagation
sub-solver, while all traditional strong backdoors are of size at least two. First, let’s
understand why fxg works as a backdoor set when clause learning is allowed. When
we set x = 0, this implies—by unit propagation—the literals p1 and p2. Together, they
imply q, which in turn implies a. Finally, q and a together imply both b and :b, causing
a contradiction. At this point, a clause-learning algorithm will realize that the literal q
forms what is called a unique implication point (UIP) for this conﬂict, and will learn
the singleton clause :q.8 Now, when we set x = 1, this, along with the learned clause
:q, will unit propagate one of the clauses of F1 and imply r, which will then imply
a and cause a contradiction as before. Thus, setting x = 0 leads to a contradiction by
unit propagation as well as a learned clause, and setting x = 1 after this also leads to a
contradiction.
To see that there is no traditional strong backdoor of size one with respect to unit
propagation (and, in particular, that fxg does not work as a strong backdoor without
the help of the learned clause :q), observe that for every variable of F1, there exists
at least one polarity in which it does not appear in any 1- or 2-clause (i.e., a clause
containing only 1 or 2 variables) and therefore there is no empty clause generation or
unit propagation under at least one truth assignment for that variable. (Note that F1 does
not have any 1-clauses to begin with.) For example, q does not appear in any 2-clause
of F1 and therefore setting q = 0 does not cause any unit propagation at all, eliminating
8We omit the details of the 1-UIP clause-learning mechanism and refer the interested reader to
Moskewicz et al. [105].
60any chance of deducing a conﬂict. Similarly, setting x = 1 does not cause any unit
propagation. In fact, no variable of F1 can lead to a contradiction by itself (under either
truth assignment to it), hence F1 has no traditional strong backdoor of size 1. Note that
fx;qg is a traditional strong backdoor of size two for F1 w.r.t. unit propagation.
Theorem 7. There are unsatisﬁable formulas for which the smallest learning-sensitive
backdoors w.r.t. unit propagation are exponentially smaller than the smallest traditional
strong backdoors.
Proof. We, in fact, provide two proofs of this statement by constructing two unsatisﬁ-
able formulas F2 and F3 over N =k+32k variables and M =42k clauses, with the fol-
lowing property: Both formulas have a learning-sensitive backdoor of size k =Q(logN)
but no traditional strong backdoor of size smaller than 2k +k = Q(N). The formula F2
is perhaps a bit easier to understand and has a relatively weak ordering requirement for
the size-k learning-sensitive backdoor to work (namely, that the all-1’s truth assignment
must be evaluated at the very end); the formula F3, on the other hand, requires a strict
value ordering to work as a backdoor (namely, the lexicographic order from 000:::0 to
111:::1) and highlights the strong role a good branching order plays in the effectiveness
of backdoors.
Let s denote a string of k 0’s and 1’s, such as 101:::0. This naturally corresponds
to a truth assignment to k Boolean variables. The variables of both F2 and F3 will be
fxi j 1  i  kg
[
fqs;as;bs j s is a 0–1 string of length kg
For a string s, consider the unique clauseCs over the k variables xi that falsiﬁes s. For
example, for k = 3 and s = 001, the clause C001 is (x1_x2_:x3). One of the strings,
w.l.o.g. the all-1’s string 111:::1, will play a special role below, and for succinctness
61we denote it in bold type as ˜ 1. The formula F2 is deﬁned as follows:
F2 =
^
s6=˜ 1
((Cs _qs)^(:qs _as)^(:qs _:as _bs)^(:qs _:as _:bs))
^
 
C˜ 1_
_
s0
qs0

^(:q˜ 1_a˜ 1)^(:q˜ 1_:a˜ 1_b˜ 1)^(:q˜ 1_:a˜ 1_:b˜ 1)
!
Notice that the sets of clauses in F2 corresponding to the 2k 1 strings s 6= ˜ 1 are similar
in structure and involve distinct variables other than the x variables. The ﬁrst clause cor-
responding to the string ˜ 1 is, however, much longer—it includes all 2k of the q variables,
along with all k of the x variables. The formula F3 is similar to it, the only difference
being that if we think of the 2k strings s as being ordered lexicographically, then the
ﬁrst clause for s includes the q variables for all the preceding s’s. More precisely, using
 for the lexicographic order over the strings s, we have
F3 =
^
s
 
Cs _
_
s0s
qs0

^(:qs _as)^(:qs _:as _bs)^(:qs _:as _:bs)
!
We claim that B = fxi j 1  i  kg forms a learning-sensitive backdoor for both F2
and F3 w.r.t. the unit propagation sub-solver. To see this, consider the all-0’s assignment
to the variables in B. This assignment falsiﬁes C000:::0 and by unit propagation implies
q000:::0 in both F2 and F3. As in Example 2, this implies a000:::0 and eventually leads
to a contradiction. At this point, the search procedure, again as in that example, learns
the singleton 1-UIP clause :q000:::0. Now, consider the next string in the lexicographic
order, namely, 000:::1, which falsiﬁes C000:::1. In F2, this immediately implies q000:::1,
while in F3, this along with the learned clause :q000:::0 implies q000:::1. In either case, we
continue as before, derive a contradiction, and learn the singleton clause :q000:::1. The
process continues until we arrive at the last string, s = ˜ 1. Now both F2 and F3 use all of
the 2k  1 clauses learned so far in order to deduce q˜ 1 and thus derive a contradiction.
This completes the proof that the set B forms a learning-sensitive backdoor for both F2
and F3.
62Note that the use of learned clauses was crucial in the above refutations. In the case
of traditional strong backdoors, we do not have access to learned clauses. To see that all
traditional strong backdoors for F2 and F3 will need at least 2k +k variables, we make
use of the observation that these formulas are minimally unsatisﬁable, that is, remov-
ing any single clause turns them into satisﬁable formulas.9 It follows that any proof
of unsatisﬁability must “make use” of all clauses of these formulas. Speciﬁcally, con-
sider the longest clause in both F2 and F3,Clong (C˜ 1_
W
s0qs0), which involves 2k+k
variables. Consider a partial truth assignment t that satisﬁes all clauses of the formula
other than Clong; t exists because of the formula being minimally unsatisﬁable. It fol-
lows that for any traditional backdoor set B, the truth assignment tjB consistent with s
cannot cause any unit propagation through clauses other thanClong, nor can it generate
an empty clause and deduce a conﬂict through these other clauses themselves. To prove
the formula unsatisﬁable under truth assignment t, the sub-solver must therefore deduce
that clause Clong is violated. Without access to previously learned clauses, all literals
ofClong must be negated by either being included in B and assigned truth values, or be-
cause of being implied by unit propagation of other clauses—which we argued does not
happen for t. Thus, we conclude that all variables of Clong must belong to B, implying
jBj  2k+k as claimed.
In fact, the discussion in the proof of Theorem 7 also reveals that for the constructed
formula F3, any value ordering that starts by assigning 1’s to all xi’s will lead to a
learning-sensitive backdoor of size no smaller than 2k. This immediately yields the
following result, underscoring the importance of the “right” value ordering even among
9To see that F2 is minimally unsatisﬁable, consider removing a clause D from F2. If D is one of the
clauses involving Cs for some s, set each xi to si, set all q variables to 0, and set all a and b variables
arbitrarily. Otherwise, D must be one of the clauses involving :qs, as, and possibly bs; in this case, set
xi to si as before, set qs to 1, set all remaining q variables to 0, set as and bs to satisfy the two remaining
clauses that :qs appears in (this can always be done), and set the remaining a and b variables arbitrarily.
The resulting truth assignment satisﬁes F2. The same construction works for F3.
63various learning-sensitive backdoors.
Corollary 1. There are unsatisﬁable formulas for which one value ordering of the vari-
ables can lead to exponentially smaller learning-sensitive backdoors w.r.t. unit propa-
gation than a different value ordering.
We now turn our attention to the study of strong backdoors for satisﬁable instances.
We show that clause learning not only helps with unsatisﬁable instances, it can also lead
to (somewhat) smaller strong backdoors for satisﬁable instances. In fact, our experi-
ments suggest a much more drastic impact of clause learning on backdoors for practical
satisﬁable instances than on backdoors for unsatisﬁable instances.
Theorem 8. There are satisﬁable formulas for which there exist learning-sensitive back-
doors w.r.t. unit propagation that are smaller than the smallest traditional strong back-
doors.
Proof. ConsiderthesatisﬁablevariantFSAT
1 oftheF1instancefromExample2obtained
by replacing the last clause, (:r_:a_:b), with the clause (:r_ p1):
FSAT
1 =(x_ p1)^(x_ p2)^(:p1_:p2_q)^(:x_q_r)^
(:q_a)^(:q_:a_b)^(:q_:a_:b)^
(:r_a)^(:r_:a_b)^(:r_ p1)
It is easy to see that FSAT
1 is satisﬁable, with (x;p1;p2;q;r;a;b) = (1;1;0;0;1;1;1) be-
ing the only solution. As before, for every variable of FSAT
1 , there exists at least one
polarity in which it does not occur in any 1- or 2-clause. Furthermore, no literal appears
in all clauses, and so satisfying just one particular literal cannot make the unit propaga-
tion sub-solver conclude that FSAT
1 is satisﬁed by the current partial truth assignment.
Putting these two observations together, we have that ﬁxing the value of a variable to
64one polarity does not cause any unit propagation and does not automatically satisfy all
clauses. Therefore, this variable by itself is not a traditional strong backdoor for FSAT
1 .
On the other hand, fxg again forms a learning-sensitive backdoor for this formula.
To see this, note that when x = 0, we deduce a conﬂict as before for F1 and learn the
singleton clause :q. When x is set to 1, this, together with the learned clause :q, implies
r, which in turn implies a and then b. r also implies p1, which, together with :q, implies
:p2. At this point, all variables have truth values assigned by unit propagation and all
clauses are satisﬁed. Thus, fxg correctly serves as a learning-sensitive backdoor for
FSAT
1 .
As a closing remark, we note that the presence of clause learning does not affect
the power of “weak backdoors”10 w.r.t. tractable SAT sub-classes that are closed under
clause removal (see Deﬁnition 6) such as 2CNF, Horn, or RHorn. Since backdoors w.r.t.
such syntactic sub-solvers capture “static” substructure, they fail to beneﬁt from clause
learning. This is formalized in the proposition below. Whether clause learning can
reduce weak backdoor size w.r.t. dynamic sub-solvers remains open. No such reduction
exists for the formula FSAT
1 used in the proof of Theorem 8, as it does have a weak
backdoor of size 1, namely frg with truth assignment 1.
Proposition 3. Clause learning does not reduce the size of weak backdoors with respect
to any syntactic classC that is closed under clause removal.
Proof. Let F be a CNF formula for which B is a learning-sensitive backdoor w.r.t. a
syntactic classC that is closed under clause removal. Let t be the ﬁnal truth assignment
to B explored by the clause-learning SAT solver before solving F through the use of the
10A set B of variables is a weak backdoor set for a formula F w.r.t a sub-solver S if B  var(F) and for
at least one truth assignment t : B ! f0;1g, S returns a satisfying assignment for F[t]. Weak backdoors
are applicable to satisﬁable formulas only.
65sub-solver. In other words, the resulting formula F0, consisting of F[t=B] along with all
clauses learned so far and restricted by t, is in the class C. However, since C is closed
under clause removal, this means that F[t=B] itself belongs to C. Hence, B is also a
traditional weak backdoor for F w.r.t. the class C, as witnessed by the truth assignment
t.
2.3.2 Experimental Results: The Effect of Clause Learning on
Backdoor Size
In order to experimentally evaluate the effect of clause learning on the size of backdoors,
we computed upper bounds on the smallest size of learning-sensitive backdoors w.r.t.
unit propagation and of traditional backdoors w.r.t. unit propagation. We used some
well-known SAT instances from SATLIB [71].
Table 2.5: Upper bounds on the minimum backdoor size when using clause learning and unit
propagation (within RSat) and when using only unit propagation (within Satz). Results are given
as a percentage of the number of variables.
instance min UP-backdoor size
name satisﬁable #vars #clauses without CL with CL
bf0432-007 unsat 1,040 3,668 13.65% 12.12%
bf1355-075 unsat 2,180 6,778 5.92% 3.90%
bf1355-638 unsat 2,177 6,768 6.84% 3.86%
bf2670-001 unsat 1,393 3,434 2.08% 1.22%
apex7 gr 2pin w4 unsat 1,322 10,940 20.73% 12.25%
parity unsat 4 5 unsat 2,508 17,295 39.07% 9.85%
anomaly sat 48 261 4.17% 4.17%
medium sat 116 953 14.66% 1.72%
huge sat 459 7,054 3.27% 1.09%
bw large.a sat 459 4,675 3.49% 1.53%
bw large.b sat 1,087 13,772 11.59% 1.93%
bw large.c sat 3,016 50,457 13.76% 2.95%
bw large.d sat 6,325 131,973 43.27% 3.37%
To compute the size of (not necessarily minimal) learning-sensitive backdoors, we
66used the SAT solver RSat [118]. At every search node, RSat employs unit propagation
as the simpliﬁcation procedure. At every conﬂict, it employs conﬂict clause learning
based on a so-called unique implication point (UIP) scheme. We turned off restarts, and
randomized the variable- and value-selection heuristics in order to force RSat to explore
different search directions during multiple runs. In addition, we added code to trace the
set of variables used for branching during search, that is, the backdoor set implicitly
used by the solver. We ran this modiﬁed version of RSat 5,000 times per instance and
recorded the smallest backdoor set encountered among all runs.
While RSat is mainly geared to utilizing clause learning, it might not be very good at
ﬁnding small sets of branching variables. On the other hand, the SAT solver Satz, which
does not use clause learning, relies heavily on good variable-selection heuristics in order
to minimize the search time. Hence Satz is better at discovering smaller branching
sets than RSat. For this reason, we used a modiﬁed version of Satz-Rand [60, 95] that
uses unit propagation as a sub-solver and also traces the set of branch variables. We
ran the modiﬁed Satz 5000 times per instance and recorded the smallest backdoor set
among all runs. This gave us an upper bound on the actual minimum weak backdoor
size for satisﬁable instances and on the minimum strong backdoor size for unsatisﬁable
instances. Using Satz instead of a modiﬁed version of RSat with learning turned off gave
us much better bounds on traditional UP-backdoors.
The results are summarized in Table 2.5. Across all satisﬁable instances, the
learning-sensitive backdoor upper bounds were signiﬁcantly smaller than the traditional
ones. In unsatisﬁable instances, the upper bounds on the learning-sensitive and tra-
ditional backdoors were not very different. However, a notable exception is the parity
instance, where including clause learning reduced the backdoor upper bound to less than
10% of the variables from almost 39%.
672.3.3 Discussion
We extended the concept of backdoors for satisﬁability problems to the context of learn-
ing, where information learned from previous search branches is allowed to be used
by the sub-solver underlying the backdoor. We proved that the smallest backdoors for
SAT that take clause learning into account can be exponentially smaller than traditional
strong backdoors oblivious to this critical solver feature. Our empirical results demon-
strate that the added power of learning-sensitive backdoors is also often observed in
practice.
2.4 Backdoors in Combinatorial Optimization
The historical progress of research and solution techniques for combinatorial decision
problems such as Boolean satisﬁability (SAT) and combinatorial optimization problems
such as mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) (see, e.g., [11]) clearly shows deep
parallels in concepts and successful ideas between these two closely related computa-
tional challenges. For example, the earliest solution methods for both SAT and MILP
started out as processes that nondeterministically or heuristically chose newly inferred
information to add to the original problem—and continued to choose such new infer-
ences to add until the problem was fully solved. In SAT, this took the form of adding
“resolvents” of two clauses and constituted the original Davis–Putnam procedure. In
MILP, it took the form of repeatedly adding cuts to the linear program. In both cases,
it was soon observed that the vast array of possibilities for such resolvents and cuts to
add could easily cause this approach to turn into a process without much focus, and thus
could have limited success. The remedy seemed to be to apply a different, top-down
technique instead of deriving and adding new information from the bottom up. The
68top-down process took the form of DPLL search for SAT and of branch-and-bound for
MILP. Again, it was realized that such branch-and-bound style systematic search has its
own drawbacks, one of them being not learning anything as the search progresses. The
ﬁx—a relatively recent development in the long history of SAT and MIP methods—was
to combine the two approaches. In SAT, this took the form of clause learning during the
DPLL search process, where newly derived constraints are added to the problem upon
backtracking. In MILP, it took the form of adding cuts and tightening bounds when
exploring various branches during the branch-and-bound search.
The similarity of key solution ideas in SAT and MILP research motivates cross-
fertilization of successful concepts from one realm to the other. We investigate this from
the angle of applying ideas from SAT to MILP. In particular, we extend the concept of
backdoor sets [146, 147], originally deﬁned for satisﬁability, to the more general set-
ting of combinatorial optimization [38]. While decision problems involve showing that
a problem is infeasible or ﬁnding a solution, optimization problems involve ﬁnding a
solution of the best possible value with respect to some objective function (or—rarely—
showing that the problem has no solution). The two key steps in solving an optimization
problem are ﬁnding an optimal solution and showing that no better solution exists, that
is, proving optimality. To address this more complex problem setting, we formally de-
ﬁne differentnotions of backdoors in order to capture the key sets of variables for the
solution-ﬁnding and optimality-proving tasks separately. This work demonstrates that
backdoors, appropriately generalized from satisﬁability, are also effective in capturing
problem structure in optimization problems. We provide the ﬁrst evidence that combina-
torial optimization problems, such as certain benchmark instances in mixed-integer lin-
earprogramming, areinfactcharacterizedbyextremelysmallbackdoorsetsthatcapture
succinctly the combinatorics of the otherwise huge search spaces of these problems. We
show that ﬁnding a solution and proving optimality are characterized by backdoors of
69different kinds and sizes. We also provide extensive results on the number of backdoors
of various sizes in certain optimization problems. In fact, the distribution of backdoor
sizes gives insight into the degree of difﬁculty of the task of proving optimality relative
to that of the task of ﬁnding solutions; moreover, the distribution of backdoor sizes for
these two tasks was found to correlate with their runtime distributions. Surprisingly,
in certain mixed-integer programming problems, the distribution of backdoor sizes re-
veals that proving optimality is easier than ﬁnding the optimal solution. Finally, we also
provide an effective heuristic for ﬁnding small backdoors in MILP problems.
2.4.1 Backdoor Sets for Optimization Problems
This section extends the notion of backdoor sets from combinatorial decision prob-
lems to combinatorial optimization problems. We begin by formally deﬁning optimiza-
tion problems and discussing desirable properties of sub-solvers for such problems.
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the optimization to be performed is min-
imization. For simplicity of notation, we will also assume that all variables are discrete
and all have the same value domain. It is straightforward to generalize the following
deﬁnitions to problems involving both discrete and continuous variables by restricting
backdoor sets to be subsets of the set of discrete variables in a problem.
Deﬁnition 10 (Combinatorial Optimization Problem). A combinatorial optimization
problem P is a four-tuple (X;D;C;z), where X is a set of variables with domain D,
C is a set of constraints deﬁned over subsets of X, and z : DjXj ! Q is an objective
function to be minimized.
A (partial) variable assignment deﬁned over a set B  X is denoted by tB and maps
each variable in B to a value in its domain, that is, tB 2 DjBj. A constraint c 2 C is a
70subset of all possible assignments to the variables in some subset of X. If we denote
this subset by var(c), then c  Djvar(c)j. We say that a complete assignment t deﬁned
over X satisﬁes constraint c if the restriction of t to the variables in var(c) is an ele-
ment of c. A solution to an optimization problem P = (X;D;C;z) is a complete variable
assignment t deﬁned over X such that t satisﬁes every c 2C. For an optimization prob-
lem P = (X;D;C;z) and a partial assignment tB 2 DjBj, we will consider the restricted
optimization problem P[tB] = (X;D;C[tB;z), where C[tB denotes adding to C the
constraint with variables B and a set of allowed variable assignments ftBg. We will
denote the optimal solution value of P by zOPT and the optimal solution value of the
restricted problem P[tB] by z
tB
OPT. For an infeasible problem P, we deﬁne zOPT as +inf.
For satisﬁability, the systematic solution techniques are based on DPLL backtrack
search procedures, which apply polynomial-time propagation procedures to restrictions
of the original problem—some of which are solved by the procedure and some are re-
jected. For combinatorial optimization, systematic solution techniques are based on the
branch-and-bound algorithm—one explores a search tree in which each node is a re-
striction P0 of the original problem P, enforcing a set of branching decisions that restrict
the set of allowed values for some variables. Each node is also processed by a bounding
procedure, similar to the propagation procedures in SAT solving.
A bounding procedure is a polynomial-time algorithm that given an optimization
problem P removes certain constraints in P and ﬁnds an optimal solution t0 to the re-
sulting so-called relaxed problem P0. In this way, the bounding procedure infers an
optimistic estimate zLB = z(t0) of the optimal objective value for P, that is, a lower
bound on zOPT. For example, when solving mixed-integer linear problems the bounding
procedure relaxes the integrality of the discrete variables and treats them as continu-
ous variables, resulting in the so-called linear relaxation (LP) of the problem. Similar
71approaches are used for mixed-integer quadratic and conic programs. If the bounding
procedure generates an optimal solution t0 to the relaxed problem P0 that by chance also
satisﬁes all the constraints of the original problem P, then t0 is also an optimal solution
to P, that is, zOPT =z(t0). If the bounding procedure concludes that the relaxed problem
is infeasible, then so is P and zOPT = zLB = +inf. Hence, a bounding procedure either
determines the optimal value for P, zOPT, or infers a lower bound zLB  zOPT. Since
the bounding procedure has a polynomial-time algorithm, problems P successfully de-
termined by it are in fact tractable.
Similarly to satisﬁability, we will capture the tractability of certain combinatorial
optimization problems through an algorithmic deﬁnition of a sub-solver that takes into
account the key properties of bounding procedures used in practice within the branch-
and-bound solution framework for optimization.
Deﬁnition 11 (Sub-Solver for Optimization). A sub-solver A for optimization is an
algorithm that, given as input a combinatorial optimization problem P = (X;D;C;z),
satisﬁes the following four conditions:
(a) Trichotomy: A either infers a lower bound zLB on the optimal objective value zOPT
or correctly determines P (either as infeasible, or as optimized and providing an
optimal solution t with value zOPT = z(t)),
(b) Efﬁciency: A runs in polynomial time,
(c) Trivial solvability: A can determine whether P is trivially satisﬁed (has no con-
straints) or trivially infeasible (has an empty constraint), and
(d) Self-reducibility: If A determines P = (X;D;C;z), then for any variable xi 2 X and
value v 2 D, A also determines P0 = (X;D;C[fxi = vg;z).
72In extending the notion of backdoor sets to optimization problems, we need to take
into account the fact that in constrained optimization we face two tasks: ﬁnding a feasi-
ble (and optimal) solution and proving its optimality. The latter task essentially involves
proving infeasibility of the problem when the objective bound is reduced beyond the
optimal value. This naturally leads to three kinds of backdoors: weak optimality back-
doors that capture the task of ﬁnding optimal solutions, optimality-proof backdoors that
capture the task of proving optimality given the optimal objective value, and strong op-
timality backdoors that capture the full optimization task, that is, ﬁnding an optimal
solution and proving its optimality.
We use the word “traditional” in the next few deﬁnitions to distinguish the kinds
of backdoors treated here from learning-sensitive backdoors, which are treated in Sec-
tion 2.4.
Deﬁnition 12 ((Traditional) Weak Optimality Backdoor). Given a combinatorial opti-
mization problem P = (X;D;C;z), a set B  X is a (traditional) weak optimality back-
door for P (w.r.t. a speciﬁed sub-solver A) if there exists an assignment tB 2 DjBj such
that A returns a solution for P[tB] = (X;D;C[tB;z) which is of optimal quality for P.
Incontrasttodecisionproblems, solvinganoptimizationinstancealsorequiresprov-
ing that no better solution exists. Therefore, we deﬁne the notion of backdoor sets for
the optimality proof itself. Once we have found an optimal solution t, this immedi-
ately also provides the optimal upper bound on the objective function, making the new
problem of seeking a better objective value infeasible. Optimality-proof backdoors are
sets of variables that help one deduce this infeasibility efﬁciently.
Deﬁnition 13 ((Traditional) Optimality-Proof Backdoor). Given a combinatorial opti-
mization problem P = (X;D;C;z) and a solution t with objective value zOPT = z(t),
we say that a set B  X is a (traditional) optimality-proof backdoor for P (with re-
73spect to a speciﬁed sub-solver A) if for every assignment tB 2 DjBj, A correctly decides
P0 = (X;D;C[tB[fz < zOPTg;z) to be infeasible.
The notion of optimality-proof backdoors allows us to decouple the process of ﬁnd-
ing solutions from proving the optimality of a bound. An optimality-proof backdoor is
particularly relevant when there is an external procedure that ﬁnds good solutions (e.g.,
heuristic greedy search). Given a solution found by such an external procedure, we can
use an optimality-proof backdoor to conﬁrm that no better solution exists .
The deﬁnitions of both weak optimality backdoor and optimality-proof backdoor
implicitly or explicitly rely on knowledge of the optimal objective value zOPT, that is,
they do not capture solving the original optimization problem for which the optimal
value is unknown. Recall that a strong backdoor for a satisﬁability problem captures the
set of variables that sufﬁces to fully solve the problem—either prove its infeasibility or
ﬁnd a solution. We would like to deﬁne a similar notion for optimization problems. To
this end, we introduce the notion of a strong backdoor for optimization, which is a set
of key variables that sufﬁces to either ﬁnd an optimal solution and prove its optimality
or show that the problem is infeasible.
Deﬁnition 14 ((Traditional) Strong Optimality Backdoor). Given a combinatorial op-
timization problem P = (X;D;C;z), a set B  X is a (traditional) strong optimality
backdoor for P (w.r.t. a speciﬁed sub-solver A) if it satisﬁes the following conditions:
For every assignment tB 2 DjBj, A infers a lower bound z
tB
LB on the optimal objective
value for P[tB] = (X;D;C[tB;z); z
tB
LB = +inf if infeasible. If, for tB, the sub-solver
also ﬁnds an optimal solution for P[tB] with objective value z
tB
OPT, then let z
tB
UB = z
tB
OPT,
else let z
tB
UB = +inf. We must have mintB2DjBjz
tB
LB = mintB2DjBjz
tB
UB.
From this deﬁnition, it follows that for feasible problems, a (traditional) strong op-
74timality backdoor set is both a weak optimality backdoor and an optimality-proof back-
door.
Learning-Sensitive Backdoors for Optimization
We now discuss an issue that arises naturally when we work with backdoor sets
for state-of-the-art optimization algorithms such as the commercial solver CPLEX for
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problems: learning sensitivity of backdoor
sets. Learning sensitivity plays an increasingly important role as we extend the notion
of backdoors to constraint optimization problems.
The standard requirement implicit in the traditional notion of backdoor sets is that
the underlying systematic search procedure restricted to the backdoor variables should
succeed independently of the order in which it explores various value assignments of
the variables; in fact, for strong backdoors, the sub-solver must succeed on every single
search branch based solely on the value assignment to the backdoor variables. This con-
dition, however, ignores an important fact: A crucial feature of most branch-and-bound
algorithms for constrained optimization problems is that they learn information about
the search space as they explore the search tree. For example, they learn new bounds
on the objective value and the variables, and they might add various kinds of “cuts” that
reduce the search space without removing any optimal solution. These tightened bounds
and cuts potentially allow the sub-solver to later make stronger inferences from the same
partial assignment—inferences that otherwise may not have been possible. Indeed, in
our experiments that were designed to identify weak optimality backdoor sets for MILP
problems, we often found that assignments made to the variables at the time CPLEX
obtained an optimal solution during search did not necessarily act as traditional weak
backdoors, that is, feeding back such assignments didn’t necessarily result in the under-
75lying sub-solver ﬁnding an optimal solution. This leads to a natural distinction between
“traditional” (as deﬁned above) and “learning-sensitive” weak optimality backdoors. In
the following deﬁnitions, search order refers to the sequence of branching decisions
that a search method uses in exploring the search space and possibly transferring any
available learned information (such as cuts or tighter bounds) from previously explored
branches to subsequent branches.
Deﬁnition 15 (Learning-Sensitive Weak Optimality Backdoor). Given a combinatorial
optimization problem P = (X;D;C;z), a set B  X is a learning-sensitive weak opti-
mality backdoor for B (w.r.t. a speciﬁed sub-solver A) if there exists some search order
involving only the variables in B that leads to an assignment tB 2 DjBj such that A re-
turns a solution for (X;D;C[tB;z) which is of optimal quality for P.
In fact, added cuts and tightened bounds form an integral part of solving a MILP op-
timizationproblemandcancriticallyhelpevenwhen“only”detectingafeasiblesolution
of optimal quality. The same distinction also applies to optimality-proof backdoors and
to strong backdoors, simplifying the rather cumbersome deﬁnition in the latter case.
Deﬁnition 16 (Learning-Sensitive Optimality-Proof Backdoor). Given a combinatorial
optimization problem P = (X;D;C;z) and a solution t with objective value zOPT =
z(t), a set B  X is a learning-sensitive optimality-proof backdoor for P (w.r.t. a spec-
iﬁed sub-solver A) if there exists some search order involving only the variables in B
such that A correctly decides (X;D;C[

z < zOPT
	
;z) to be infeasible.
Deﬁnition 17 (Learning-Sensitive Strong Optimality Backdoor). Given a combinatorial
optimization problem P = (X;D;C;z), a set B  X is a learning-sensitive strong back-
door for P (w.r.t. a speciﬁed sub-solver A) if there exists some search order involving
only the variables in B such that A either correctly decides that P is infeasible or ﬁnds
an optimal solution and proves its optimality.
762.4.2 Experimental Evaluation
To investigate the distribution of backdoor sizes in optimization problems, we con-
sider the domain of mixed-integer linear programming. In our empirical study, we
used instances from the MIPLIB library [1] and employed the branch-and-bound search
framework provided by CPLEX [73]. Because of the computationally intensive analy-
sis performed in this study, we evaluated only MIPLIB instances that could be solved
reasonably fast with CPLEX.
The sub-solver applied by CPLEX at each search node of the branch-and-bound
routine uses a dual-simplex LP algorithm, which is aided by a variety of cuts learned
during search. In our previous study [36] of backdoors in satisﬁability problems, we
investigated the sub-solver routine used in Satz [95], which applies probing to each
search node. Similarly here, we set CPLEX to use strong branching, which adds a lot
of inferences at each node. In summary, the sub-solver is dual simplex+probing in the
context of learning-sensitive backdoors that make use of the cuts inferred by CPLEX
during search.11
In our experiments, we considered learning-sensitive optimality-proof backdoors
(and not traditional optimality-proof backdoors). For brevity, we will refer to them
simply as optimality-proof backdoors. To decide whether a given set B of variables is
an optimality-proof backdoor, we initialized CPLEX with a (precomputed) optimal so-
lution and allowed branching only on the set B. As soon as we reached a search node
at which all the variables of B were ﬁxed but the infeasibility of the sub-problem at that
node could not be inferred, we rejected B. Note that with a different search order over
B, CPLEX might have succeeded in proving infeasibility if the alternative order had
11For practical reasons, we consider the dual-simplex algorithm to be an efﬁcient sub-solver despite its
exponential worst-case complexity; after all, the problem it solves lies in the complexity class P, and dual
simplex is one of the most efﬁcient practical procedures for solving this problem.
77provided stronger cuts earlier in the process; hence rejecting B as a backdoor may have
yielded a false negative.
To decide whether a given set B of variables is a learning-sensitive weak optimality
backdoor, we allowed branching only on the chosen set.12 In the deﬁnition of weak
optimality backdoors, we assume that the solution-ﬁnding task is, in a sense, somehow
aware of the optimal objective value. In our experiments, we achieved this by precom-
puting the optimal objective value. As soon as we found a solution with objective value
equal to the optimal value, we accepted the set as a backdoor. That is, we stopped
the search when an optimal solution was found. To avoid having the sub-solver infer
information from the precomputed value, however, we did not feed the optimal value
explicitly to the CPLEX search procedure.13 If we reached a search node at which all
the variables in the set B were ﬁxed but the sub-solver was unable to infer the infeasi-
bility of the sub-problem or an integer-feasible solution, we pruned the search node and
continued searching. If we explored the full search tree over the set B without ﬁnding an
optimal solution, we rejected B. Again, there could be an alternative search order that
would have succeeded with B; hence rejecting B as a backdoor may have yielded a false
negative.
In the above procedure, a set B was rejected as a learning-sensitive weak backdoor
only after we explored the full search tree over B. Hence, we knew for sure that B is
not a traditional weak optimality backdoor. In addition, for every set that was accepted
as a learning-sensitive weak backdoor, we recorded the values of the variables in B at
the incumbent node where we found the solution with optimal value. We also tested
whether assigning these values to B without prior search results in inferring an integer-
feasible solution of optimal quality (i.e., without any prior search or cuts). If so, then we
12In CPLEX, this is achieved using so-called branch callback.
13In CPLEX, this is achieved using so-called incumbent callback.
78accepted the set as a traditional weak optimality backdoor. If not, we rejected it. Again,
this approach may have yielded false negatives, since some other assignment might have
worked.
Smallest Backdoors
Table 2.6: Upper bounds on the minimum size of (traditional) weak optimality back-
doors and optimality-proof backdoors, given in absolute terms and as a percentage of
the number of discrete variables in the problem instance.
instance variables
discrete weak backdoors orderOpt backdoors
variables size % size %
10teams 2025 1800 10 0.56% NA NA
aﬂow30a 842 421 11 2.61% 85 20.19%
air04 8904 8904 3 0.03% 14 0.16%
air05 7195 7195 3 0.04% 29 0.40%
ﬁber 1298 1254 7 0.56% 5 0.40%
ﬁxnet6 878 378 6 1.59% 5 1.32%
rout 556 315 8 2.54% 172 54.60%
set1ch 712 240 14 5.83% 28 11.67%
vmp2 378 168 11 6.55% 19 11.31%
pk1 86 55 20 36.36% 55 100.00%
pp08a 240 64 11 17.19% 47 73.44%
pp08aCUTS 240 64 11 17.19% 32 50.00%
Table 2.6 presents the sizes of the smallest traditional weak optimality and learning-
sensitive optimality-proof backdoors that we found for each instance in our experiments.
These sizes represent upper bounds on the true smallest sizes. In the case of the tradi-
tional weak optimality backdoors, they are also upper bounds on the sizes of the smallest
learning-sensitive weak optimality backdoors. The 10teams instance does not have an
optimality-proof backdoor, because its objective value is already ﬁxed in the problem
speciﬁcation. Overall, we found that the vast majority of instances have small or very
small (traditional) weak optimality backdoors—with fewer than 6% of the variables. For
air04 and air05, we found that setting fewer than one-thousandth of the variables en-
79abled the sub-solver to compute an overall optimal integer feasible solution! However,
as witnessed by the results for pk1, pp08a, and pp08aCUTS, some real-world MILPs
may not exhibit small backdoors, even when very strong sub-solvers such as the one we
employed here are put to the task of uncovering them.
Probability of Finding Small Backdoors
In addition to determining the smallest size of a backdoor, one is interested in know-
ing how hard it is to ﬁnd small backdoor sets. One way to assess this difﬁculty is to
estimate the probability that a set of variables of a given cardinality k is a backdoor. For
each given backdoor size k, we sampled, uniformly at random, subsets of cardinality k
from the set of all discrete variables of the problem. For each subset we sampled, we
evaluated whether it is a backdoor or not, using the approach described at the beginning
of this section. Since our approach may have yielded some false negatives, that is, we
may have sometimes wrongly concluded that a set B is not a backdoor, our estimated
probabilities are lower bounds on the true probabilities.
We conducted this experiment many thousands of times for various cardinalities k.
Figure 2.1 presents results for the ﬁber and vpm2 instances. The curves labeled or-
derOpt refer to learning-sensitive optimality-proof backdoors. The curves labeled trad-
Weak refer to weak optimality backdoors that are not learning sensitive. The curves
labeled orderWeak refer to weak optimality backdoors that are learning sensitive. The
curves labeled tradWeak+orderOpt refer to sets that are both (traditional) weak opti-
mality backdoors and learning-sensitive optimality-proof backdoors. Finally, the curves
labeled orderStrong refer to sets that are both learning-sensitive weak optimality back-
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Figure 2.1: Estimated probability that a set of variables of a given size is a backdoor
when sampling uniformly
doors and learning-sensitive optimality-proof backdoors.
For the ﬁber instance, we observed that, for small set sizes, the probability that a set
of a given size was an optimality-proof backdoor was much higher than the probability
that it was a weak optimality backdoor. This evidence suggests that there are many
more small optimality-proof backdoors than weak optimality backdoors. In addition,
the probability that a set was both an optimality-proof backdoor and a weak optimality
backdoor was essentially equal to the probability that it was a weak optimality backdoor.
Furthermore, our data show that almost every set that was a weak optimality backdoor
was also an optimality-proof backdoor. This suggests that the difﬁculty in the ﬁber
problem might lie in ﬁnding the optimal solution as opposed to proving its optimality.
The backdoor distribution for the ﬁber instance suggests that solving problems similar
to ﬁber can be signiﬁcantly boosted by the availability of good initial solutions found by
some heuristic search. This aligns well with the recent development of state-of-the-art
MIP solvers, for which it has been found that primal heuristics—so-called “feasibility
pumps”—can signiﬁcantly boost performance.
For the vpm2 instance, in Figure 2.1 we have refrained from displaying our results
on learning-sensitive weak backdoors, because that curve would fully overlap the curve
81for traditional weak backdoors. Hence the curve labeled tradWeak for vpm2 is the coun-
terpart of both the tradWeak and orderWeak curves plotted for ﬁber. In contrast to
ﬁber, for vpm2 the probability that a set of a given size was a weak optimality back-
door was considerably higher—for all but the largest set sizes—than the probability
that it was an optimality-proof backdoor. In addition, every set that was found to be a
learning-sensitive optimality-proof backdoor was also a weak optimality backdoor. In
other words, the curve for optimality-proof backdoors perfectly overlaps the curve for
sets that are both weak optimality backdoors and optimality-proof backdoors, includ-
ing learning-sensitive strong backdoors. Thus the curve labeled orderOpt(+tradWeak)
is the counterpart of the orderOpt, orderStrong, and tradWeak+orderOpt curves plotted
for ﬁber. The results for vpm2 suggest that the difﬁculty in this problem lies in proving
optimality as opposed to ﬁnding an optimal solution.
To conﬁrm the intuitions about the hardness proﬁles for solving ﬁber and vpm2, we
computed the runtime distributions for these two problem instances. Runtime distri-
butions for a randomized search procedure characterize the performance of the search
method on a given instance in terms of the probability that a run is completed in a given
number of search nodes. In practice, they are obtained by imposing a ﬁxed limit on the
number of allowed search nodes and running the search procedure multiple times with
different random seeds, each time recording whether we succeeded or not. For each
search-node limit, we estimated the probability that a run was completed in that number
of search nodes as the fraction of attempts in which the procedure succeeded. By de-
fault, CPLEX is deterministic. In order to evaluate runtime distributions, we customized
CPLEX with a randomized branching routine.
Figure 2.2 summarizes our runtime analysis. Three curves are presented for each
instance. The curves labeled “full run” represent the probability that with a given num-
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Figure 2.2: Runtime distributions for the tasks of ﬁnding an optimal solution, proving
optimality, and fully solving the problem
ber of search nodes the problem was solved fully, that is, that an optimal solution was
found and its optimality was proved. The curves labeled “opt soln run” represent the
probability that in a given number of search nodes the search procedure found a solution
of optimal objective value. The curves labeled “proof run” capture the probability that
in a given number of search nodes the search procedure proved that a solution of better
quality does not exist, that is, it proved infeasibility once an optimal solution was pro-
vided. This comparison allowed us to estimate the relative effort spent on each task as
well as the overall effort. We see that the intuition gained from the distribution of back-
door sizes was indeed correct: For ﬁber, the effort spent on ﬁnding the optimal solution
explains almost all of the full runtime, while the effort that was needed when only prov-
ing infeasibility was considerably less. On the other hand, for vpm2 the gap between the
effort spent on ﬁnding an optimal solution and the full effort was substantial, especially
when only small numbers of search nodes were allowed. The full runs clearly took much
longer than the fastest solution-ﬁnding runs but about the same amount of time as the
slowest ones. Here, proving optimality took longer than the fastest solution-ﬁnding runs
but less time than the slowest ones.
83LP Relaxations as Primal Heuristics
We saw that MILP problems, even when they have small backdoors, may have only
very few weak backdoor sets of a particular (small) size. A key challenge to exploit-
ing backdoors is determining how to easily ﬁnd the rare small backdoor sets. To see
whether LP relaxations can provide guidance as to which variables may belong to a
small backdoor set, we used a slight modiﬁcation of the experiment described earlier.
Rather than sampling sets of desired cardinality by selecting variables uniformly at ran-
dom, we biased the selection based on the “fractionality” of the values of the discrete
variables in the solution to the LP relaxation of the original MILP problem. The frac-
tionality of a value of a variable measures how far it is from the nearest integer value.
More formally, if the LP solution value of variable xi is vi, then its fractional part is
fi = vi  bvic. To each variable with a non-zero fractional part in the LP solution, we
assigned the weight f(xi) = 0:5 j0:5  fij. Note that the quantity f(xi) captures the
integer “infeasibility” of a variable, which is a well-known measure for picking branch-
ing variables in mixed-integer programming. To the discrete variables xi with integral
values in the LP solution, we assigned a small non-zero weight f(xi) = e. After we
normalized the variable weights, we chose a subset of size k using weighted sampling
without replacement.
For each desired size k, we again sampled many sets of variables and tested to deter-
mine which ones were backdoors. The results of these experiments are summarized in
Figure 2.3 for ﬁber and in Figure 2.4 for vpm2; curves resulting from biased selection
are labeled with a “b.” The effect of sampling sets in a biased fashion is clearly visible.
For ﬁber, choosing sets biased by the LP solution clearly increased the probability of
selecting a set which was an optimality-proof backdoor or a set which was a weak opti-
mality backdoor. Surprisingly, selecting 6% of the variables in this fashion was enough
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Figure 2.3: ﬁber: Comparison of the estimated probability that a set of variables of a
given size is a backdoor when sampling uniformly versus when sampling biased by the
fractionality of variables in the LP solution
to guarantee that the set was an optimality-proof backdoor (100% success), and gave a
95% chance that the selected set was a weak optimality backdoor.
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Figure 2.4: vpm2: Comparison of the estimated probability that a set of variables of a
given size is a backdoor when sampling uniformly versus when sampling biased by the
fractionality of variables in the LP solution
The improvement was even more dramatic for vpm2. Here, with 20% of the vari-
ables selected in the biased way we were guaranteed to select a weak optimality back-
door, compared to less than a 2% chance when selecting uniformly. Also, with 30% of
the variables selected in the biased way, we had a 93% chance of selecting an optimality-
proof backdoor set, compared to less than a 0.02% chance of such an event when select-
ing uniformly. This shows clearly that our LP-based heuristic can be exploited effec-
tively to ﬁnd small backdoors.
85One thing to note is that before solving the LP relaxation of a MILP problem,
CPLEX applies a preprocessing procedure which simpliﬁes the problem and removes
some variables whose values can be trivially inferred or can be expressed as an aggrega-
tion of the values of other variables.14 This procedure sometimes results in a dramatic
reduction in the effective number of variables. For ﬁber, fewer than 17% of the discrete
variables were removed by preprocessing, whereas 50% of the discrete variables were
removed for vpm2.
One advantage of biasing the set selection by the LP solution is that the variables
trivially inferred by the preprocessing will have integral values, and will be selected
with some very small probability in our biased scheme. To evaluate whether the biased
selection derived its advantage over the uniform selection solely on the basis of avoiding
preprocessed variables, we evaluated the probability of selecting a backdoor set when
sampling uniformly among only the discrete variables remaining after preprocessing.
The results of this experiment for the vpm2 instance are presented in the curves labeled
presolve-orderOpt and presolve-tradWeak in Figure 2.4. These curves show that choos-
ing uniformly among the remaining variables was more effective for ﬁnding backdoors
than choosing uniformly among all the discrete variables, though not as effective as the
biased selection based on the LP relaxation. This suggests that biasing the selection by
the fractionality of the variables of the LP solution has additional merit for discovering
small backdoor sets.
Other MIPLIB instances for which we found that the biased selection had a substan-
tial effect are 10teams, aﬂow30a, air04, and set1ch. We present the results in Figure
2.5. For these instances, we performed only a quick evaluation: To test whether a given
set of variables B was a traditional weak optimality backdoor, we set their values to the
values in the optimal solution found by default by CPLEX and then checked whether
14However, the user-deﬁned branching procedure of CPLEX still works on the original set of variables.
86the sub-solver succeeded in solving the resulting restricted problem. Hence, the results
are loose lower bounds on the actual probabilities.
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Figure 2.5: Probability that a set of variables of a given size is a traditional weak op-
timality backdoor when sampling uniformly (crosses) versus when sampling biased by
the fractionality of variables in the LP solution (squares)
2.4.3 Discussion
In this work, we extended the concept of backdoor sets from decision problems to
combinatorial optimization problems. This extension also involved incorporating learn-
ing into the notion of backdoors. While it has previously been shown that real-world
SAT instances have very small backdoors, here we showed that small backdoors also ex-
ist for standard benchmark instances in mixed-integer linear programming. In particular,
optimization instances can have very small weak optimality backdoors—and often small
optimality-proof backdoors as well. General intuition about MILP solving suggests that
proving optimality is a computationally harder task than ﬁnding solutions. Surprisingly,
however, we found that optimization-proof backdoors can in fact be smaller than weak
optimality backdoors.
87We also considered the question of how hard it is to ﬁnd small backdoor sets and
provided extensive numerical results. We studied the probability that a set of a given
size is a learning-sensitive optimality-proof backdoor and the probability that it is a
learning-sensitive or traditional weak optimality backdoor. We also showed that the
difference in the size distributions of weak optimality backdoors and optimality-proof
backdoors tends to be well aligned with the difference in the runtime distributions for
the tasks of ﬁnding an optimal solution and proving optimality, respectively. Finally, we
demonstrated that the fractionality of variables in the solution to an LP relaxation is a
very good heuristic for uncovering small backdoors, both for solution ﬁnding and for
proof of optimality.
88CHAPTER 3
CAPTURING STRUCTURE THROUGH PROBLEM FORMULATIONS FOR
APPLICATIONS IN LANDSCAPE CONNECTIVITY
Studying general forms of problem structure (e.g., backdoors) in large classes of
combinatorialproblemssuchasBooleansatisﬁabilityandmixed-integerlinearprogram-
ming is one way to advance the characterization of problem hardness and the develop-
ment of effective solution techniques. A more domain-speciﬁc way to exploit problem
structure is by considering the particular constraints and objective function constituting
a particular combinatorial optimization problem and proposing mathematical formula-
tions and solution approaches tailored to that setting. In this section, we pursue the latter
line of research while addressing several applications in computational sustainability—
in wildlife conservation planning, in particular—that involve a notion of spatial connec-
tivity.
Under the pressures of both rapid human development and climate change, wildlife
habitat has largely diminished and become fragmented, compromising the ability of
many species to persist [6, 66]. In particular, the resilience of animals to distur-
banceeventsandtheiraccommodationtolong-termecosystemadaptations(e.g., climate
change) depends heavily on their ability to move safely throughout the environment
to ﬁnd food, reproduce, and migrate between habitat patches [113, 138]. Therefore,
preserving and restoring habitat connectivity has been identiﬁed as a key conservation
priority for government agencies and conservation organizations. While conservation
mandates and plans are often determined solely on the basis of biological and ecologi-
cal needs of the species of interest, several recent studies have shown that it is crucial to
incorporate both economic and biodiversity considerations from the outset of the plan-
ning process in order to design conservation strategies that are efﬁcient and practical
89[76, 107].
This chapter addresses three different budget-constrained conservation problems
concerning landscape connectivity. The ﬁrst application is the wildlife corridor de-
sign problem, where the goal, given a limited budget, is to select a set of land parcels
that forms a contiguous protected network of maximum habitat quality. To reduce the
degree of isolation of fragmented habitat, many conservation biologists have recom-
mended maintaining landscape connectivity by explicitly preserving entire corridors
of high-value habitat between core habitat areas, existing reserves, or subpopulations
(e.g., [111, 112, 145]). An alternative to explicitly preserving movement corridors is to
quantify the level of connectivity through the existing landscape matrix [138] and ap-
ply conservation management actions that improve the connectivity. One way to assess
landscape connectivity is to represent the landscape as a spatial conﬁguration of small
parcels or pixels, each of which has a resistance value that gives the species-speciﬁc
cost of moving through particular landscape features, and measure the connectivity be-
tween a pair of patches as the shortest resistance-weighted distance between them. (The
shorter the resistance-weighted distance, the greater the connectivity.) In this setting, the
resistance value of a parcel can be reduced through conservation actions. The goal in
this second application, given a limited budget, is to select a set of parcels to put under
conservation so as to minimize resistance-weighted distances between important habitat
areas. Yet another way to characterize movement or dispersal dynamics of species is
through metapopulation models [65]. Such ecological models describe the probability
of species dispersal from one suitable habitat patch to another. In this setting, the func-
tional connectivity of the landscape is measured as the expected spread of the species
among suitable patches. In this third application, the goal, given a limited budget, is to
conserve a set of additional suitable locations in order to maximize the expected spread
of the species.
90We provide combinatorial optimization problem formulations that capture these
three conservation planning settings. While each contribution is motivated by a chal-
lenging computational sustainability problem, we show that the underlying computa-
tional problems have much broader applicability, to areas such as wireless networks,
social networks, VLSI routing, and many others. Although all three optimization prob-
lems are computationally intractable in the worst case, we design novel mathematical
encodings and solution methods with good scaling behavior and apply our techniques
to data from real-life conservation planning settings. Through thorough experimental
analysis, we characterize the typical-case behavior of alternative solution techniques,
and in all three applications we identify a structured behavior across problem instances
which is manifested as an easy–hard–easy pattern in problem hardness with respect to
the tightness of the budget constraint. The contributions in this chapter provide conser-
vation planners with much-needed decision support tools to evaluate tradeoffs between
costs and connectivity beneﬁts as well as generate conservation plans with formal opti-
mality guarantees.
Some of the results in this chapter have appeared in the following peer-reviewed
publications: [2, 35, 41, 132].
3.1 Solving Connected Subgraph Problems in Wildlife Conserva-
tion
We look at the problem of designing so-called wildlife corridors to connect areas of
biological signiﬁcance (e.g., established reserves). Speciﬁcally, in the wildlife corridor
design problem we are given a set of land parcels, a set of reserves (land parcels that
correspond to biologically signiﬁcant areas), and the cost (e.g., land value) and utility
91(e.g., habitat suitability) of each parcel. The goal is to select a subset of the parcels
that forms a connected network, includes all reserves, and maximizes the utility of the
selectedparcels—allatatotalcostthatstayswithinaspeciﬁedbudget. Thisproblemcan
be formulated as an optimization problem on a particular type of graph where the nodes
correspond to parcels, the edges correspond to adjacency of parcels, and the reserves
correspond to a set of distinguished nodes called terminals. The nodes in this graph have
proﬁts (utilities) and costs, and the goal is to ﬁnd a connected subgraph of maximum
proﬁt that contains all the terminals and has costs that do not exceed a speciﬁed dollar
ﬁgure.
A large class of decision and optimization problems can be formulated in terms of
ﬁnding a connected subgraph of a larger graph such that the subgraph satisﬁes certain
cost and revenue requirements. In different realizations of the connected subgraph prob-
lem, costs and proﬁts are associated with either edges, nodes, or both. Three examples
from this family of problems are the Minimum Steiner Tree, Maximum-Weighted Con-
nected Subgraph, and Point-to-Point Connection problems. Such problems arise in a
large number of applications, including network design, systems biology, social net-
works, and facility location planning. Here, we are concerned with a variant of the
connected subgraph problem known as the Budget-Constrained Steiner Connected Sub-
graph Problem with Node Proﬁts and Node Costs.
3.1.1 Overview of Contributions
The Budget-Constrained Steiner Connected Subgraph Problem with Node Proﬁts and
Node Costs is known to be NP-hard, even for the case of no terminals [18]. In the
absence of the connectivity constraint, we would have a 0–1 knapsack problem. How-
92ever,, the connectivity constraint plays a key role in the combinatorics of the problem
and relates it to other important classes of well-studied problems such as the Traveling
Salesman problem and the Steiner Tree problem. We propose new mathematical for-
mulations to better capture the structure of the problem with respect to the connectivity
constraint.
Conrad et al. [18] and Gomes et al. [61] studied this problem and proposed a math-
ematical formulation in which one of the terminals is designated as a root node and the
connectivity constraint is encoded as a single-commodity ﬂow from the root to the se-
lected nodes (the nodes of the subgraph)—an encoding that is small and easy to enforce.
In addition, they presented computational results that exhibit an easy–hard–easy runtime
pattern with respect to the allowed budget on a benchmark of synthetic instances [61].
However, they reported extremely long runtimes for solving large-scale real-world in-
stancesofthisoptimizationproblem. Observingthattheeasy–hard–easyruntimepattern
for ﬁnding optimal solutions to synthetic instances of this problem aligns with a similar
pattern in the relative integrality gap of the LP relaxation of the model—an observa-
tion which suggests that formulations that have tighter LP relaxations might also lead
to shorter solution times for ﬁnding optimal solutions—we resolved to seek improved
ways of dealing with it. To this end, we propose two alternative formulations.
One alternative that we explore is to establish the connectivity of each selected node
to the root node by a separate commodity ﬂow. Although this approach requires a
multi-commodity ﬂow encoding of the connectivity constraints, which is larger than
the single-commodity encoding (yet still of polynomial size), it can result in a stronger
LP relaxation of the problem.
A completely different approach is to adapt ideas from the vast literature on the
Steiner Tree problem. Most previously-studied variants of the Steiner Tree problem
93involve edge costs (and proﬁts); hence such models entail making explicit binary deci-
sions as to which edges are to be included in the selected subgraph. For such variants,
encodings that have been successful in terms of capturing the connectivity requirement
with respect to edge decisions involve an exponential number of constraints. In particu-
lar, Costa et al. [20] suggest using the directed Dantzig–Fulkerson–Johnson formulation
[25] with subtour elimination constraints that enforce a tree structure of the selected
subgraph. In the Budget-Constrained Steiner Connected Subgraph Problem with Node
Proﬁts and Node Costs, the only decisions that need to be made explicitly are decisions
as towhich nodes ofthe given G are tobe included inthe setV0 of nodesof the subgraph.
Connectivity needs to be satisﬁed on the induced subgraph of G that has node setV0 and
contains all the edges of G such that both endpoints belong to V0. Nevertheless, we
adapted the directed Dantzig–Fulkerson–Johnson formulation to our problem, therefore
considering the graph edges (instead of the nodes) as decision variables, which in gen-
eral results in dramatically increasing the search-space size, from 2jVj to 2jEj. Although
at ﬁrst glance this modiﬁcation seems counterproductive, the added strength that comes
with explicit enforcement of the connectivity of each selected node to a predeﬁned ter-
minal (achieved in directed Dantzig–Fulkerson–Johnson formulation) actually results in
a tighter formulation. This formulation involves an exponential number of connectivity
constraints that cannot be represented explicitly for real-life-sized instances. To address
this, we adopted a Bender’s decomposition approach that iteratively adds connectivity
constraints to a relaxed master problem [10, 103].
We provide computational results on the three different encodings of the connectiv-
ity constraints: 1) the single-commodity ﬂow (SCF) encoding from [18], 2) a multi-
commodity ﬂow (MCF) encoding, and 3) a modiﬁed directed Dantzig–Fulkerson–
Johnson (DFJ) formulation using node costs [35]. On a benchmark of synthetic
instances consisting of grid graphs with random costs and revenues, we show that
94the multi-commodity encoding yielded better LP relaxation bounds than the single-
commodity ﬂow encoding, and that the directed DFJ formulation yielded the best
bounds of all. Moreover, it was precisely in the “hard” (tight-budget) region that the
advantage of the bounds provided by the directed DFJ formulation over those for the
single-commodity ﬂow encoding was greatest. The tighter bounds turned out to have a
critical effect on the solution times for ﬁnding optimal integer feasible solutions. De-
spite the large size of the DFJ encoding, it worked remarkably well for ﬁnding integer
feasible solutions. The easy–hard–easy pattern with respect to the budget which was
strongly exhibited by the SCF encoding was much less pronounced when using the DFJ
encoding—and was considerably more robust with respect to the budget level. In addi-
tion, the DFJ encoding found optimal solutions two orders of magnitude faster than the
SCF encoding in the interval of budget values that are hardest to satisfy. This result is
particularly important for solving real-world instances, because the hard region usually
falls over a budget interval which is close to the minimum-cost solution to the problem
of ﬁnding a connected subgraph, that is, it helps ﬁnd solutions for tight budgets.
We tested our formulations on real-life problem instances concerning the design of
a grizzly bear wildlife corridor connecting three existing reserves [18]. Figure 3.11
shows the study area—a region spanning the states of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana
that includes the Northern Continental Divide as well as the Salmon–Selway and Yel-
lowstone ecosystems—and the spatial variation of the conservation cost and the griz-
zly bear habitat suitability across more than 3000 parcels of land.2 We show that for
critically constrained budgets, the DFJ encoding proposed here found optimal or near-
optimal solutions while dramatically speeding up the runtime compared to that for other
formulations. For the same problem instances and budget levels, the feasible solutions
obtained by means of the single-commodity encoding were considerably worse and had
1Grizzly bear image from www.morgueﬁle.com.
2The grizzly bear data were compiled by Dr. Jordan Suter.
95(a) grizzly bear (b) study area
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Figure 3.1: Study area for design of grizzly bear wildlife corridor
much worse upper bounds on the objective function. For example, for a budget level
which is 10% above the minimum cost required to connect all the reserves, the DFJ
encoding found an optimal solution and proved optimality in only 25 minutes, while in
10 hours the SCF encoding found an inferior solution and proved only a weak optimal-
ity guarantee of 31%. Similar behavior was observed for a budget of 20% above the
minimum cost. Working budgets that are close to the minimum-cost solution are a very
likely scenario in a resource-constrained setting such as conservation planning. Hence,
it is important to ﬁnd the best possible solutions that are consistent with the little money
available. The new DFJ encoding proposed here allowed us to ﬁnd optimal solutions
to large-scale wildlife-corridor problems for precisely the budget levels that are most
96relevant in practice and yet out of reach in terms of the computational time needed for
the previously proposed formulations to uncover them.
The DFJ encoding was better than SCF at capturing the combinatorial structure of
the connectivity constraints, which was reﬂected in the tightness of the LP relaxation as
well as in the speed with which it found integer feasible solutions and the very strong
guarantees it provided in terms of optimality (often proving optimality or within less
than 1% of optimality). Moreover, it achieved all of this on synthetic instances and
real-world instances (such as the wildlife-corridor connectivity problem) alike.
3.1.2 Related Work
Perhaps one of the most studied variants of the connected subgraph problem is the
Steiner Tree problem, which involves a graph G = (V;E), a set T of terminal vertices
(T  V), and costs associated with the edges. In the Minimum Steiner Tree problem,
the goal is to select a subgraph G0 = (V0  V;E0  E) such that G0 is a tree that has
the smallest possible cost and contains all the terminals (i.e., T V0). Although includ-
ing a budget constraint has important practical motivation, budget-constrained variants
of the Steiner Tree problem are not nearly as widely studied as the general Minimum
Steiner Tree problem or the prize-collecting variant. The variant that is most relevant
here is the Budget Prize-Collecting Tree problem, where, in addition to costs associated
with the edges, there are also revenues associated with the nodes. The goal is to select
a Steiner tree with total edge cost satisfying a budget constraint while maximizing the
total node revenue. Levin [92] presented a (4+e)-approximation scheme for solving
this problem. Costa et al. [19, 20] studied mathematical formulations and solution tech-
niques for this problem in the presence of additional so-called hop constraints, using
97a directed rooted-tree encoding with an exponential number of connectivity constraints
and a branch-and-cut solution technique. One can easily see that the Budget Prize-
Collecting Tree problem is a special case of the Budget-Constrained Steiner Connected
Subgraph with Node Proﬁts and Node Costs, since a connected graph of the latter type
can be constructed from a tree of the former type by replacing each edge with an ar-
tiﬁcial node of the same cost and adding edges that connect the artiﬁcial node to the
endpoints of the original edge. We adapted some of the vast body of work on tight
formulations for the variants of the Steiner Tree problem with edge costs to the more
general node-weighted problem.
Restricted variants of the Budget-Constrained Steiner Connected Subgraph Prob-
lem with Node Proﬁts and Node Costs have been addressed previously in the literature.
Lee and Dooly [88] studied the Maximum-Weight Connected Subgraph problem, where
proﬁts and unit costs are associated with nodes and the goal is to ﬁnd a connected sub-
graph of maximal weight and at most a speciﬁed number of nodes (there are no termi-
nals). In the constrained variant, they considered a designated root node that needs to be
included in the selected subgraph.
Moss and Rabani [106] also studied the connected subgraph problem with node
costs and node proﬁts and referred to it as the Constrained Node-Weighted Steiner Tree
problem. They too considered only the special case where there are either no terminals
or only one—a speciﬁed root node. For all three optimization variants—budget, quota,
and prize-collecting—Moss and Rabani [106] provided an approximation guarantee of
O(logn), where n is the number of nodes in the graph. However, for the budget variant,
the result is a bi-criteria approximation, namely, that the cost of the selected nodes
can exceed the budget by some fraction. Finding an approximation algorithm for the
budget-constrained variant is still an open question, as is the one that deals with multiple
98terminals. Demaine et al. [32] have recently shown that one can improve the O(logn)
approximation guarantee to a constant factor guarantee when restricting the class of
graphs to planar, but only in the case of the Minimum Cost Steiner Tree problem with
costs on nodes (but no proﬁts). It is an open question whether for planar graphs one
can design a better approximation scheme for the budget-constrained variant. This is of
particular interest because the wildlife corridor design problem corresponds to ﬁnding a
connected subgraph of a planar graph.
3.1.3 Mathematical Formulations
The Connected Subgraph Problem with Node Proﬁts and Node Costs is speciﬁed by a
connected graph G = (V;E) together with a set T of terminal nodes (T V), and cost
and proﬁt functions c : V ! R+ and u : V ! R+, respectively. The goal is to select a
set V0 V such that all the terminal nodes are included in V0 and the induced subgraph
G(V0) is connected. We refer to the nodes in V0 as the selected nodes. In the budget-
constrained variant, given a budget C we seek to ﬁnd V0 such that the total cost of the
nodes of G(V0) does not exceed the budget C and the total proﬁt of the selected nodesis
maximized.
In the following mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulations, for each
vertex i 2 V we introduce a binary variable xi whose value represents whether i is in-
cluded in the connected subgraph. Then the objective function, the budget constraint,
and the terminal inclusion constraint are stated as follows (where for i 2 V we denote
99c(i) and u(i) by ci and ui, respectively):
maximizeå
i2V
uixi (3.1)
s:t:å
i2V
cixi C (3.2)
xt = 1 8t 2 T (3.3)
xi 2 f0;1g 8i 2V (3.4)
In the following subsections we outline three different ways of enforcing the connec-
tivity constraints, that is, ensuring that the selected vertices induce a connected subgraph
of the original graph G.
Connectivity as Single-Commodity Flow
Conradetal.[18]andGomesetal.[61]usedasingle-commoditynetworkﬂowencoding
where each undirected edge fi; jg2E is replaced by two directed edges, (i; j) and (j;i).
They also introduced a source vertex 0, with maximum total outgoing ﬂow n=jVj. One
arbitrary terminal vertex r is chosen as root, and a directed edge (0;r) is deﬁned to insert
the ﬂow into the network. Each selected node acts as a “sink” by consuming one unit of
ﬂow, and a node can be selected only if it has positive incoming ﬂow. Connectivity of
the selected nodes is ensured by enforcing ﬂow conservation constraints at all the nodes.
Formally, let A denote the set of directed edges. Then for each (i; j) 2 A, there is a
non-negative variable yij to indicate the amount of ﬂow from i to j, and the following
constraints are enforced:
x0+y0r = n (3.5)
yij  nxj 8(i; j) 2 A (3.6)
100å
i:(i;j)2A
yij = xj+ å
i:(j;i)2A
yji 8j 2V (3.7)
å
j2V
xj = y0r (3.8)
yij  0 8(i; j) 2 A[f(0;r)g (3.9)
x0  0 (3.10)
For the source of the ﬂow, they introduced a variable x0 2 [0;n], representing the even-
tual residual ﬂow. Constraint (3.5) states that the residual ﬂow plus the ﬂow injected into
the network corresponds to the total system ﬂow. Each vertex with positive incoming
ﬂow retains one unit of ﬂow, that is, yij >0)xj =1 for all (i; j)2A, which is enforced
by Constraint (3.6). The conservation of ﬂow is modeled in Constraint (3.7). Finally,
Constraint (3.8) enforces the condition that the ﬂow absorbed by the network corre-
sponds to the ﬂow injected into the system. This encoding requires 2jEj+1 additional
continuous variables and ensures that the set of all selected nodes forms a connected
component.
Connectivity as Multi-Commodity Flow
In the ﬁrst encoding, we enforced the connectivity of all selected nodes through a single
commodity ﬂow. In the multi-commodity ﬂow model, the key difference is that we
enforce the connectivity of the selected nodes by associating a separate commodity with
each node. There will be one unit of ﬂow from the root r to each selected node of its
own “commodity” type. We arbitrarily select one of the terminals as r. Each node i
other than r is a potential sink of one unit of commodity ﬂow of type i that will have to
be routed from r to i.
Similarly to the single-commodity ﬂow model, we still have a binary decision vari-
101able for each vertex, and the objective function, the budget constraint, and the terminal
inclusion constraint are enforced by Equations (3.1)–(3.4).
For each (directed) edge (i; j) 2 A and each node k other than r, we introduce a
non-negative variable ykij such that when ykij > 0, edge (i; j) carries ﬂow of type k.
å
j:(j;r)2A
ykjr = 0 8k 2V  frg (3.11)
å
j:(j;k)2A
ykjk = xk 8k 2V  frg (3.12)
å
j:(k;j)2A
ykkj = 0 8k 2V  frg (3.13)
å
j:(i;j)2A
ykij = å
j:(j;i)2A
ykji 8k;i 2V  frg : i 6= k (3.14)
ykij  xi 8k;i 2V  frg;8j : (i; j) 2 A (3.15)
ykij  xj 8k;i 2V  frg;8j : (i; j) 2 A (3.16)
ykij  0 8k 2V  frg;8(i; j) 2 A (3.17)
Every selected node k is a sink for ﬂow of commodity k (Constraints (3.12, 3.13)).
Constraint (3.14) imposes conservation of ﬂow for each commodity type k at each node
other than the sink k and the source r, and Constraint (3.11) imposes the condition that
the root has no incoming ﬂow. Finally, the capacity of edge (i; j) is 0 if at least one of
its endpoints is not selected, and 1 otherwise (Constraints (3.15, 3.16)).
This encoding requires (jVj 1)2jEj additional continuous variables—considerably
more than the SCF encoding. However, we will see that enforcing the connectivity of
each node to the root separately results in tighter LP relaxation.
102Connectivity as Directed Steiner Tree
As suggested by the multi-commodity ﬂow encoding, one way to enforce connectivity
is to enforce existence of a path from each selected node to the root node. In this third
encoding, we in fact explicitly model the selection of edges as binary variables and en-
force the selection of a set of nodes and edges such that (using only selected nodes and
edges) there is a single path from each selected node to the root. In other words, we im-
pose stronger constraints than necessary while preserving all feasible solutions in terms
of sets of nodes that induce a connected subgraph. In effect, we enforce the connectivity
constraints by adding constraints that ensure that we select edges that form a (Steiner)
tree. Several studies on Steiner Tree problem variants have shown that directed-edge
models are often better than undirected ones in solving Steiner Tree problems (see, for
example, [20, 98]). Following these results, we adapt the directed Dantzig–Fulkerson–
Johnson formulation of connectivity. We have a binary variable for each directed edge
in A (Constraint (3.24)). We can avoid explicitly including binary variables x for each
node, as these decisions can be inferred from the values of the edge binary variables.
The selected nodes are precisely those that have exactly one incoming edge. Although
the vertex variables are not explicitly represented, it will still be useful to refer to them.
To thisend, given a solution vector over the edge variables y, we deﬁne an associated
vertex solution vector x as xk = å(j;k)2Ayjk. Constraints (3.18) and (3.19) express the
objective function and the budget constraint in terms of edge variables. Constraint (3.20)
forces each terminal node to have exactly one incoming edge (i.e., to be a selected node).
To enforce the directed tree property, each non-terminal node is allowed to have at most
one incoming edge (Constraint (3.21)). Connectivity is enforced through generalized
subtour elimination constraints deﬁned over edge variables (Constraints (3.23)). We
also include Constraint (3.22), which strengthens the formulation by forcing each edge
103involving at most one terminal node to be used in at most one direction.
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yjk 8S V  r;8k 2 S [cuts] (3.23)
yij 2 f0;1g 8(i; j) 2 A (3.24)
Given the exponential number of connectivity constraints, Constraints (3.23), in the
following section we describe a solution approach in which we relax these constraints
in the context of a cutting plane procedure and add them as cuts only when they become
violated.
3.1.4 Solution Approaches
Conrad et al. [18] and Gomes et al. [61] outlined a preprocessing technique for the
Budget-Constrained Connected Subgraph problem which effectively reduces the prob-
lem size for tight budgets. The procedure computes all-pairs shortest paths in the graph
and, for each node, uses these distances to compute the minimum Steiner Tree cost that
covers all the terminals as well as the node under consideration. If this minimum cost
exceeds the allowed budget, the node does not belong to any feasible solution and hence
its variable is assigned to 0.
104Gomes et al. [61] also outlined a greedy method for ﬁnding feasible solutions to the
Budget-ConstrainedConnectedSubgraphproblembyﬁrstcomputingtheminimum-cost
Steiner tree covering all the terminal nodes and then greedily adding new nodes until
the allowed budget is exhausted. They showed that providing this greedy solution to
their single-commodity ﬂow encoding of the connected subgraph problem signiﬁcantly
improved performance.
We used both of these techniques: applying the preprocessing step to all problem
instances and, in addition, using the greedy solution as a starting point for the SCF
encoding.
Our approach to solving the DFJ encoding is based on a cutting plane or Bender’s
decomposition approach. Speciﬁcally, we solved a relaxed “master” problem that omits
the exponential number of connectivity constraints. In a ﬁrst pass of this procedure,
all the edge variables were relaxed from binary variables to continuous variables that
assumed values in the interval [0;1]. In this ﬁrst phase, we solved a sequence of pro-
gressively tighter LP master problems, which in effect corresponds to a cutting plane
approach. Once we found a (fractional) optimal solution to the LP master problem
that did not violate any connectivity constraints, we obtained the optimal solution to
the LP relaxation of the DFJ formulation. If that solution was integral, then we had
an optimal solution to the original problem. If the LP solution was not integral, we
enforced the integrality constraints on all the edge variables and continued the same it-
eration steps, where now the master problem included the cuts learned during solving
the LP relaxation as well as the integrality constraints. In the second phase, we needed
to solve a sequence of MILP master problems, which is in effect a Bender’s decompo-
sition approach. At each iteration where the optimal solution to the MILP master was
not connected, more connectivity cuts were added. Once we found a connected optimal
105MILP master solution, we had an optimal integer solution to the original problem. The
detailed algorithm is outlined below:
MASTER ALGORITHM:
Step 0. (Initialize) Deﬁne the initial relaxation P0 of the problem by Constraints (3.18)–
(3.22), as well as the integrality constraint—Constraint (3.24)—relaxed to enforce only
the upper and lower bounds. Set iteration count t to 0. Go to Step 1.
Step 1. (Master optimization) Solve Pt and obtain an optimal (edge) solution yt. Let
the associated vertex solution be xt. If the associated vertex solution xt is integral, go to
Step 2; otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 2. (Additional check) Check the connectivity of the induced undirected graph
G(V0), where V0 = fk 2 V : xt
k = 1g. If it is connected, then xt is optimal, so return
solution xt. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3. (Master separation) Check whether yt satisﬁes all the connectivity constraints
(3.23). If it does, go to Step 4. If a violated constraint is found, then add the correspond-
ing cut to the master problem and let Pt+1 be the problem just obtained. Then set t to
t +1 and go to Step 1.
Step 4. (Optimality check) If the associated vertex solution xt is integral, then xt is
optimal, so return solution xt. Otherwise, add the integrality constraints (3.24) back in
to the problem, and let Pt+1 be the problem just obtained. Then set t to t +1 and go to
Step 1.
Checking the exponential number of connectivity constraints (3.23), given an edge
solution yt in Step 3, was done through a polynomial-time separation procedure. The
separation procedure checked the connectivity of each selected vertex to the root—
terminating as soon as it found a disconnected node—and inferred a cut to be added.
To decide connectivity, we solved a max-ﬂow problem in the directed graph G0 = (V;A)
106between the root and each node k 2V  frg selected in the proposed solution, that is, in
the associated vertex solution xt
k > 1 e, starting with the terminals. The capacities of
the edges in the max-ﬂow problem were the current values of the edge variables yt in the
master solution. If the maximum ﬂow when considering a node k was less than the sum
of the current values of the edge variables corresponding to the arcs (i;k) 2 A, we knew
we had found a violated constraint. The dual variables of the max-ﬂow subproblem
indicated the partition fS;VnSg of V that deﬁned the minimum cut (let r 2VnS).
At that point, we added the cut that forces at least one edge which bridges the parti-
tion to be selected if node k is selected—in order to satisfy Constraint (3.23):
å
(i;j)2A:i2VnS;j2S
yij  å
j:(j;k)2A
yjk (3.25)
Step 2 of the algorithm is a special step that applies to the Connected Subgraph
Problem with Node Costs and Node Proﬁts. Given a solution yt
ij of the DFJ formulation
and the associated vertex vector xt, we inferred a set V0 of selected nodes, namely,
V0 = fk 2Vjxt
k = 1g. The original problem required only that the induced graph G(V0)
be connected, while the DFJ formulation imposed a much stronger requirement, namely,
that the set of selected edges form a tree. Hence, it was possible that V0 induced a
connected subgraph of G but that the selected edges, that is, the edges in E0 = f(i; j) 2
Ajyt
ij = 1g, did not form a single connected component. To illustrate this, suppose
that the edges in E0 formed two vertex-disjoint cycles C1, C2 such that u 2 C1, v 2
C2, and (u;v) 2 E ((u;v) = 2 E0). Clearly, the edge set E0 does not form a connected
subgraph; however, thesubgraphinduced byV0 isconnectedbecause oftheedge (u;v)2
E. Without Step 2, our separation procedure in Step 3 would have inferred a new cut,
and wrongly concluded that the selected master solution was not a feasible solution. To
avoid that situation, we introduced Step 2 to check the weaker connectivity condition
(in terms of the induced subgraph). If that connectivity check failed, then we used the
107max-ﬂow separation procedure in Step 3 to infer a new connectivity cut to add to the
master.
The solution procedure described above solved a sequence of increasingly tighter
relaxations of the original problem; therefore, the ﬁrst solution that was feasible with
respect to all the constraints in the original problem was in fact the optimal solution.
One problem with this approach is that we had to wait until the very end to get one
integer feasible solution that was also the optimal one. Ideally, one would like to obtain
integer feasible solutions as soon as possible. We achieved this in the context of this so-
lution technique by noticing that while solving the MILP master to optimality, we could
possibly discover a sequence of integer solutions, some of which might satisfy all the
connectivity constraints (i.e., they could be feasible solutions to the original problem),
but they would have been discarded by the master as sub-optimal if there were discon-
nected solutions to the master which were of better quality. To detect feasible solutions
to the original problem while solving the master problem, we introduced a connectivity
check at each MILP master incumbent solution (not described in our algorithm outline
above). If a MILP master incumbent was connected and was better than any other con-
nected integer solution discovered up until that point, we recorded that solution as an
incumbent to our original problem.
3.1.5 Experimental Results
Synthetic Benchmark
We evaluated the strength of the LP relaxations of the three alternative encodings on a
synthetically generated benchmark of instances [18]. Using uniformly sampled costs
and utilities, we generated 100 instances of a 1010 grid graph (100 nodes) with 3
108reserves (terminals). For each instance, we varied the budget in terms of the percentage
slackovertheminimum-costsolution. Forexample, givenaminimum-costsolutioncmin
for connecting the terminal nodes, a 10% slack corresponds to a budget of B = 1:10
cmin. All the computational experiments were performed using IBM ILOG CPLEX 11
[74].
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Figure 3.2: Median, over 100 runs, of relative optimality gaps and runtimes for LP
relaxations of the three encodings on 1010 grids with 3 terminals
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Figure 3.3: Median, over 100 runs, of DFJ and SCF runtimes for ﬁnding optimal integer
solutions on 1010 grids with 3 terminals
Figure 3.2 compares the relative gap between the optimal value of the objective
function for the LP relaxation, z
LP, and the optimal value of the integer solution to the
problem, z
IP, at different budget levels, that is (z
LP  z
IP)=z
IP. One can see that the
DFJ encoding did indeed yield a much tighter relaxation than the single-commodity
encoding. In particular, the smaller the budget (up to a certain point), the greater the
109advantage of the DFJ formulation. This added strength, however, came at a cost in
terms of computational time. The LP relaxation of the SCF model was solved much
faster than that of the DFJ encoding. The multi-commodity encoding did not dominate
on either measure—the bounds it yielded on the optimal solution were tighter than those
for SCF but not as tight as the bounds yielded by the DFJ formulation, despite the much
longer runtimes for the multi-commodity ﬂow encoding. Thus in what follows, we
concentrate on the single-commodity ﬂow and DFJ encodings. DFJ-style encodings in
the context of Steiner Tree problems are known to produce tight LP relaxations, and
our results conﬁrm this trend for the variant of the Steiner Tree problem that we studied
here. More importantly, one would like to use the strength of this encoding to ﬁnd the
optimal integer feasible solution.
Figure 3.3 compares the runtimes for the SCF and DFJ encodings. An easy–hard–
easy pattern of the runtime with respect to the budget was already observed by Gomes
et al. [61]. Here, we clearly see that the DFJ encoding was more beneﬁcial than SCF
for precisely the budget levels in the hard region of this pattern, where DFJ beat SCF
by two orders of magnitude. In the easy region of budgets with much greater ﬂexibility,
however, the DFJ encoding had worse runtimes than the single-commodity ﬂow.
Grizzly Bear Corridor
We evaluated the runtime performance of the SCF and DFJ encodings for the problem
of ﬁnding optimal integer feasible solutions to a large-scale real-world wildlife corridor
design problem. This conservation planning application entailed establishing connec-
tivity between three existing reserves with sizable populations of grizzly bears. The
landscape matrix of the study area was characterized by spatially varying suitability of
grizzly bear habitat as well as highly nonuniform conservation costs (see Figure 3.1 in
110Section 3.1.1). We tackled this problem at two different spatial scales: one with parcels
of size 4040 km and a total of 242 parcels (nodes), and the other with parcels of size
1010 km and a total of 3299 parcels. We set the budget at various (tight) levels in
terms of the percentage slack above the minimum cost required to connect the reserves.
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Figure 3.4: Results on the grizzly bear wildlife corridor design problem at 40 km reso-
lution
Figure 3.4 clearly demonstrates the advantage of the DFJ encoding on the 40-km
problem instance in terms of both the tightness of the LP relaxation and the time taken
to ﬁnd optimal integer solutions. The formulation with the single-commodity encoding
was solved quickly for very tight and very large budgets, but for a critically constrained
region the runtime was much longer. The DFJ encoding, on the other hand, yielded
robust runtimes that varied very little with the budget level.
For the ﬁner-scale problem instance (spatial resolution of 10 km), results on the so-
lution quality, runtime, and optimality gap at three different budget levels are presented
in Table 3.1. By way of comparison, results obtained by [61] with the greedy algorithm
(which usually ﬁnds solutions that are much worse than optimal) are tabulated as well.
The DFJ encoding was much faster at ﬁnding optimal or near-optimal solutions to the
problem than the SCF encoding. Given an 8-hour cutoff time, DFJ found comparable or
111better feasible solutions than SCF at all three budget levels and also provided very tight
optimality guarantees (< 1% in all cases). For the SCF encoding, on the other hand, the
best solution yielded only a guarantee of being within 28% of optimal.
Table 3.1: Performance of SCF and DFJ encodings with an 8-hour cutoff time on the
grizzly bear wildlife corridor design problem at 10 km resolution
budget slack encoding time objective opt. gap
10% greedy < 2 mins 10691163 NA
$109475
SCF 8 hrs 10877799 31.15%
DFJ 25 mins 12107793 0.01%
20% greedy < 2 mins 12497251 NA
$119427
SCF 8 hrs 12911652 30.35%
DFJ 2 hrs 25 mins 13640629 0.01%
30% greedy < 2 mins 13581815 NA
$129379
SCF 8 hrs 13776496 28.64%
DFJ 7 hrs 35 mins 14703920 0.62%
3.1.6 Discussion
The Budget-Constrained Steiner Connected Subgraph Problem with Node Proﬁts and
Node Costs is a computationally challenging problem that has numerous real-world
applications. The degree to which the combinatorial structure of the connectivity con-
straint is captured is critical to effectively solving large-scale instances. In this work, we
proposed a novel approach to solving this problem—one that uses an adapted version
of the directed Dantzig–Fulkerson–Johnson formulation with subtour elimination con-
straints and cut generation solution apporach. This resulted in signiﬁcant speedup in the
runtime in cases where the budget level fell within the interval that presents the greatest
challenge. We evaluated the performance of this approach on a relatively large instance
of the wildlife corridor design problem and found optimal solutions for different budget
levels. This work is a good example of identifying and extending relevant computer
science results to problems arising in the area of computational sustainability.
1123.2 Upgrading Shortest Paths in Networks
3.2.1 Motivation
Improving landscape connectivity in an increasingly fragmented wildlife habitat is crit-
ical for broad-scale ecological processes, such as dispersal and gene ﬂow [138]. A lot
of ecology research has concentrated on creating models of landscape permeability or
conversely of landscape resistance, where the landscape is represented as a set of small
parcels or pixels, each of which has a resistance value that gives the species-speciﬁc
cost of moving through particular landscape features. Resistance models are inferred by
relating landscape characteristics to genetic distance between individuals at different lo-
cations [23] or to radio-collar movement data. In ecology and conservation biology such
resistance models are then used to assess the landscape connectivity between important
habitatpatchesinagivenstudyarea. Undertheleast-costpath(LCP)model, theconnec-
tivity between two designated habitat patches is measured as the length of the shortest
resistance-weighted path between them [133]. Improvement through conservation man-
agement of speciﬁc parcels or pixels can reduce their resistance to species movement.
In the landscape connectivity conservation planning problem, given a limited budget
planners need to selected a set of parcels to improve such that the resistance-weighted
distance between important pairs of habitat patches is minimized.
In fact, many applications in areas as diverse as VLSI circuit design, QoS routing,
and trafﬁc engineering involve designing networks under constrained shortest paths and
budget limits. For example, in a transportation network, a key goal is to connect major
cities via short routes to better serve the bulk of the trafﬁc. In a multicast communication
setting where a single node is broadcasting to a set of subscribers, it is important to
minimize the latency, or the shortest path delays between the source node and all the
113subscribers. Alloftheseapplications, aswellasourmotivatingapplicationfromwildlife
conservation, fall in the general family of network improvement problems.
In this work, we introduce a new general network improvement problem relevant in
such settings. The problem is deﬁned with respect to a network with node delays where
the delay between a pair of nodes is the shortest path delay in the network, while the
overall delay of the network is measured as the average delay among a designated set
of node pairs. Given a set of node upgrade actions with respective costs and upgraded
nodedelays, weseektochoosethebestpossibleupgradestrategyintermsofminimizing
total upgrade cost and resulting overall network delay. We refer to this problem as the
Upgrading Shortest Paths Problem [41]. We consider two optimization settings. In the
budget-constrained setting, the goal is to ﬁnd an upgrade strategy such that the total
upgrade cost does not exceed a given budget B, and the resulting upgraded network has
minimum overall delay over all possible strategies which obey the budget constraint. On
the other hand, in the delay-constrained setting, the goal is to ﬁnd a minimum-cost set
of nodes to be upgraded so that the overall delay in the resulting network meets a given
bound D.
Most of the previous work on network improvement problems has concentrated on
the edge-delay variant where either edges can be upgraded directly, or nodes are to be
upgraded, effectively upgrading all the edges incident to the upgraded nodes. Many of
the studies assume a particular relationship between the delays and the upgraded delays.
For example, if a node v is upgraded, then the delay of each edge incident to v reduces
by a factor x where 0  x < 1, and if both endpoints of an edge are upgraded, then
its delay reduces by a factor of x2. Paik and Sahni [115] introduce several NP-hard
network improvement problems under this upgrade model and unit costs, including the
minimum-cost network improvement problem subject to a maximum delay constraint
114over all pairs of nodes in graph. Krumke [87] studies a similar network improvement
problem but the constraint is on the total delay of the minimum spanning tree of the
resulted upgraded network.
Although the edge-delay setting has been studied more than its node counterpart,
placing the delays on the nodes can be more appropriate in certain applications. For
example, in telecommunications, expensive equipment such as routers and switches are
at the nodes of the underlying network. Unfortunately, while one can easily reduce an
edge-weighted version to a node-weighted version, the reverse does not usually hold for
undirected graphs, and hence it is desirable to work directly on node-weighted problems
in undirected graphs. In this work, we address the more general node-weighted variant.
We show that the Upgrading Shortest Paths problem, a new combinatorial problem
for improving network connectivity with with respect to node delays, is NP-hard. We
give a formulation of the problem as a multi-commodity ﬂow mixed integer program
for solving it to optimality, as well as two fast greedy algorithms. We tested these
approaches on various synthetically generated planar graph instances and a real-world
instance from conservation planning, and we found that our MILP formulation scales
surprisingly well to instances with hundreds of nodes. While the greedy algorithms
can perform arbitrarily badly even in planar graphs, they performed fairly well, coming
within 5% of optimal on most of these test instances. One interesting phenomenon we
observed is that the hardness of the instances is very much correlated with the nature
and magnitude of the generated upgraded delay values for the nodes. Changes in node
delays that were large in magnitude and varying greatly from node to node resulted in
longer runtimes for the MILP and larger optimality gaps for the greedy algorithms.
By reducing the problem of maximizing landscape connectivity to the Upgrading
Shortest Paths problem, we provide conservation planners with a tool to evaluate trade
115offs between costs and connectivity beneﬁts as well as generate conservation plans with
formal optimality guarantees. In particular, we model the pixels or parcels of land as
nodes in the graph, and edges are drawn between parcels that share boundaries. The
resistance of each parcel is the corresponding node delay, and its upgraded delay is the
predicted effective resistance of the parcel if it were under conservation management.
Given pairs of important habitat patches (i.e. existing conserved areas or subpopula-
tions), solving the combinatorial optimization problem designs a conservation strategy
that maximizes the resulting landscape connectivity.
3.2.2 Problem Deﬁnition and Computational Complexity
Problem Deﬁnition
We can deﬁne an instance of the decision version of the Upgrading Shortest Paths (USP)
problem as follows.
Deﬁnition 18 (The Upgrading Shortest Paths Problem). Given: an undirected graph
G = (V;E), a set of terminal pairs P  V V, a cost function on the nodes
c : V ! R+, a delay function d : V ! R+, a delay function d0 : V ! R+ where
d0(v)  d(v) for all v 2V, a budget value B  0, and a delay value D  0.
Find: a set of nodes V0  V such that åv2V0cv  B, and the average shortest path for
pairs in P is at most D when evaluated under the effective delays:
b d(v) =
8
> > <
> > :
d0(v) if v 2V0
d(v) otherwise
(3.26)
For convenience, we also deﬁne T to be the set of all terminals, or set of nodes that
appear in at least one pair p 2 P. We can also deﬁne the following two optimization
116variants of the USP problem.
Deﬁnition 19 (Budget-constrained USP Problem). The delay value D is not given as an
input, and the objective is to ﬁnd a set of nodes V0 V such that åv2V0cv  B, and the
average shortest path for pairs in P is minimized.
Deﬁnition 20 (Delay-constrained USP Problem). The budget value B is not given as an
input, and the objective is to ﬁnd a set of nodes V0  V such that the average shortest
path for pairs in P is at most D, and the total cost åv2V0cv is minimized.
Computational Complexity
We now show that the two variants of the USP problem are NP-hard.
Theorem 9. The budget-constrained Upgrading Shortest Paths Problem is NP-hard.
Proof. We use a reduction from the knapsack problem which is NP-hard [57]. In a
knapsack instance, we are given items indexed f1;:::;ng with sizes fc1;:::;cng and
values fd1;:::;dng. The goal is to ﬁnd some subset S that maximizes åi2Sdi subject to
the constraint that åi2Sci  B, where B is the capacity of the knapsack.
Let G be a path graph with endpoints s and t, and n interior points vi, one for each
item in the knapsack instance. Note that the only shortest path between s and t is the
entire path. We can now construct a USP instance with the graph G, one terminal pair
(s;t), and a budget value of B. The nodes s and t have zero cost and delay. Each
intermediate node vi has cost ci, delay di, and upgraded delay of 0. We can now map
a set of items S exactly to the set of nodes in G that represent them, and this set of
nodes has total cost åi2Sci and improves the total shortest path length by åi2Sdi when
bought. Since the optimal solution to the USP instance minimizes the shortest path
117length while satisfying the budget constraint, it in effect ﬁnds the set of nodes with the
maximum total decrease in delay, thus exactly solving the knapsack instance. Therefore,
the budget-constrained USP is NP-hard.
Theorem 10. The delay-constrained USP problem is NP-hard and can only be approx-
imated within an W(lnjPj) or W(lnjTj) factor unless P=NP.
Proof. To show this result directly, we use a reduction from the set cover problem. In
a set cover instance, we are given a universe of elements U = f1;:::;ng, a family S
of candidate sets Sp each of which has a cost cp. The goal is to ﬁnd a family of sets
C  S such that they cover all of the elements, i.e. [S2CS =U, and such that the total
cost of the sets in C is minimized. We can construct a USP instance where for each
element i in U there is a node vi with c(vi) = d(vi) = d0(vi) = 0, and the terminal pairs
set P =

(v1;vj)jj 2 f2;:::;ng
	
. Each set Sp is similarly represented by a node up with
cost c(up) = cp, delay d(up) = 1, and upgraded delay d0(up) = 0. Each node up is
connected to the nodes vi for which i 2 Sp as well as every other node uq. We set the
target average delay D to 0 and ﬁnd the set of nodes A to upgrade that minimizes the
cost necessary to achieve this delay.
Every solution for the set cover instance corresponds to a solution of identical cost
for the USP instance, and vice versa. Any solution A to the USP problem results in
shortestpathdelayof0foreachterminalpair. Eachnodevi participatesinsometerminal
pair in P. By the USP graph construction, any path connecting vi to another node will
have to include at least one node up such that i 2 Sp. Therefore, for each vertex vi
the USP solution must include a node up such that i 2 Sp, i.e. the family of sets C =

Spjup 2 A
	
covers each element inU and has the same cost as the USP solution. Given
any solution C to the set cover instance, it is easy to see that the set of nodes A =

upjSp 2C
	
is also a solution of the same cost to the USP instance. In particular,
118for each terminal pair (vi;vj), let Sp and Sq be the corresponding sets in C that cover
elements i and j, then


vi;up;uq;vj

is a path of effective delay 0 given the solution A.
The set cover problem has an approximation hardness result of W(lnjVj) [4]. By our
reduction to USP, the corresponding number of terminal pairs is jPj = jVj 1 and the
number of terminal nodes is jTj = jVj. Hence any approximation for the USP problem
with guarantees in terms of jPj or jTj would lead to similar guarantees for the set cover
problem with respect to jVj.
3.2.3 Solution Methods
In this section, we present an exact method for solving the two variants of the USP
problem using a MILP formulation as well as two greedy algorithms for the budget-
constrained variant. To evaluate the quality of an approximation algorithm or a heuris-
tic, it is standard to calculate the optimality gap of a solution by taking the difference
between the objective values of the approximate and the optimal solution and dividing
this result by the optimal value. However, this is a problematic and uninformative mea-
sure for the budget-constrained problem. For example, if the best upgraded shortest
paths all have delay 0 and a heuristic ﬁnds a nearly-optimal solution of average delay
e, the heuristic still has an inﬁnite optimality gap. For the sake of evaluating the per-
formance of our solution methods, for the rest of this paper we will regard the objective
function for the budget-constrained problem as maximizing the improvement in the av-
erage shortest path delay, deﬁned as the average delay given the effective delays b d of a
proposed solution minus the average delay using the un-upgraded delays d.
Remark 2. For all of the methods we present, we can prune the search space by elim-
inating all nodes v 2 V for which upgrading the node will never improve the delay
119between any terminal pair in P. To ﬁnd these nodes, we ﬁrst calculate single-source
shortest paths from each terminal to the rest of the nodes in both the graph with no up-
grades and the graph with all nodes upgraded. A node v will never improve the delay for
a terminal pair p if the shortest possible path connecting the pair p and passing through
v in the fully upgraded graph is longer than the shortest path for p with no upgrades. If
this condition holds for all terminal pairs, then under no upgrade strategy would v ever
improve the objective, and hence we can safely prune it.
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming Approach
We can solve the Upgrading Shortest Paths problem exactly by formulating it as a
mixed-integer linear program (MILP). We use a multicommodity ﬂow formulation for
computing the shortest delay path for each terminal pair p = (s;t) 2 P. For this formu-
lation, we transform the given undirected graph G to a directed graph G0 where delays
now appear on the edges instead of the nodes. Each node v in the graph is replaced by
two nodes, the “in” node v  and the “out” node v+, that are then connected with two
parallel edges directed from v  to v+. We refer to these edges as the “original node
edge” ev and the “upgraded node edge” e0
v, and their delays are set to the original and
upgraded delays of the node v, respectively. Each undirected edge fu;vg in the graph
becomes two directed edges (u+;v ) and (v+;u ) with delay 0. See Figure 3.5 for an
example of an edge in G and its corresponding subgraph in G0. We can now state the
ﬂow formulation for the constructed graph G0.
v− v+ u+ u− 0
0
du
d′
u
dv
d′
v
Figure 3.5: The representation of nodes u, v, and an undirected edge between them in
the new directed graph G0. The delay of each edge is labeled.
120The following variables are used in our formulation:
 xv: binary variable indicating whether node v 2V is to be upgraded.
 cost: the total cost of all upgraded nodes.
 fpe: continuous variable indicating the ﬂow of commodity p on edge e,
i.e. whether edge e is chosen to be on the shortest path for the terminal pair p.
 fpv: continuousvariableindicatingtheﬂowofcommodity ponoriginalnodeedge
ev connecting v  and v+ with delay dv, i.e. whether the original node v is chosen
to be on the shortest path for the terminal pair p.
 f0
pv: continuous variable indicating the ﬂow of commodity p on upgraded node
edge e0
v connecting v  and v+ with delay d0
v, i.e. whether the upgraded node v is
chosen to be on the shortest path for the terminal pair p.
 delayp: variable for the effective shortest path delay for terminal pair p.
 avgdelay: variable for the delay over all terminal pairs.
The full MILP for the budget-constrained problem is shown in Equations (3.27)-
(3.43). The delay-constrained MILP is a simple modiﬁcation of this MILP where the
objective function minimizes cost instead, and Constraint (3.41) enforcing the budget
limit is replaced by the constraint avgdelay  D. We use Constraints (3.28)-(3.35) to
model each terminal pair’s shortest path delay as a multicommodity ﬂow problem. For
each terminal pair (s;t), Constraints (3.28)-(3.33) force the nodes s andt to be the source
and sink of one unit of ﬂow, respectively. We use d (v ) to indicate the set of incoming
edgestothenodev  andd+(v+)toindicatethesetofoutgoingedgesfromnodev+. The
next constraints (3.34)-(3.35) enforce ﬂow conservation through the rest of the nodes in
the graph. The total delay for a terminal pair p is equal to the sum of delays of each
edge e, scaled by the ﬂow fpe going through it (Constraint (3.38)).
121Constraints (3.36)-(3.37) ensure that if a node v is chosen to be upgraded, only the
upgraded node edge e0
v can carry ﬂow; the original node edge ev is not to be used. Simi-
larly, if a node v is not chosen to be upgraded, only the original node edge ev can be used
to carry ﬂow. Constraints (3.39) and (3.40) compute the total cost of the upgraded nodes
and the average delay of all terminal pairs, respectively. Constraint (3.42) enforces that
the upgrade decision variables are binary, and Constraint (3.43) enforces that the ﬂow
variables are all non-negative.
min avgdelay (3.27)
s.t. fps+ f0
ps = 1 8p = (s;t) 2 P (3.28)
å
e2d (s )
fpe = 0 8p = (s;t) 2 P (3.29)
fps+ f0
ps = å
e2d+(s+)
fpe 8p = (s;t) 2 P (3.30)
fpt + f0
pt = 1 8p = (s;t) 2 P (3.31)
å
e2d (t )
fpe = fpt + f0
pt 8p = (s;t) 2 P (3.32)
0 = å
e2d+(t+)
fpe 8p = (s;t) 2 P (3.33)
å
e2d (v )
fpe = fpv+ f0
pv 8p = (s;t) 2 P;8v 6= s;t 2V (3.34)
fpv+ f0
pv = å
e2d+(v+)
fpe 8p = (s;t) 2 P;8v 6= s;t 2V (3.35)
f0
pv  xv 8p = (s;t) 2 P;8v 6= s;t 2V (3.36)
fpv  1 xv 8p = (s;t) 2 P;8v 6= s;t 2V (3.37)
delayp = å
v2V
[d(v)fpv+d0(v)f0
pv] 8p 2 P (3.38)
cost = å
v2V
c(v)xv (3.39)
avgdelay =
1
jPj å
p2P
delayp (3.40)
122cost  B (3.41)
xv 2 f0;1g 8v 2V (3.42)
fpe; fpv; f0
pv  0 8p 2 P;e 2 E;v 2V (3.43)
This MILP formulation has jVj binary variables, jPj(2jVj+2jEj) continuous variables,
and Q(jPjjVj) constraints (not counting the bound Constraints (3.43)).
For both of the minimization problems, we implement the pruning described in Re-
mark 2 by setting xv = 0 for all nodes v 2 V for which upgrading the node will never
improve the delay between any terminal pair in P. In addition, for each node v that will
never improve the delay for some particular pair p 2 P, we add the constraint f0
pv = 0.
A Naive Greedy Algorithm
One naive approach for the budget-constrained USP problem is to take the current short-
est paths between terminal pairs and upgrade them as much as possible. This cuts down
on the search space a great deal. First, we compute a single shortest path for each ter-
minal pair p and record the nodes that lie on that path as the set sp(p). Intuitively,
the greedy algorithm sorts all nodes in decreasing order by their heuristic value and at-
tempts to upgrade each node in the list with what is left of the budget. If the cost of
a node exceeds the remaining budget, we move to the next node in the sorted list. We
deﬁne the heuristic value for each node as:
h(v) =
åp2P:v2sp(p)(d(v) d0(v))
c(v)
;
corresponding to the beneﬁt-cost ratio that rewards the node for each shortest path that it
will improve if it were upgraded. The total runtime is that of running Dijkstra’s shortest
paths algorithm from each terminal, sorting the nodes, and adding them in linear time.
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c(v1) = 0 c(v2) = B
d(v1) = 1 d(v2) = 2
d′(v1) = 1 d′(v2) = ǫ
c(v3) = 2B
d(v3) = 2
d′(v3) = 0 v3
v2
v1
Figure 3.6: In this example, the naive greedy algorithm will only examine the nodes
v1 and v3 since they are part of the current and best possible paths. Under a budget
constraint of B, the naive greedy algorithm will make no improvement to the delay even
though upgrading v2 would decrease it to an arbitrarily small e > 0.
In total this algorithm takes O(jTj(jEj+jVjlogjVj)) time, where T = ft : 9(s;t) 2 Pg
is the set of terminals that show up in some terminal pair.
A similar alternative to the way this heuristic cuts down on its search space is to
consider only the nodes on the shortest paths that would exist if the entire graph were
upgraded; these are the best possible paths if the budget were inﬁnite. It is a simple
matter to run both heuristics and take the better result; we will call this combined ap-
proach the Naive Greedy algorithm. As with many heuristics, this algorithm does not
have a provable guarantee. In fact, it can do arbitrarily poorly as shown in the example
in Figure 3.6.
An Iterative Greedy Algorithm
Further improvement on the naive greedy algorithm can be gained by considering nodes
that are not considered by the naive greedy algorithm. After applying the pruning de-
scribed earlier in Remark 2, as in the naive greedy algorithm we assign a heuristic value
to each remaining node that is equal the change in the average shortest path delay, if
we were to upgrade that one node, divided by its cost. However, the new greedy algo-
rithm iteratively upgrades the node with the highest value and cost within the remaining
budget, and recomputes the remaining nodes’ heuristic values before choosing the next
124node. After the algorithm exhausts the budget, it is possible that some of the nodes it
chose to upgrade no longer improve the solution. As such, it removes these unnecessary
nodes from the solution, restores their cost to the remaining budget, and starts over again
but with the current set of upgraded nodes and the leftover budget. We can repeat this
process until there is no longer any improvement in the objective value, or we can set a
limit to the number of times that this process is repeated. We will call this the Iterative
Greedy algorithm, and more detailed pseudocode is outlined in Algorithm 2.
Let us analyze the runtime of the Iterative Greedy algorithm. The procedure
CalcShPaths() constructs a map pathDist : T V ! R+ that stores the shortest path
delay from each each terminal in T to each node in V. For each terminal this is cal-
culated using Dijkstra’s single-source shortest paths algorithm with Fibonacci heaps,
hence CalcShPaths() takes a total of O(jTj(jEj+jVjlogjVj)) time. In each itera-
tion of the greedy algorithm, i.e. each iteration of the for loop starting at Line 3, this
function is called O(jV0j) times. Using the computed shortest path delays, the function
CalcAvgDelay() takes O(jPj) time to look up the shortest path delay for each terminal
pair and calculate their average. In each iteration of the greedy algorithm, this function
is called O(jV0j) times. Using the computed shortest path delays pathDist, the function
CalcImpr() calculates in O(jPj) time the improvement in average delay if an addi-
tional node v were upgraded. Computing the improvement in shortest path delay for
each terminal pair can be done in O(1) time. First, we compute the delay of the shortest
path connecting the terminal pair and passing through the upgraded v, by adding up the
shortest path delays from the node v to the two terminals, removing the delay d(v) from
both paths, and adding the upgraded delay d0(v). Then, we compare that delay to the
known shortest path delay for the terminal pair without upgrading v. In each iteration
of the while loop starting at Line 7, this function is called O(jQj) times, hence in each
iteration of the for loop starting at Line 3, this function is called O(jVj2) times. Hence,
125Algorithm 2: The Iterative Greedy Algorithm
Input: input of the USP instance, a parameter NumIters, and the subroutines
 CalcShPaths(G, T, d, d0, V'): shortest path delays from the nodes t 2 T to all
other nodes v 2V assuming the nodes in V' have been upgraded
 CalcAvgDelay(pathDists, P): average delay for pairs in P
 CalcImpr(pathDists, P, v): improvement in average delay for P if v is upgraded
Output: A set V' V to upgrade
1 V'   / 0;
2 spent   0;
3 for i   1 to NumIters do
4 Q  V  V';
5 pathDists   CalcShPaths(G, T, d, d0, V');
6 startAvgSP   CalcAvgDelay(pathDists, P);
7 while Q 6= / 0 do
8 foreach v 2 Q do
9 if spent+c(v)  B then value(v)   CalcImpr(pathDists,P,v)/c(v);
10 else Q   Q fvg;
11 if Q 6= / 0 then
12 Let v 2 Q be the node for which value(v) is maximum;
13 V'   V'+fvg;
14 Q   Q fvg;
15 spent   spent+c(v);
16 pathDists   CalcShPaths(G, T, d, d0, V');
17 deleted   false;
18 avgSP   CalcAvgDelay(pathDists, P);
19 foreach v 2 V' do
20 if avgSP = CalcAvgDelay(CalcShPaths(G, T, d, d0, V' fvg), P)
then
21 V'   V' fvg;
22 spent   spent c(v);
23 deleted   true;
24 if deleted = false or avgSP = startAvgSP then return V';
25 return V';
126the total runtime for each iteration of the greedy algorithm can be bounded above by
O(jVjjTj(jEj+jVjlogjVj)+jVj2jPj).
In terms of performance guarantees, this greedy algorithm can also perform ar-
bitrarily poorly. Greedy algorithms occasionally have provable guarantees in some
problems such as maximizing submodular functions [48, 96, 109]. Submodular func-
tions capture settings where the payoff for choosing some set of items exhibits an
intuitive diminishing returns property where adding an element to a small set helps
more than adding it to a larger set, i.e. they are set functions f deﬁned over a uni-
verse S that satisfy for all sets A;B  S with A  B, and all x 2 SnB the inequality
f(A[fxg)  f(A)  f(B[fxg)  f(B). In a recent result, Lin and Bilmes [96] show
that it is possible to use a modiﬁcation of our iterative greedy approach to get a constant
approximation guarantee when maximizing a submodular function subject to a budget
constraint. Their algorithm takes the better of the two solutions of a) performing the
greedy algorithm and b) choosing the single element x for which c(x)  B and f(x)
is maximized. Unfortunately, their small modiﬁcation fails to work here because the
budget-constrained USP problem, when posed as a maximization problem under the
choice of V0, is not submodular. Figure 3.7 illustrates an example of an USP instance
for which the greedy algorithm does arbitrarily worse than the optimal. Buying either
of the nodes v1 or v2 alone does not decrease the shortest path length, but buying both
of them decreases it by 1 (and is in fact the optimal solution). The iterative greedy algo-
rithm would preferentially add nodes that immediately improve the objective function,
so it would choose v3 and use up the entire budget in the process. Choosing the one
element that improves the objective the most also gives the same result. Since this is
only an improvement of e compared to the optimal improvement of 1, the performance
of the greedy algorithm can be made arbitrarily worse by setting e to be an arbitrarily
small but positive value.
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v1 v2
v3
c(v1) = B
2 c(v2) = B
2
d(v1) = 1 d(v2) = 1
d′(v1) = 0 d′(v2) = 0
c(v3) = B
d(v3) = 1
d′(v3) = 1 − ǫ
Figure 3.7: In this example, there is one terminal pair p = (s;t), and the initial shortest
path length is 1 via node v3. Under a budget constraint of B, the greedy algorithm
ignores both nodes v1 and v2 in favor of v3.
3.2.4 Experimental Results
We implemented and tested the greedy algorithms against the exact solution provided by
using a MILP solver. To test these algorithms, we created synthetic problem instances
on square grid graphs. The initial delay and cost of each node was chosen uniformly at
random from the range [50, 1000]. Four terminals were selected—two set in opposite
corners of the grid graph and two randomly. Three pairs among these terminals were
selected by taking the edges in the all-pairs shortest-paths minimum spanning tree on
the terminals. Three approaches were used to model the upgraded delay function:
scaled Each upgraded delay value is some scalar factor times the original delay value,
i.e. d0(v) = cd(v) for some c 2 [0;1].
constant Each upgraded delay is equal to the same constant 50.
tiered For nodes with delay value d(v) in the range (500, 1000), the upgraded delay
value is 500, and those with d(v) in the range [100, 500], d0(v) is set to 75.
We ﬁrst tested the performance of solving the MILP encoding exactly by using IBM
ILOG CPLEX 11 [74] on 100 instances of 2020 grid graphs (400 nodes) with pruning
as described earlier. We studied performance across different budget levels. To establish
a range for the budget, we computed the best possible average delay by considering
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Figure 3.8: (a) Median MILP runtimes for different upgraded delay models on 100
instances of 2020 grid graphs with 3 terminal pairs. The budget ranges from 0 to
100% of the maximum budget necessary for the instance. (b) Median MILP runtimes
for different grid graph sizes under the constant upgraded delay model.
delays in the fully upgraded graph, and then found the minimum budget ˆ B necessary
to achieve this best delay. For each instance in our experiments, we varied the budget
level as a fraction in [0;1] of the corresponding ˆ B. We refer to the fraction used as the
“normalized budget”. As shown in Figure 3.8(a), the problem exhibits easy-hard-easy
behavior as the budget is increased. It is notable on these instances that the easy-hard-
easy trend is most pronounced for the constant model and the scaled model for c = 0:1.
As a general trend, instances where the change in node delays are larger and vary a
great deal are harder than instances where the upgraded node delays represent very
little change over the original delays. The MILP scaled surprisingly well for larger grid
graphs, as can be seen in Figure 3.8(b).
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Figure 3.9: The worst and median performances of the greedy algorithms are given from
running on 100 instances of 2020 grid graphs on two of the upgraded delay models.
Greedy Algorithm Performance
The naive greedy algorithm does not always perform very well, though it sometimes
outperformstheiterativegreedyalgorithmwhenthebudgetnears ˆ B. Theiterativegreedy
algorithm performed very well on these randomly generated instances. Both the median
and mean performance of the algorithm on 100 samples were within 5% of optimal for
all of the upgraded delay models. As expected, there were occasionally instances where
the algorithm did poorly, though given the nature of our synthetic instances, this did not
occur for many instances, nor was the result ever found to be worse than 60% of optimal.
Figure 3.9 shows the average and worst case performances of the greedy algorithm on
our data set.
By the heuristic nature of the greedy algorithms, both of the greedy implementations
were very fast. In our experiments, the naive greedy algorithm ﬁnished in at most 0.02
seconds, and the iterative greedy algorithm ﬁnished in at most 0.5 seconds.
130Results on Grizzly Bear Data
We apply our solution approaches to data derived from a real conservation setting. We
use the data for the grizzly bear corridor design problem, introduced in [18] and further
studied in Section 3.1. The goal of the wildlife corridor design was to ﬁnd a conser-
vation plan that ensured strict connectivity between three major national conservation
parkswithexistinggrizzlypopulations. Inoursetting, thelandscapeconnectivityamong
the three reserves is measured by the shortest resistance paths and we seek to ﬁnd a con-
servation plan that upgrades some parts of the landscape and results in the best improve-
ment in the so-measured connectivity. The grizzly bear data was compiled by Dr. Jordan
Suter and is given in terms of habitat suitability, or utility, values and costs for different
land parcels in the geographical area surrounding the three wildlife reserves. In many
ecological studies, habitat suitability and resistance are treated as complementary val-
ues. Hence, we compute the resistance of land parcels (i.e. nodes) on the same scale as
the utilities resist(v) = minu2V util(u)+maxu2V util(u) util(v).
At a 10 by 10 km pixel resolution, the resulting network has 3299 parcels (nodes)
and 3 terminal pairs (connecting the three reserves). We solved the 10km grizzly USP
instance for different resistance models for both the budget-constrained and delay-
constrained formulations. Figure 3.10 presents results from the scaled model for
c = 0:1. The other resistance models behaved qualitatively similarly, although this was
the most computationally demanding setting for the MILP formulation. The graph on
the left plots the Pareto frontier between cost and delay, i.e. the tradeoff curve of im-
provement in average delay as we increase the budget allowed for upgrades. Such anal-
ysis can provide important insight for conservation planning as a small fraction of the
maximum budget is enough to achieve more than half of the connectivity improvement.
The graph on the right plots the computation time versus the normalized constraint for
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Figure 3.10: Results for the 10km grizzly instance for the scaled 0.1 resistance model.
Left plot shows the tradeoff between the cost spent and the improvement in delay
achieved by the optimal as well as the iterative greedy solutions. Right plot shows the
runtime of both the budget-constrained and delay-constrained formulations as a function
of the tightness of the respective budget or delay constraint.
both constrained variants of the problem. For all resistance models, the cost minimiz-
ing delay-constrained problem usually required more time to solve to optimality than
the delay minimizing budget-constrained variant. While the wildlife corridor design
problem addressed in Section 3.1 cannot be solved to optimality within hours for this
instance, the respective Upgrading Shortest Paths problem on the same graph is solvable
to optimality in a practical time frame.
3.2.5 Discussion
We introduced the USP problem, a new NP-hard combinatorial problem for improving
network connectivity in real-world applications. We also provided a MILP formulation
that scales very well with the size of the graph. This was a surprisingly positive re-
sult given the bad scaling behavior of MILP formulations for many other combinatorial
network design problems. This is important in practice, because in the context of con-
servation planning problem instances are usually quite large, on the order of thousands
of nodes. The proposed fast greedy algorithms provided very high quality solutions in
132practice and can be used for extremely large instances that are beyond the computation-
ally feasible for our optimal MILP formulation. In the context of conservation planning,
our model and solution approaches can easily be generalized to capture other features
such as multiple species of wildlife that have different resistance values for the same
land parcel. They are also readily applicable to a generalized model where each node
can have different upgraded delay values available at different costs. This would model
more ﬁne-tuned applications where there is a discrete spectrum of actions that can be
taken to decrease the inherent delay or resistance of a node.
The introduction of the USP problem also opens up several interesting problems.
Our greedy algorithms perform well on the benchmarks we considered but can do ar-
bitrarily poorly in general. An open research direction is to design approximation al-
gorithms with provable performance guarantees. It would also be interesting to study
exactly why our MILP formulation scales so well as compared to other combinatorial
network design problems.
3.3 Optimal Network Design for the Spread of Cascades
3.3.1 Motivation
Many real-world processes are diffusive in nature, giving rise to optimization problems
where the goal is to maximize or minimize the spread of some entity through a network.
For example, in ecology, so-called metapopulation models [65] capture the diffusion
of species in a fragmented landscape of habitat patches. In epidemiology, the spread
of infectious diseases in a human or animal network is also a diffusion-based process.
Similarly, the adoption of a certain marketed product by an individual may trigger his or
133her friends or fans to adopt that product as well, suggesting viral marketing strategies in
human networks. In the social network setting, particularly in Internet-based networks
such as Facebook and Twitter, the spread of information between individuals is yet an-
other diffusion process. The stochastic nature of such diffusion processes, or cascades,
and how best to intervene in order to inﬂuence their outcomes, has been the study of
several recent papers in these areas [e.g. 5, 42, 58, 65, 80, 89, 104].
One would often like to intervene to steer the course of a cascade toward some goal,
e.g., to maximize its spread through the network. However, the cascade is a complex
stochastic process that depends only probabilistically on the choices made. Hence there
is great uncertainty as to the actual effect of any intervention. In this section, we con-
tribute a new optimization framework to maximize the expected spread of a cascade
under a very general class of interventions [132]. In our model, one may choose from a
rich set of management actions to manipulate a cascade: in addition to choosing where
to initiate the cascade, these actions may also intervene directly in the network to change
cascade dynamics by adding nodes. The model is general enough to also capture adding
edges, or increasing the local probability of propagating the cascade.
In the social network setting for stochastic cascades, Domingos and Richardson [42]
asked the question of which individuals to target to maximize the effectiveness of a viral
marketing strategy. Kempe, Kleinberg, and Tardos [80] later showed that in the context
of several different cascade models, this problem — selecting the set of k individuals
to initiate a new cascade that will maximize its eventual spread — is a submodular op-
timization problem. Submodularity implies that it can be solved to near optimality by
a greedy approach [109]. However, we show that the objective function is no longer
submodular with respect to our more general decision space of management actions, so
the greedy approach can produce solutions that are arbitrarily worse than the optimum.
134Formally, we pose this optimization task as a stochastic mixed-integer linear program-
ming (MILP) problem. Even extremely simple classes of stochastic linear programs
are #P-hard [45]. However, we propose the use of the Sample Average Approxima-
tion approach (SAA) [131], an effective solution method with stochastic optimality gap
guarantees. In the SAA method, we ﬁnd a solution that is optimal in hindsight for a
number of training cascades that are simulated in advance. The SAA may overﬁt for a
smallsetoftrainingcascades, butconvergestothetrueoptimumwithincreasingtraining
samples, and provides a statistical bound on the optimality gap.
In a conservation setting, this work addresses one of the central problems in conser-
vation planning and in the broader emerging ﬁeld of computational sustainability [59],
namely, how can we maximize the spread of a conservation-target species through the
landscape given a limited budget for management intervention? In this case, the man-
agement tools consist of augmenting an existing network of habitat patches through
conservation or land acquisition, while the initial locations for the cascade are predeter-
mined by the current spatial distribution of the species, which is difﬁcult to manipulate.
In fact, metapopulation models predict that long-term population dynamics are deter-
mined by properties of the landscape much more so than by initial occupancy [114]. An
important goal in conservation planning is to conserve land in a way that restores con-
nectivity by connecting existing patches in a fragmented landscape. This is often stated
as an explicit conservation objective [122]. From the cascade/metapopulation viewpoint
and the objective of maximizing the spread of the population, intuitively, the strategy of
restoring connectivity arises implicitly as a good way to maximize spread.
As part of an ongoing collaboration with The Conservation Fund3, we apply our
model to optimize the conservation of land to assist in the recovery of the red-cockaded
3A nonproﬁt organization that partners with community, government and corporate organizations to
recommendconservationstrategiesand planstakingintoaccountbothenvironmental andeconomicvalue.
More information can be found at www.conservationfund.org.
135woodpecker (RCW), a federally listed rare and endangered species. RCW are a “key-
stone species” in the southeastern United states: they excavate tree cavities used by at
least 27 other vertebrate species [50]. However, habitat degradation has led to severe
population declines, and existing RCW populations are highly fragmented [17]. As
a result, habitat conservation and management are crucial to the continued viability of
RCW.Unlikeheuristicmethodsthatareoftenusedinconservationplanning, ourmethod
directly optimizes the desired conservation outcome. For the RCW problem, we ﬁnd so-
lutions with stochastic optimality guarantees demonstrating conservation strategies that
are fundamentally different from naive approaches.
3.3.2 Problem Statement
Metapopulation models and other stochastic diffusion processes fall in the class of so-
called non-progressive cascades. A non-progressive cascade is a stochastic process in a
graph H =(V;E) that begins with an initial set of active nodes which proceed to activate
new nodes over time and each node may become active and then inactive again many
times over several time steps. Given a network of nodes, a diffusion model speciﬁes
the activation probability pvw for each (v;w) 2 E. Notationally, we sometimes write
p(v;w) for clarity, and adopt the convention that pvw = 0 for (v;w) = 2 E. Our model is
the independent cascade model of [58, 80]. When any node v is activated, it has a single
chance to activate each neighbor w in the next time step. It succeeds with probability
pvw independent of the history of the process so far. Similarly, if node v is currently
active, it becomes inactive after one time step with a speciﬁed extinction probability bv
independent of the history of the process so far.
A non-progressive cascade in graph H = (V;E) is represented in a layered graph
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Figure 3.11: Cascade in layered graph
GT = (VT;ET), where nodes V are replicated for each time step, and the nodes at time
t connect only to those at time t +1 (see Figure 3.11). Let vi;t 2VT represent the node
i 2V at time t. The non-progressive cascade in H is equivalent to a cascade in GT with
probabilities:
pT(vi;t;vj;t+1) = pij; pT(vi;t;vi;t+1) = 1 bi;
and pT(v;w) = 0 for all other v;w 2VT. Note that in terms of extinction probabilities,
a node i at time t activates itself at time t +1 with probability 1 bi, and fails to do so
with probability bi so that it becomes inactive. (However it will remain active if it is
also activated by a neighbor in the same time step). The stochastic cascade process in
the layered graph GT = (VT;ET) with diffusion model pT is in fact what is known as a
progressive cascade where each node can become active at most once, and gets a chance
to activate its neighbors exactly once when and if it becomes active. We formulate our
cascade optimization problems assuming a progressive cascade (e.g. on a layered graph
capturing a non-progressive cascade).
Let A = f1;:::;Lg be a set of management actions that affect the cascade process,
and let c` be the cost of action `. Let y be a strategy vector that indicates which actions
are to be taken: y is a 0-1 vector where y` = 1 if and only if action ` is taken. Strategy
y results in a particular cascade based on the speciﬁcation of the cascade model and
management actions. Let fXv(y)gv2V be random variables capturing the outcome of a
cascade under strategy y — the variable Xv(y) is 0 or 1 indicating whether or not v is
activated.
137Given a stochastic cascade process in a graph G=(V;E) with diffusion probabilities
p : E ! [0;1], an initial set of active nodes S, a set of target nodes T , a set of actions
A with costs c : A ! R+ and a limited management budget B, we wish to select a set
of management actions that affect node activations to maximize the expected number of
target nodes that become active:
max
y å
v2T
E[Xv(y)] s.t. å
`2A
c`y`  B: (3.44)
Management Actions
Management actions in our model consist of predeﬁned sets of nodes that may be added
to an existing network for a cost. Consider the problem of augmenting a graph G0 on
vertex setV0 to optimize for the spread of cascades. LetV` be the set of nodes purchased
by action `, and let V = V0 [
 S
`2AV`

be the complete set of vertices. Let G be the
corresponding graph on vertex set V—we assume that activation probabilities pvw for
each v;w 2V are known input parameters.
Given a strategy y, a cascade may proceed only through nodes that are part of the
resulting network, either because the node belongs to V0 or because some action was
taken to purchase the node. Let V(y) =V0[
 S
`:y`=1V`

be the set of nodes purchased
by strategy y, and let G(y) be the corresponding subgraph of G. In effect, a strategy y
modiﬁestheactivationprobabilitiesintheoriginalgraphGbysetting pvw =0ifv = 2V(y)
or w = 2 V(y). An outcome fXv(y)g encodes the nodes activated by a cascade in graph
G(y).
A model that purchases sets of nodes is sufﬁciently general to model other inter-
esting management actions such as the purchase of edges or sources. For example, to
model actions that correspond to purchasing edges, modify the graph as follows: Re-
138place edge (v;w) by two edges (v;e) and (e;v), where e is a new node representing the
edge purchase. Let p0(v;e) = p(v;w), p0(e;w) = 1. Then the cascade proceeds from v to
w in the new graph with probability pvw, only if a management action purchasing node
e is chosen. Similar ideas can be used to model actions that purchase sources, so that
the submodular optimization problem of [80] can be seen as a special case of our model.
Management actions corresponding to increasing the activation probability of an edge
by some ﬁxed amount can also be modeled in our framework with actions corresponding
to adding a set of nodes by constructing an appropriate modiﬁed network.
Conservation Application
Here we describe how this model of cascades and management actions relates to
metapopulations and conservation planning. A metapopulation model is a non-
progressive cascade that describes the occupancy of different habitat patches over time.
For i 6= j, the activation or colonization probability pij represents the probability that an
individual from patch i will colonize unoccupied patch j in one time step. The extinc-
tion probability bi is the probability that the local population in patch i goes extinct in
one time step. We assume that colonization and extinction probabilities are speciﬁed in
advance, although in practice they are very difﬁcult to know precisely.
Patches are grouped into non-overlapping parcels P1;:::;PL; some are already con-
served, and the others are available for purchase at time 0. The target species may only
occupy patches that fall within conserved parcels, and the land manager may choose
additional parcels to purchase for conservation. The fact that the species may not exist
outside of conserved parcels is a simpliﬁcation, but there is ﬂexibility in deﬁning “con-
served”, which is adequate for our purposes. Some of the currently conserved patches
are occupied.
139Given a time horizon T, the corresponding cascade maximization problem is deﬁned
over a time-unrolled graph where a node vi;t represents habitat patch i at timet 20;:::;T.
For each unconserved parcel P`, there is a corresponding management action with node
set V` containing the nodes vi;t for all patches i 2 P` and for all t. The set V0 consists
of nodes representing patches in parcels that are already under conservation. The set of
source nodes S consist of nodes vi;0 such that patch i is occupied at time 0. The target
set is T = fvi;Tg, i.e., the objective is to select a set of management actions within a
budget limit B that maximizes the expected number of occupied patches at the end of
the time horizon.
Non-Submodularity
Our problem shares the same objective as the problem of selecting cascade sources
considered in [80]. However, with respect to our expanded set of actions, the objective
is not submodular. A set function f is submodular if for all S;T;(S  T) and for all m,
the following holds:
f(S[fmg)  f(S)  f(T [fmg)  f(T):
This is a diminishing returns property: for any m, the marginal gain from adding m
to a set T is no more than the gain of adding m to a subset S of T. For submodular
maximization, Nemhauser et al. [109] showed that a greedy algorithm ﬁnds a solution
that is within a factor of 1 1=e of optimal.
It is easy to see that submodularity does not hold for the expanded set of actions in
our problem, and that the greedy solution can perform arbitrarily worse than optimal.
This is true because an instance may contain a high payoff action that is only enabled
by ﬁrst taking a low payoff action.
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Figure 3.12: Example of non-submodularity.
Consider the example in Figure 3.12, where the goal is to maximize the spread of a
cascade process on a graph with c+6 nodes, where all activation probabilities are equal
to 1, and where there is one source node s and all other nodes are target nodes. There
are 4 actions, each with unit cost. Action a4 has payoff of c, but only if action a3 is also
taken. Hence, the marginal gain of adding a4 to fa3g is greater than that of adding a4 to
the empty set, so the objective is not submodular.
3.3.3 Related Work
Cascades. Cascade optimization has also been considered by Leskovec et al. [90] and
by Krause et al. [85] in their work on optimal sensor placement for outbreak detection
in networks. They seek to ﬁnd an optimal selection of nodes to detect cascades that
occur in a network, maximizing the number of nodes activated after the detection. The
authors show that this problem is also submodular so can be approximated well by a
greedy approach. Further, they make improvements to the greedy approach to provide
optimality bounds in the case of non-uniform sensor costs.
Stochastic Optimization. Choosing a set of actions that add nodes to the graph on
which the stochastic cascade process occurs places our cascade optimization problem in
the family of stochastic network design problems.
141In the deterministic setting, network design problems are one of the most well-
studied families of combinatorial optimization. Traditionally, these problems arise in
applications such as telecommunication networks and supply chains, where there is
a given input graph that speciﬁes potential routing links (and nodes) that can be pur-
chased to provide a speciﬁed quality of service, and the aim is to do this at minimum
cost. Alternatively, one might be interested in maximizing the quality of service subject
to a budget constraint limiting the subset of the network that can in fact be placed into
service. For deterministic models, linear and integer programming methods have been
exploited to derive both near-optimal solutions (via linear programming and heuristic
methods) and optimal solutions (via MILP).
Stochastic models have long been considered to be signiﬁcantly harder computa-
tional problems than their deterministic equivalents. For example, while deterministic
linear programs are solvable in polynomial time, stochastic linear programs are compu-
tationally demanding (e.g., it is easy to show that even in extremely simple settings these
problems are #P-hard [45]). It is only in the last two decades that substantial attention
has been paid to solving stochastic integer programs as well (see, e.g., the survey of
Ahmed [3]).
TheSampleAverageApproximation(SAA)solutionapproachhasbeeninstrumental
in recent advances. The survey of Shapiro [131] outlines a range of convergence results
for SAA that can be proved for a wide swath of stochastic optimization problems. The
SAA also yields surprising strong approximation algorithm results, for both structured
linear and integer programming problems, as surveyed by Swamy and Shmoys [136].
This approach has recently been applied to other large-scale stochastic combinatorial
optimization problems (e.g., Verweij et al. [144]).
1423.3.4 Solution Methodology
In this section, we describe our method to solve the Cascade Maximization Network
Design problem outlined in Equation (3.44). A major challenge is the fact that the
objective itself is very difﬁcult to compute. Even for a ﬁxed strategy y, the problem of
computing E[Xv(y)] for a single node v is equivalent to the #P-complete s-t reliability
problem of computing the probability that two terminals remain connected in a graph
with random edge failures [142]. The overall problem can be formulated as a stochastic
mixed-integer linear program.
Sample Average Approximation
The SAA approach [131, 144] is a method for solving stochastic optimization problems
by sampling from the underlying distribution to generate a ﬁnite number of scenarios
and reducing the stochastic optimization problem to a deterministic analogue. In our
setting, instead of maximizing the expected value in (3.44) directly, the SAA method
maximizes the empirical average over a ﬁxed set of samples from the underlying prob-
ability space. It is important to note that, for any strategy y, the random variables Xv(y)
can be measured in a common probability space deﬁned over subgraphs of G. In other
words, to simulate a cascade in G(y), one can ﬁrst ﬂip coins for all edges in G and
prune any edges with no path from a source or to a target node to construct a subgraph
G0 = (V;E0) (the training cascade graph) containing the live edges under that particular
scenario. Then we compute the reachability of target nodes in G0(y) containing only
nodes V(y).
Let G0
1;:::;G0
N  G be a set of training cascades produced in this fashion, and let
xk
v(y) be a deterministic value that indicates whether or not node v is reachable in G0
k(y).
143The deterministic sample average approximation optimization problem equivalent to the
stochastic one outlined in Equation (3.44) is:
max
y
1
N
N
å
k=1å
t2T
xk
v(y) s.t. å
`2A
c`y`  B: (3.45)
After sampling the training cascades, our problem is a deterministic network de-
sign problem: which sets of nodes should be purchased to connect the most targets?
We provide a mixed-integer linear programming formulation. Our formulation is sim-
ilar to standard ﬂow-variable based network design MILPs (e.g., see Magnanti and
Wong [101]). However, to match our application, we use a formulation tailored to
non-progressive cascades. Under the layered graph of a non-progressive cascade, all
resulting training cascade graphs G0
k are acyclic. Due to the acyclicity of the training
cascade graphs and the fact that purchases are made on nodes instead of edges, we can
utilize a more compact formulation without any edge variables4 that exploits this addi-
tional problem structure. To encode this as a MILP, we introduce reachability variables
xk
v to represent the values xk
v(y), and a set of linear constraints that enforce consistency
among the x and y variables such that they have the intended meaning.
max
x;y
1
N
N
å
k=1å
t2T
xk
v
s.t. å
`2A
c`y`  B
xk
v  å
`2A(v)
y` 8v 2VnV0;8k 2 f1;:::;Ng (3.46)
xk
v  å
(u;v)2E0
k
xk
u 8v 2VnS;8k 2 f1;:::;Ng (3.47)
0  xk
v  1 8v 2V;8k 2 f1;:::;Ng
y` 2 f0;1g 8` 2 A
4This is not a fundamental limitation—a ﬂow-variable based encoding can be used for problems con-
cerning strictly progressive cascades.
144Consider a ﬁxed y. We say that node v is purchased if å`2A(v)y`  1 where A(v) is
the set of actions ` such that v 2 V`. The constraints (3.46) and (3.47) together imply
that xk
v > 0 only if there is a path in G0
k from the sources S to v consisting of purchased
nodes. If there is no path to v, then an inductive argument shows that xk
v must be equal
to 0. Otherwise, by (3.47), there must be some node u such that xk
u > 0 and (u;v) 2 Ek.
By induction, we can build a reverse path from v comprised of nodes w such that xk
w > 0
and hence by Constraint (3.46) must be purchased. Such a path must end at a source
(recall that G0
k is acyclic), contradicting the fact that v is not reachable.
BoundingSub-OptimalityofSAA TheSAAoptimumconvergestothetrueoptimum
of (3.44) as the number of training cascades N ! ¥, but for small N the optimal value
of the deterministic problem (3.45) may be optimistic, and the solution sub-optimal
with respect to the true optimization problem (3.44).5 Verweij et al. [144] describe a
methodology to derive statistical bounds on the quality of the SAA solution compared
with the true optimum.
Let OPT be the true optimal value of the stochastic problem (3.44), and let ¯ Z be the
optimal value of the SAA problem (3.45) for a ﬁxed set of N training cascades. For any
solution y (typically the SAA optimum), let Z(y) be an estimate of the objective value
of solution y for problem (3.44) made by simulating Ntest cascades in G(y). The bounds
are based on the fact that
E[Z(y)]  OPT  E[¯ Z]:
The value E[¯ Z Z(y)] is then an upper bound on the optimality gap OPT E[Z(y)], and
the random variable ¯ Z  Z(y) an estimate of the upper bound. To reduce the variance
of ¯ Z, one can solve the SAA problem many times with independent samples of training
cascades and take ¯ Z to be the average of the upper bounds obtained in this way. This also
5This situation is analogous to overﬁtting a small training sample in machine learning.
145Algorithm 3: The SAA procedure.
Input: M samples of N training cascades, Nvalid validation cascades, Ntest testing
cascades
1 Solve M independent SAA problems with N training cascades to produce
candidate solutions y1;:::;yM, and upper bounds ¯ Z1;:::; ¯ ZM. Set
¯ Z = 1
M å
M
i=1 ¯ Zi.
2 Choose the best solution y from y1;:::;yM by re-estimating the objective
value of each candidate solution using Nvalid independent validation cascades.
3 Compute Z(y) using Ntest independent testing cascades. The estimated upper
bound on the optimality gap is ¯ Z Z(y).
gives many candidate solutions, of which the best is selected using validation samples.
The overall procedure is speciﬁed in Algorithm 3. Note that if the SAA problem in
line 1 is not solved to optimality, the upper bound ¯ Zi is the best upper found during
optimization, not the objective value of the solution yi.
3.3.5 Greedy Baselines
In our experiments, we use two greedy algorithms adapted from [80] and [90] as base-
lines. Each starts with an empty set of actions, and repeatedly adds the “best” action that
does not violate the budget. The algorithm GREEDY-UC (for uniform cost) chooses the
action that results in the greatest increase in objective value. The algorithm GREEDY-CB
(for cost-beneﬁt) chooses the action with the highest ratio of increase in objective value
to cost.
In each iteration of the greedy algorithm, the increase in objective value is evalu-
ated for each possible action by simulating N cascades. For our problem instances, it
is prohibitively time consuming to simulate new cascades for each objective function
evaluation. Instead, we reuse a set of N pre-sampled training cascades as in the SAA
method. Simulations of a strategy in pre-sampled cascades require many fewer edge
146explorations, because only live edges from the training cascade are considered.
3.3.6 Experiments
We use the RCWrecovery problem as a testbed for the computational approaches devel-
oped in this work. The scientiﬁc and political issues surrounding endangered species are
complex, and great care must be taken when developing models that predict their fate.
Although we use real data for this study, some parameter choices and assumptions have
not been thoroughly veriﬁed with respect to RCW ecology. Hence one should not draw
speciﬁc conclusions about RCW conservation planning from the particular results pre-
sented here. However, our computational results show that the model is robust to many
different parameter settings, so it may be applied to a variety of speciﬁc conservation
problems. Coupled with a biologically veriﬁed diffusion process, our model could be a
key tool that provides decision makers with information about balancing conservation
beneﬁts and resource constraints such as limited budget.
For the purposes of this computational study, we choose a study area in the south-
eastern United States suggested by the Conservation fund. The study area contains 443
non-overlapping parcels of land with area of at least 125 acres (the estimated minimum
size to support a RCW territory). The cost to conserve a new parcel is equal to its
assessed property value; already-conserved parcels are free.
RCWs live in small groups in a well-deﬁned territory (i.e., patch) that is centered
around a cluster of cavity trees where the individual birds roost [91]. The study con-
tains 63 presently-occupied RCW territories (these determine the sources S), the vast
majority of which fall within already-conserved parcels.
147We identify almost 2500 potential RCW territories satisfying minimum habitat and
area requirements, using a 30 by 30 km habitat suitability raster of the study area that is
calculated using land cover type, hurricane/climate change risk, and development risk.
The fact that these territories are speciﬁed in advance and assumed to exist at time 0 is a
simpliﬁcation, but compatible with RCW ecology and management strategies. Because
of restrictive requirements for cavity trees (live old-growth pines 80 to 150 years old)
and signiﬁcant time investments to excavate cavities (one to six years), the locations of
territoriesarestableovertime; itisfarmorecommonforanindividualtoﬁllavacancyin
an existing territory than to build a new one [91] . Further, it is a common management
practice for land managers to drill or install artiﬁcial cavities to create new territories in
actively maintained parcels [50].
!"#$%# "
Figure 3.13: The study area. Left: spatial layout of parcels; dark parcels are conserved.
Inset: cirles indicate territories; ﬁlled circles are occupied. There are no occupied terri-
tories outside the inset area.
The study area and parcel composition can be seen on the left of Figure 3.13, while
the location of active and potential RCW territories can be seen on the right of Figure
3.13. Given a speciﬁc budget, the goal is to decide which parcels to conserve in order to
maximize the expected number of active territories at a 100 year time horizon.
To model the dispersal process among RCW territories, we utilize a simple paramet-
ric form for colonization probabilities that is based on previous theoretical work about
meta-populations, and the parameter values are adapted to loosely match an individual-
based model for the RCW [91]. In particular, the probability that some individual from
148an active territory i colonizes an unoccupied territory j in one year is computed accord-
ing to Equation 3.48.
p(i; j) =
8
> > <
> > :
1=Ci d(i; j)  r0
aexp( g d(i; j)) d(i; j) > r0
(3.48)
When the distance from territory i to territory j, d(i; j), is within the species foraging
radius r0, the probability of colonization is inversely proportional to Ci—the number
of neighboring territories within distance r0 of i. For territories j beyond the foraging
distance, the probability of colonization is exponentially decaying with distance. In our
study, the foraging radius is r0 = 3 km, and the parameter values chosen are a = 0:1
and g =7.69e-4. The single-year extinction probability for territory i is bi = 0:29.
This resulted in a cascade maximization problem on a layered graph with jVj =
2500101 nodes, jSj = 63 sources, jT j = 2500 targets, and jAj = 422 management
actions.
Performance and Bounds
We evaluate the quality of the solutions obtained by the SAA approach versus the ones
obtained by the greedy approaches at different budget levels. The results are reported in
Figure 3.14(a). The SAA values are computed using the procedure outlined in Algorithm
3. We use M = 50 samples of N = 10 training cascades, and solve the SAA problem
for each. We then evaluate the expected number of active territories of each of the
M solutions using Nvalid = 500 validation cascades. The best solution y among them
is tested against Ntest = 500 cascades and the ﬁnal estimate, Z(y), of the expected
number of active territories is reported as the ‘saa’ value. The stochastic upper bound,
¯ Z, on the optimal objective value obtained by averaging over the M = 50 samples is
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Figure 3.14: (a) Objective values for SAA and GREEDY, and SAA upper bound, for
various budgets, and N = 10. (b) Upper and lower bounds on objective as a function of
training size N.
reported as ‘saa-ub’. The proximity of ’saa’ and ’saa-ub’ indicate the the SAA solutions
are essentially optimal.
The results of the two versions of the GREEDY are reported for comparison. The
greedy algorithms are run on N = 100 training cascades and then the solutions are re-
evaluated using the same set of Ntest = 500 test cascades as the SAA solution. The
GREEDY-CB approach outperforms the GREEDY-UC approach. Although the SAA so-
lutions are best, they are not signiﬁcantly better than the greedy solutions. The upper
bounds indicate that GREEDY is also nearly optimal for this instance. We will later see
thattherelativeperformanceof SAA versus GREEDY canvarysigniﬁcantlywithproblem
instance.
To evaluate whether using N = 10 training cascades is sufﬁcient or leads to overﬁt-
ting, we evaluate the performance for different training sample sizes N at a budget level
of 10% of the cost of all actions (approximately $400M). The results are presented in
Figure 3.14(b). The gaps between the stochastic upper and lower bounds on the ob-
jective are quite small: for N = 10 the upper bound is 696.07 and the lower bound is
150687.97, only a 1.16% gap. Moreover, the gap does not decrease signiﬁcantly for larger
training sample sizes, indicating that N =10 is a large enough sample size to obtain high
quality SAA solutions. The error bars in Figure 3.14(b) represent 95% conﬁdence inter-
vals that are computed over the M samples averaged to obtain the upper bound, and the
Ntest cascades for the lower bound. These indicate high conﬁdence that the SAA solution
is close to the true optimum for the stochastic optimization problem. The number of
active territories in different test cascades does not vary wildly as suggested by the tight
error bars. This indicates that the solution generated by SAA is quite robust to different
scenarios that might unfold in reality.
Error bars for Figure 3.14(a) are of similar size, but omitted because they are too
small to be seen relative to the larger scale.
GREEDY versus SAA Approach
In Section 3.3.2, we discussed an example that showed that the greedy algorithm can
perform arbitrarily badly with respect to optimal. However, in Figure 3.14, the GREEDY
objective is often competitive with that of the SAA solution. This is partly due to the
nature of our study area and data set, which is well suited to a myopic strategy such
as greedy. The diffusion behavior of the RCW is such that short range colonizations
between territories within the foraging radius are much more common than long range
dispersal. As such, territories adjacent to currently occupied territories will always be
the most appealing for a greedy approach. But often that might not be optimal. SAA is
also constrained somewhat to buy territories connected to currently occupied territories
so that they can be colonized by short-range hops. However, SAA is also capable of
setting goals: it can build a path from the sources to another area if that area is highly
favorable.
151In our results, as expected GREEDY follows an incremental strategy where it builds
outward from the initially occupied territories. However, in this instance, there are con-
servedparcelsneartheinitiallyactiveterritoriesthatcansupportanincreasedpopulation
at no additional cost. This makes selecting the parcels near the source territories highly
favorable in general and hence GREEDY approach constructs solutions that are similar
to the ones obtained by SAA.
It is easy to imagine real conservation scenarios where this is not the case. We
have modiﬁed the problem instance to demonstrate this point, by taking many of the
parcels in the northeastern quadrant out of conservation and assigning them costs, and
then making many of the parcels farther to the west conserved (i.e., these territories are
available at no cost). This reﬂects a situation where an existing population is located
at some distance from a reservoir of conservation land that is suitable for habitation,
or could be made suitable by low-cost management strategies. All other details of the
problem such as colonization probabilities and time horizon remain the same.
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Figure 3.15: Results for MOD instance, N = 20.
Similarly to the original instance, we evaluate performance of SAA as well as
GREEDY-CB and GREEDY-UB across different budgets. The results are presented in
Figure 3.15. Here we can see a clear advantage of the SAA approach over the GREEDY
approach.
152$ 150M $ 260M $ 320M $ 400M
Figure 3.16: Illustration of conservation strategies (in red) for different budget levels (by
column) obtained by (top row) GREEDY and (bottom row) SAA. The expected number
of active territories is given for each solution.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the actual purchase strategies of GREEDY-CB and SAA on this
modiﬁed instance. We can see qualitatively different strategies between the two. In
this case, GREEDY-CB continues to follow the myopic conservation strategy of building
outward from the initial population, while SAA recognizes that there is a high payoff
available by connecting to existing conservation land in the south west and builds a path
in that direction.
Characterizing the average-case hardness proﬁle using a Randomized Synthetic
Benchmark
In order to better understand the effectiveness and scalability of the SAA solution
methodology from a computational perspective, we introduce a synthetic problem gen-
erator6 that uses real map data as a basis for generating random instances [2]. We use
a graph of nodes derived from a topology of 411 territories grouped into 146 non-
overlapping parcels, representative of a region on the coast of North Carolina . The
diffusion model used for this study is loosely based on the RCW biology and used a
6http://www.cs.cornell.edu/kiyan/rcw/generator.htm
153habitat suitability score (an integer in [0;9]) for each territory which directly inﬂuence
colonization probabilities . Suitability scores were estimated using GIS data from the
2001 USGS National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) [139]. Parcels (corresponding to
node sets) were constructed using the US Census Bureau’s “census block” divisions
[141]. Using the base map topology, we created a benchmark of 20 problem instances
by (a) perturbing the suitability value by 1 and (b) selecting randomly different sets of
initially active territories favoring high suitability.
We used Yahoo!’s M45 cloud computing platform running Apache Hadoop version
0.20.1 to perform independent parts of our solution methods massively in parallel. IBM
ILOG CPLEX v12.1 [72] was used to solve all MILPs involved.
We study the runtime to solve the SAA MILPs (with N = 10 scenarios over T = 20
years) under different budgets expressed as a fraction of the total cost of all parcels in
the instance. Results are presented in Fig. 3.17. Each point in these plots corresponds
to the average runtime over M = 100 different samples of N = 10 training cascades for
each of 20 problem instances. We characterized the change in performance under four
different survival probabilities 1 b for the diffusion process. These curves demonstrate
an easy-hard-easy pattern as the budget parameter is varied, and also indicate that the
problem becomes harder to solve for higher survival rates.
We evaluate in more detail the performance with 70% survival rate. Fig. 3.18 shows
the distribution of the runtime for one particular problem instance, called map4-30714,
for 10% budget. The plot is derived from runs with M = 100;000 different samples of
training cascades. This ﬁgure demonstrates the typical runtime distribution seen on this
suite of instances: a power-law decay, indicated by the near-linear (or super-linear) drop
in the probability of “failure” or timeout (y-axis) as a function of the runtime (x-axis)
when plotted in log-log scale.
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3.3.7 Discussion
In this work, we addressed the problem of optimal network design for maximizing the
spread of cascades under budget restrictions. In particular, we address settings where
the cascade is driven by a stochastic process and one needs to plan under uncertainty.
Unlike other cascade optimization problems, this one cannot be provably approximated
by a naive greedy approach; we propose a sample average approximation approach that
provides stochastic optimality gap guarantees. We evaluate our methodology on a com-
putational problem that arises in the area spatial conservation planning for species pop-
ulation growth. The SAA approach scales well to this large real-world instance, and
ﬁnds better solutions than the greedy baseline while proving near-optimality. Most im-
portantly, our results show that the optimal solutions generated by the SAA approach
can be qualitatively different than the ones obtained by a myopic greedy approach. The
methodology described here can be a useful strategic tool for conservation as well as in
other areas involving stochastic diffusion processes.
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EXPLOITING SUBMODULARITY FOR SURVEY PLANNING AND ACTIVE
LEARNING
4.1 Motivation and Related Work
Many sustainability-related studies can be crucially informed by building accurate pre-
dictive models, such as species distribution models, land-use models, climate models,
grazing models, poverty models, etc. For example, a predictive model for the vegetation
types or land-cover types in the Arctic that relates environmental and ecological char-
acteristics of the landscape to the corresponding vegetation type(s) would enable pro-
jections of the possible effects of different climate scenarios in this area by predicting
the future composition of the land cover under changed environmental conditions [117].
Such analysis can be used to estimate effects on biodiversity or human development in
this region. Models for a classiﬁcation task such as land-cover type prediction can be
obtained through supervised learning—the machine learning task of inferring a function
from training data, where each data sample is a pair consisting of a vector of real-valued
features and the correct output value (e.g., the land-cover type). The accuracy of the
predictive model depends on the amount and quality of the training data.
In the land-cover classiﬁcation setting, ecological and environmental features such
as biomass and temperature are readily available from geographic information system
(GIS) and remote sensing data sources. On the other hand, collecting information on
the actual vegetation cover in different parts of the Arctic is an expensive and time-
consuming task performed by ground and aerial surveys over areas of large spatial ex-
tent. In this setting, therefore, land-cover survey planning has to be done very carefully,
in a targeted way, and with certain economic constraints in mind.
156A similar survey planning challenge arises in data collection for species distribu-
tion modeling used in the study of biodiversity. Large-scale species distribution models
that accurately predict presence—or absence—of a species across extended landscapes
allow for assessment of the current state, habitat ranges, and possible future changes
in distributions of species. For example, one of the key research goals of the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology is to create continent-scale species distribution models (SDM) for
bird species in North America [49]. Data collection for this research effort is facili-
tated through a large citizen-science program called eBird1, where volunteers across the
country submit presence and absence reports for the species of interest [135]. While
ecological and other GIS data are readily available for areas of large spatial extent, the
species occurrence information needed for training a predictive model is collected by
human volunteers following citizen-science protocols. Limited availability of volun-
teers calls for thoughtful planning of future occurrence collection efforts so that the new
data collected are as informative as possible and yield species distribution models that
are more accurate.
Achieving good performance on supervised learning tasks, especially in the multi-
nomial classiﬁcation setting, requires large volumes of human-labeled data. However,
various application domains of supervised classiﬁcation suffer from the same data col-
lection challenge as that for the land-cover and species distribution modeling applica-
tion domains: Unlabeled data are readily available, while obtaining the labels is costly
or time consuming. This is the case, for example, for any media classiﬁcation task (text,
image, video, audio, or web page), where numerous media examples can be collected
(e.g., from the Internet) but labeling requires a human annotator. Another example is
medical diagnosis, where diagnostic tests to determine the presence of a disease might
be extremely expensive while other patient data are more readily available. In the ma-
1www.ebird.org
157chine learning community, the problem of selecting the most useful future observations
for training a predictive model of a supervised learning task is known as active learn-
ing (AL); for a comprehensive review, see Settles [127]. Recent research on active
learning [70, 75, 77], sensor placement [84, 86, 148], and survey/experimental design
[151] attempts to address the issue of how to intelligently select additional samples to be
included in the model ﬁtting so that the statistics of model performance are greatly im-
proved [100]. In particular, it has been empirically demonstrated that good active learn-
ing methods can achieve lower prediction error rates than passive learning approaches
(i.e., those that employ random selection of new data) with the same or smaller number
of labeled samples.
In pool-based active learning, one starts with a small training dataset L of labeled
samples and a large pool U of unlabeled samples. On each iteration the active learner
selects one or more samples from U, which are then labeled by an oracle (e.g., a human
annotator) and added to the training dataset. The learner then retrains the predictive
model and selects more samples for labeling. The goal of active learning is to achieve
good performance of the predictive model (high accuracy—equivalently, a low error
rate) with as few labeled samples as possible. Most active learning research has focused
on sequential active learning, in which one greedily selects a single most informative
unlabeled sample from U according to some utility measure. The most commonly used
utility measures fall within the family of uncertainty sampling methods, which choose
the sample with the highest uncertainty score for the class prediction [93]. For prob-
abilistic approaches or probabilistically post-processed approaches [126], in which the
prediction for each sample is described by a posterior discrete probability distribution
fpcgc2f1;:::;Cg over the possible class labels f1;::;Cg, uncertainty sampling approaches
includea)leastconﬁdentsampling(LC),whichassignseachsamplepointanuncertainty
score of 1 minus the probability of its most likely class [22] ; b) margin sampling, which
158considers the difference between the probabilities of the two most probable classes for
a sample point [125] ; c) and entropy sampling, which uses the discrete entropy of the
predictedclassprobabilitydistributionforthesamplepoint[130](seeTable4.1). Uncer-
taintysamplinghasbeenusedwithnon-probabilisticclassiﬁerssuchasnearest-neighbor
classiﬁers [97], where each neighbor is allowed to vote on the class label to infer a
posterior label probability distribution, and support vector machines (SVM), where the
sample closest to the decision boundary is selected [140]. Another family of sequential
active learning approaches is based on the query-by-committee (QBC) algorithm [129],
where one maintains a committee of base classiﬁers all trained on the current labeled set
but representing competing hypotheses and where active learning selection is based on
a utility measure that captures the disagreement of the committee classiﬁers about the
label of an unlabeled sample.
Using sample-speciﬁc utility scores, such as uncertainty or disagreement, for ac-
tive learning selection maximizes the individual informativeness of the candidate sam-
ple. However, such measures do not take into account the global informativeness of
the selected point. The metric by which the learner will ultimately be evaluated is the
expected generalization error of the predictive model on future unseen test samples. Un-
fortunately, one usually does not have access to the unseen test data. However, in the
pool-based active learning setting, one has access to the large number of unlabeled in-
stances in the pool, which (hopefully) come from the same distribution as the future test
samples. Thus one should select an instance that is most informative about the large pool
of unlabeled samples instead. Several active learning methods propose ways to capture
the informativeness or representativeness of a sample with respect to the unlabeled data.
For example, Guo and Greiner [63] proposed a method that selects the sample which
maximizes the mutual information (MI) between the proposed sample and the remain-
ing unlabeled instances. However, because computing the MI measure requires the class
159labels for the unlabeled data, another heuristic, optimistic guess is needed to estimate
the unknown labels.
Table 4.1: Summary of uncertainty sampling approaches
Name Method Ref.
Least-conﬁdent sampling 1 maxc pc [22]
Margin sampling 1 (pc1  pc2) : pc1  pc2  pc6=c1;c2 [125]
Entropy sampling åc pclogpc [130]
A key limitation of sequential active learning is that it requires retraining of the
predictive model with each additionally labeled instance, which can be very time con-
suming. In addition, in many applications such interactiveness is not viable given that
labeling efforts are expensive and subject to limited resources, and therefore have to be
planned in advance in larger batches. This is the case, for example, in continent-scale
citizen-science data collection protocols [135]. To mitigate these limitations of sequen-
tial active learning, batch-mode active learning selects a set of k (k > 1) data points,
A  U, all at once. Sequential active learning can be naively extended to the batch-
mode setting by selecting the top k unlabeled samples as ranked by the utility measure.
However, such an approach does not take into account redundancies in information be-
tween samples in the batch and hence can be drastically suboptimal. One ad-hoc way
to avoid redundancies is to explicitly incorporate diversity when selecting the batch of
samples [13, 128, 149]. A more direct approach to deal with redundancies within the
batch is to treat batch-mode active learning as a set optimization problem with an objec-
tive deﬁned over possible batch sets. For example, Guo and Schuurmans [64] describe
a batch selection method for maximizing a utility function over batch sets that measures
the performance of the retrained model as the difference between the log likelihood of
the labeled points and the scaled-down sum of the discrete class distribution entropies
for the remaining unlabeled points. However, their approach does not provide optimal-
ity guarantees and is strictly tied to binary classiﬁcation tasks as well as to using binary
160logistic regression as the classiﬁer. The technique proposed by Hoi et al. [70] also de-
pends on using a binary logistic regression classiﬁer—in particular, they select the batch
set on the basis of Fisher information. Recently, Guo [62] proposed a batch-mode active
learning method that maximizes the mutual information between the selected batch and
the remaining unlabeled set, but that approach works only under the assumption that the
classiﬁcation task can be modeled as a Gaussian process with a known Gaussian kernel
function. In addition, it suffers from the limitation that the process employed in select-
ing the batch makes no use of the class labels of the training set or the predictive model
obtained thus far.
In summary, most batch-mode active learning approaches either rely on the use of a
speciﬁc classiﬁcation method with a closed-form likelihood and take advantage of avail-
able information-theoretic quantities, or are dependent on assumptions about knowl-
edge of the data generation process. In contrast, black-box ensemble classiﬁcation ap-
proaches [12, 34, 124] lack a natural closed-form likelihood formulation; therefore, the
aforementioned batch-mode techniques cannot be employed with such classiﬁers. How-
ever, black-box classiﬁers have proved to be very successful when unknown, highly
nonlinear interactions exist, by virtue of their minimal assumptions on the functional
form of the relationship between features and class labels as well as their scalability and
computational complexity [56]. Both land-cover and species distributions, the focus of
our motivating applications, are driven by complex, nonlinear spatial ecological dynam-
ics and biological interactions—precisely the classiﬁcation settings in which black-box
ensemble classiﬁcation models have shown great promise [49, 68, 79]. Hence, it is
desirable to design batch-mode active learning methods that are classiﬁer generic.
1614.2 AL2: Learning for Active Learning
Ideally, a batch-mode active learning method should a) be classiﬁer generic, b) select
a batch as a whole, taking into account redundancies among the selected samples, and
c) optimize a utility measure that captures the global informativeness of the batch, with
the aim of producing a classiﬁcation model with low expected generalization error on
future test instances. We propose a novel framework for active learning called Learning
forActiveLearning(AL2)thatmeetstheserequirements[40]. Thisframeworkaddresses
the active learning task formally as a set optimization problem.
Given an index set L for a set of labeled instances (x;y), an index set U for a set of
unlabeled instances x, and a classiﬁcation approach F (e.g., logistic regression, SVM,
or QBC) , we use a loss function F that, for the subsets A of U, evaluates the predictive
model obtained by ﬁtting F with the training set L[A in terms of the loss computed
over the test set UnA (as a surrogate for the unknown set of future test instances). In
particular, we consider any loss function F that is additive over the samples in the test
set, that is, FL;U;F(A) = åi2UnAf(F;L[A;xi), where f is any single-sample loss
measure computed with respect to the prediction by F of the label for xi when F is
trained on L[A (e.g., the entropy of the posterior class distribution for xi or its margin
uncertainty). For ﬁxed batch size k, the optimization problem is to select the batch
A  U of size k that minimizes F:
A = arg min
AU^jAj=k
FL;U;F(A): (4.1)
The optimization problem in Equation 4.1 is equivalent to selecting the batch A of size
k that maximizes the reduction DF in the value of F, that is, the difference between the
value of the loss function F when no new labeled samples are added and its value when
162a batch A of size k is added:
A = arg max
AU^jAj=k
DFL;U;F(A) (4.2)
DFL;U;F(A) = FL;U;F(/ 0) FL;U;F(A)
= å
i2A
f(F;L;xi)+
"
å
i2UnA
f(F;L;xi)  å
i2UnA
f(F;L[A;xi)
#
Maximizing the objective function DF captures both the local and the global infor-
mativeness of the set A, as it corresponds to maximizing the current value of f summed
over A, which is to be resolved after labeling A, and simultaneously maximizing the
reduction in the value of f over the remaining unlabeled data UnA. In addition, our
framework is generic: We make no assumptions about the form of the single-sample
loss function f or the classiﬁcation approach F.
Notice that to compute the sum åi2UnAf(F;L[A;xi), one needs the labels of the
samplesinthecandidatesetA, whicharenotavailableatthetimeofoptimization. Some
previous approaches have addressed this challenge by evaluating A with “guessed” la-
bels assigned optimistically with respect to their effect on the retrained model [63, 64].
In a new research direction, our framework uses an additional regression learning struc-
ture L that predicts the impact of adding a given sample (x;y) to L on the loss f of
any other sample. Our methodology, which is depicted schematically in Figure 4.1, is
as follows: Given a loss function F and a classiﬁer F that was trained on L, we train
an auxiliary learning structure L to predict the effect of additional labeled samples on
the values of f for other samples, and we use a procedure S to select a batch A  U of
unlabeled points to label such that, after retraining, the sum of the values of f for the
remaining unlabeled points in UnA is reduced.
In general, evaluating DFL;U;F(A) for all possible batch sets A  U of size k from
an unlabeled pool of size n = jUj would entail retraining the classiﬁer
 n
k

= n!
k!(n k)!
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Figure 4.1: The schematic at left shows the process used in standard AL techniques,
while the schematic at right shows the process employed in AL2. L is the training set,
F is the classiﬁer used to infer a predictive model from L, F is the loss measure of
predictive performance, U is the pool of unlabeled data, A is the active learning set
selected from U by a selection procedure S. At left in AL2, the selection procedure S is
informed by the auxiliary learning structure L instead of relying exclusively on F. Once
S is completed, the samples in A are removed from U (denoted by  A), labeled, and
added to L (denoted by +A) to form a larger training set.
times, which is computationally infeasible for large n. We note that, in general, the
problem of active learning batch selection is NP-Hard. To avoid this computational
burden, we present an instantiation of our AL2 framework (denoted by AL2
submodular)
where the choice for the additional learning structure leads to a submodular objective
function for the active learning batch selection optimization problem, thereby allowing
for an efﬁcient approximation algorithm for this problem with an optimality guarantee
of 1 1=e.
4.2.1 Additional Learning
In order to select an active learning set, we need a good estimate of the value of f(F;L[
A;xi) without having the labels for the samples in A. To achieve this, we formulate a
regression learning task that infers a predictive relationship between the value of f for
a sample i 2 U and a vector of meaningful uncertainty features e x. The values of the
uncertainty features will depend on the unlabeled sample i and on the labeled points
in L (used for training F) whose input feature values bear a speciﬁc relationship to
164those of i. We ﬁrst introduce the nature of the uncertainty features, and then address the
regression learning task f(F;L;xi) µe x(i;L).
We consider two families of uncertainty features. The ﬁrst family is density re-
lated. Consider the uncertainty feature e xm(i;L) that captures the number of samples
in L that are within some speciﬁed distance qm of sample i w.r.t. a particular input
feature d among the the D components of the input feature vector(i.e., e xm(i;L) =
åj2L: jxd(j) xd(i)jqm1 ), where in general xd(s) denotes the dth component of the in-
put feature vector xs for sample s . Notice that this kind of density feature can be
expressed in the form e xm(i;L) = åj2Lbm(i; j) where bm(i; j) = 1 for points j 2 L such
that jxd(j) xd(i)jqm, and bm(i; j)=0 otherwise. Similar uncertainty features can be
constructed on multiple dimensions, i.e., by considering the number of “neighbors” in L
of sample i with respect to a multi-dimensional box. These uncertainty features capture
different measures of density with respect to the training set L around each unlabeled
point i 2 U.
The other family of uncertainty features that we consider are agreement features that
capture the location of the decision boundary. They are computed similarly, but instead
of counting the number of samples in L that are within some distance qm of sample i
w.r.t. an input feature d, we compute the class agreement among such samples, deﬁned
as the fraction of the most represented class among these “neighbors.”
We use the samples i 2 U as a training set to construct a linear model g of f in terms
of our uncertainty features e x(i;L), and we obtain the ﬁtted linear regression coefﬁcients
w = (w0;:::;wM), where w0 is the intercept:
f(F;L;xi) g w0  å
m2f1::Mg
wme xm(i;L)
For the uncertainty features that we consider, a higher value (such as more neighbors
or higher class agreement between neighbors) implies a lower value of f. Hence, we
165impose nonnegativity constraints on the regression coefﬁcients w in our linear model
and use nonnegative least squares to perform the regression ﬁtting.
We can use the ﬁtted regression coefﬁcients to estimate f(F;L;xi)   f(F;L [
fjg;xi), that is, the reduction in the value of f for sample i 2 U which is achieved
by knowing the label of a single additional point j 2 U:
f(F;L;xi) f(F;L[fjg;xi)
g w0  å
m2f1::Mg
wme xm(i;L) w0+ å
m2f1::Mg
wme xm(i;L[fjg)
= å
m2f1::Mg
wm[e xm(i;L[fjg) e xm(i;L)]
 å
m2M0
wm[e xm(i;L[fjg) e xm(i;L)]
= å
m2M0
wmbm(i; j)
Since we do not know the label of sample j 2 U, we cannot update the agreement-
based uncertainty features. Thus to estimate the impact on the value of f for sample
i 2 U which would result from adding sample j 2 U to L, we consider only the set of
uncertainty features M0  f1;:::;Mg that are density based, and we denote this impact
by R(i; j):2
R(i; j) = å
m2M0
wmbm(i; j)
Since bm(i; j) 2 f0;1g by construction, and wm  0 for all m 2 M0, the following propo-
sition follows immediately:
Proposition 4. For all i; j 2 L[U, R(i; j)  0.
Using the impacts R(i; j), each of which represents the reduction in the value of f
for a sample i 2 U as a result of adding a single additional point j 2 U to the training
set, we would like to estimate the reduction in the value of f for sample i as a result
2Notice that we can compute the values of bm(i; j) for all i; j 2 U in advance and use them in multiple
iterations of active learning.
166of adding a whole batch A of samples from U. Given our use of linear regression and
density-based estimates R(i; j), the generalization to a batch is straightforward, namely,
the sum of the single-sample estimates for all j 2A. To avoid overestimation, we bound
the impact that the active learning set A can have on the value of f for the unlabeled
point i, f(F;L;xi) f(F;L[A;xi), by its original value, f(F;L;xi), and obtain the
estimate
R(i;A) = min
 
f(F;L;xi); å
j2A
R(i; j)
!
4.2.2 AL2
submodular: Optimizing the Batch-Mode Active Selection
We are now ready to address the issue of optimizing the selection of an active set A. We
can express the overall reduction in the value of the loss function F by using our learned
impacts R(i;A) in the following way:
DFL;U;F(A) = å
j2A
f(F;L;xj)+ å
i2UnA
[f(F;L;xi) f(F;L[A;xi)]
 å
j2A
f(F;L;xj)+ å
i2UnA
R(i;A)
(4.3)
Since we cannot optimize DFL;U;F(A) directly, the optimization problem becomes
that of ﬁnding the active set which is of size k and has the maximum value of this
estimated expression for the value of DF (namely, åj2Af(F;L;xj)+åi2UnAR(i;A)),
which we will denote by De F:
A = arg max
AU:jAj=k
De FL;U;F(A) (4.4)
Next, we show that the formulation in Equation 4.4 is an optimization problem that
maximizes a submodular monotonically nondecreasing set function and hence admits a
167polynomial-time greedy algorithm with optimality guarantees. The overall ﬂow of our
active learning methodology is depicted in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: AL2
submodular active learning methodology. Step 1: training of classiﬁer F
on labeled set L. Step 2: evaluation of f for all (unlabeled) samples in U. Step 3:
construction of a linear regression model for f in terms of uncertainty features e x based
on density and agreement. (C is the set of possible output values—class labels.) Step
4: selection of an active learning set A by a greedy algorithm applied to a submodular
set function based on the linear regression model. Step 5: updating of labeled set L and
unlabeled set U according to A.
The formal deﬁnition of submodularity captures an intuitive diminishing returns
property where adding an element to a small set helps more than adding it to a larger
set.
Deﬁnition 21 (submodular set function). Given a ﬁnite set S, a set function f : 2S ! R
is submodular if for all A;B  S with A  B, and all x 2 SnB, f(A[fxg)  f(A) 
f(B[fxg)  f(B).
Theorem 11. De FL;U;F(A) = åj2Af(F;L;xj)+åi2UnAR(i;A) is a submodular set
function.
Proof. We need to show that the submodularity property holds for the set function De F
deﬁned over the ﬁnite set U. Consider any two subsets A and B of U such that A  B,
and deﬁne DA by B = A[DA, hence A  (A[DA)  U. Let a 2 Un(A[DA). From
168Deﬁnition 21, we need to show that the following inequality holds:
D ˜ FL;U;F(A[fag) D ˜ FL;U;F(A)  De FL;U;F(A[DA[fag) De FL;U;F(A[DA) (4.5)
We can expand the left-hand and right-hand sides of Equation 4.5 in the following
way:
De FL;U;F(A[fag) De FL;U;F(A)
= f(F;L;xa)+ å
j2Un(A[fag)
[R(j;A[fag) R(j;A)] R(a;A)
= f(F;L;xa)+ å
j2Un(A[DA[fag)
[R(j;A[fag) R(j;A)]
+ å
j2DA
[R(j;A[fag) R(j;A)] R(a;A)
De FL;U;F(A[DA[fag) De FL;U;F(A[DA)
= f(F;L;xa)+ å
j2Un(A[DA[fag)
[R(j;A[DA[fag) R(j;A[DA)] R(a;A[DA)
To show that Equation 4.5 holds, we show that the following three inequalities be-
tween the corresponding terms on the left-hand and right-hand sides hold:
 R(a;A)   R(a;A[DA)
R(j;A[fag) R(j;A)  0
R(j;A[fag) R(j;A)  R(j;A[DA[fag) R(j;A[DA) (4.6)
RecallthatR(j;A)=min
 
f(F;L;xj);åa2AR(j;a)

andthatR(j;a)0forall j;a.
All three inequalities follow from observing that for any two sets B;C and any point j = 2
B[C, we have R(j;B[C)  R(j;B). To see that Inequality 4.6 holds, also observe that
min
 
f(F;L;xj) R(j;A);R(j;a)

 min
 
f(F;L;xj) R(j;A[DA);R(j;a)

.
169Proposition 5. The function De FL;U;F(A) = åj2Af(F;L;xj) + åi2UnAR(i;A) is
monotonically nondecreasing.
Proof. We need to show that for any subset A  U and any a 2 UnA:
De FL;U;F(A[fag)  De FL;U;F(A)
, å
j2A[fag
f(F;L;xj)+ å
i2Un(A[fag)
R(i;A[fag)  å
j2A
f(F;L;xj)+ å
i2UnA
R(i;A)
, f(F;L;xa) R(a;A)+ å
i2Un(A[fag)
[R(i;A[fag) R(i;A)]  0
By deﬁnition of R(a;A) as min
 
f(F;L;xa);åj2AR(a; j)

, it follows that
f(F;L;xa) R(a;A)  0. Since R(i;a)  0 for every i 2 Un(A[fag), it follows that
R(i;A[fag) R(i;A)  0.
Nemhauser et al. [109] derived the well-known result that for nondecreasing sub-
modular set function maximization, one can use the following polynomial-time greedy
algorithm to obtain a solution with optimality guarantee of 1 1=e.
Algorithm 4: Greedy algorithm with approximation guarantee of 1 1=e for max-
imizing a nondecreasing submodular set function.
Input: f, U, k
Output: A  U s.t. jAj = k
1 A = / 0;
2 for i   1 to k do
3 a = argmaxi2UnA f(A[fig);
4 A = A[fag ;
Hence, using our results in Theorem 11 and Proposition 5, we obtain the following
lemma:
170Lemma 3. The greedy algorithm (Algorithm 4) is guaranteed to select a set Agreedy
such that De FL;U;F(Agreedy)  (1 1=e)De FL;U;F(A), where A is an optimal set.
4.3 Datasets and Design
We evaluated AL2 on four of the larger-sized multi-class datasets from the University
of California, Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository [52]: image, letter, pendigits,
andlandsat. Inaddition, weevaluatedAL2 onourtwomotivatingcontinent-scalespatial
datasets: eBird3 and Arctic. Details about the datasets are presented in Table 4.2. The
UCI datasets are class balanced, except landsat, where the smallest class is 9.7% of the
total dataset and the largest class is 23.8%. The classes for both the eBird and Arctic
datasets are highly imbalanced. The smallest and largest classes for Arctic are 3.4% and
18.7% of the total, respectively, while for eBird, which has only two classes, there is a
26.5%–73.5% split. Each of the datasets was randomly split into a query set Q and a
holdout set H. The sizes of the query and holdout sets for the six datasets are given in
the table. Following standard procedure, the initial labeled training set L0 was a subset
of Q that contained two randomly chosen samples from each class; the rest was used as
the pool U of unlabeled samples to choose from. In the case of eBird, however, since
there are only two classes and a large class imbalance, we chose a set of 50 randomly
selected points from Q as L0. For each dataset, this setup was bootstrapped 10 times.
3Data available from ebird.org
171Table 4.2: Dataset statistics: the number of classes C, the number of features D, the
total number of samples N, the number of samples jQj in the query set, the number of
samples jHj in the holdout set, and the number of samples jL0j in the initial labeled set.
Columns 4–6 apply to each bootstrap set.
Dataset C D N jQj jHj jL0j
image 7 18 2310 1500 810 14
letter 26 16 7000a 2000 5000 52
pendigits 10 16 10992 2000 8992 20
landsat 6 36 6435 2000 4435 12
Arctic 10 22 10000 4000 6000 20
eBird 2 31 6000 3000 3000 50
aSince the letter dataset is so large (20,000 samples), we used
a subset of only 7000 samples for our experiments.
4.4 Experimental Results
In all our experiments, we used margin uncertainty4 as our single-sample loss measure
f, and we compared AL2
submodular to random sampling and margin uncertainty sampling
while employing two different supervised learning methods: i) multinomial probit ker-
nel regression under a variational Bayesian approximation to the parameter posterior
(VBpMKL) [24] and ii) a query-by-committee classiﬁer (QBC). The QBC classiﬁer we
used is the query-by-bagging implementation provided in MATLAB with 20 base classi-
ﬁers, each of which is a decision tree classiﬁer. We use the votes of the base decision tree
classiﬁers about the class label of a test sample to construct a voting histogram which
is interpreted as a posterior probability distribution over the class labels. K¨ orner and
Wrobel [82] have shown that using margin uncertainty over this post-processed voting
probability distribution as the measure of ensemble disagreement in QBC approaches
outperforms other disagreement measures for multi-class problems.
One way to evaluate active learning algorithms is by constructing learning curves,
4Recall that the margin uncertainty of a sample is the difference between the probabilities of the two
most probable classes.
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Figure 4.3: Variational Bayes: Evaluation of average accuracy (for k = 10 and k = 50) on UCI
datasets letter, pendigits, and image
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Figure 4.4: Variational Bayes: Evaluation of average accuracy (for k = 10 and k = 50) on UCI
dataset landsat, as well as on Arctic and eBird
which plot the evaluation measure of interest (e.g., accuracy) as a function of the number
of new samples that are labeled and added to L. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show results with
the variational Bayesian classiﬁer that are averages over the 10 bootstrap runs for each
dataset as we iteratively increase the training set with each addition of a selected batch
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Figure 4.5: QBC: Evaluation of accuracy (for k = 50) on UCI datasets letter, pendigits, image,
and landsat, as well as on Arctic and eBird
of new training samples (starting with the initial training set L0). For each dataset,
we present two plots in terms of accuracy over the holdout set. The ﬁrst plot shows the
accuracy achieved for batch size 10 and 40 iterations of active learning, while the second
plot shows the corresponding results for batch size 50 and 8 iterations of active learning
(resulting in the same total number of added samples). The results for datasets letter,
pendigits and image in Figure 4.3 show that AL2
submodular outperforms random sampling
and margin uncertainty sampling in terms of average accuracy most of the time. The
results for datasets landsat, Arctic and eBird in Figure 4.4 highlight the impact of batch
size on the performance of the different methods. Note that, by directly optimizing the
value of a batch as a whole, AL2 takes into account redundancies between samples in
the batch. Generally, one would expect that the bigger the batch size, the more important
it is to account for the redundancies between samples in the batch set. This is conﬁrmed
by the results in Figure 4.4, where AL2
submodular clearly outperforms random sampling
and margin uncertainty sampling for batch size k = 50, while it is not so competitive for
174the smaller batch size, k = 10. The learning curves obtained with the QBC classiﬁer are
presented in Figure 4.5 and show the average accuracy achieved with batch size 50 and
8 iterations of active learning. Here, AL2
submodular is only marginally better than margin
uncertainty sampling, but it still outperforms random sampling on all of the datasets.
Table 4.3: Comparison of accuracies, based on the 1-sided paired t-test at the level
of p < 0:05, of three active learning methods (AL2, Margin Sampling, and Random
Sampling) with classiﬁers VBpMKL and QBC, using batch size 50 and 8 iterations.
VBpMKL QBC
AL2 vs Margin AL2 vs Rand AL2 vs Margin AL2 vs Rand
wins losses wins losses wins losses wins losses
Dataset (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
image 100.0 0.0 75.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 75.0 0.0
letter 100.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 87.5 0.0
pendigits 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 87.5 0.0
landsat 75.0 0.0 87.5 0.0 25.0 0.0 87.5 0.0
Arctic 100.0 0.0 75.0 0.0 37.5 0.0 62.5 0.0
cardinal 75.0 0.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 87.5 0.0
Generally, learning curves are a useful visualization of the average performance of
different active learning methods across different bootstrap runs, but they do not provide
arigorousmeasureofthestatisticallysigniﬁcantgainsofonemethodversusanother. Ta-
ble 4.3 presents statistical signiﬁcance results comparing the accuracy of the proposed
AL2 method to the accuracies achieved by margin sampling and random sampling, all
with batch size 50, 8 iterations of active learning, and 10 independent bootstrap runs per
dataset. To compare each pair of methods, we applied a paired t-test at each active learn-
ing iteration point. The “wins” column shows the percentage of iteration points where
AL2 outperformed the competing algorithm on the 1-sided paired t-test at the level of
p < 0:05, and the “losses” column shows the percentage of iteration points at which the
competing algorithm outperformed AL2 on that test. Both the statistical results in the
table and the learning curves in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate that our approach
yields signiﬁcant improvement over the competing methods across datasets.
1754.5 Discussion
Weproposeanewframeworkforpool-basedactivelearning, AL2, whichemploysanad-
ditional learning structure to inform the active learning selection process. The approach
is classiﬁer generic, can employ different loss measures such as margin uncertainty,
entropy or disagreement, utilizes data characteristics such as density and agreement
features, can handle both binary and multi-class problems, and is particularly suited
to batch-mode active learning. As a particular case of this framework, we propose
AL2
submodular, in which nonnegative linear regression gives rise to a submodular objec-
tive function for optimizing the selection of new samples. This submodularity property
allows us to use a fast greedy algorithm for the selection procedure, while providing
an optimality guarantee of 1 1=e. To validate our framework, we use AL2
submodular
with two different supervised learning methods, on several large-scale UCI and spatial
datasets, and compare it to competing active learning approaches. Empirical results
show that the proposed methodology signiﬁcantly outperforms the competing methods
considered. Although we focus on a speciﬁc conﬁguration of AL2 with respect to the
choice of learning structure and uncertainty features, namely AL2
submodular, the proposed
framework is open to further investigation and to potentially very different algorithmic
implementations.
176CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The main objective of this research was to explore ways of exploiting problem struc-
ture for combinatorial problem solving in real-world applications. The results of the
research contributed to this goal in several respects.
First, we studied ways to exploit hidden structure in combinatorial problems—in
particular, the notion of backdoors as a way to succinctly capture the combinatorics of
decision problems such as Boolean satisﬁability. The best-known exact algorithms for
NP-hard combinatorial problems with n variables have runtimes that are exponential in
n, which is prohibitively long for instances with many variables. The key advantage
of discovering a small backdoor, that is, a key set of decision variables of some size k
which is small relative to n, is that one can solve the problem instance in time which
is exponential in k—a considerable improvement over an exponential-in-n runtime. In
particular, the presence of small backdoors in large-scale real-world combinatorial prob-
lemscanexplainthesurprisingabilityofstate-of-the-artmethodstosolvesuchproblems
within reasonable computational time, despite their discouraging worst-case complex-
ity. For several backdoor variants, we studied the tradeoff between the computational
complexity of ﬁnding backdoors and the size of the smallest backdoors. Our results
have important implications for future work on developing solution methods that ex-
ploit backdoors. While explicitly looking for the smallest backdoor is computationally
hard, one can design algorithms that implicitly take advantage of small backdoors. Such
algorithms need to incorporate polynomial-time propagation procedures, or procedures
that recognize membership in known tractable classes of formulas that would result
in uncovering small backdoors. We demonstrated that “dynamic” propagation mech-
anisms, such as unit propagation and probing, result in much smaller backdoors than
177using “statically” deﬁned tractable classes such as Horn. We also showed that a key
feature of a sub-solver or tractable class with respect to which the backdoor is deﬁned
is empty-clause detection—and that inclusion of empty-clause detection yields smaller
backdoors than would otherwise be the case. We extended the notion of backdoors for
satisﬁability to incorporate learning during search—a key aspect of nearly all state-of-
the-art systematic SAT solvers—and showed, both theoretically and empirically, that
this drastically reduces the size of the resulting backdoor set. The empirical observation
ofthe existenceof smallbackdoorsin real-worldsatisﬁabilityinstances andthe potential
for algorithmic advances based on this discovery motivated our study of backdoors in
combinatorial optimization problems. We extended the notion of backdoors to capture
the two key steps in solving an optimization problem: ﬁnding an optimal solution and
proving that no better solution exists (i.e., proving optimality). We provided the ﬁrst em-
pirical evidence that certain combinatorial optimization problems, such as benchmark
instances in mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), are characterized by extremely
small backdoors, and we designed an effective general heuristic for ﬁnding small back-
doors in MILP problems. Our results on optimization problems could be the impetus
for further research into extending current state-of-the-art solution techniques in ways
that exploit the presence of backdoors. One possible research direction in this regard is
the use of algorithm portfolios or restarts in MILP solving.
Another issue we addressed is the importance of formulating problems in a way
that is designed to capture domain-speciﬁc structure—an approach we applied to sev-
eral interesting classes of optimization problems on networks, with areas of application
as diverse as conservation planning, telecommunications, and social networking. In
particular, we studied a problem on connected graphs with node proﬁts and costs, in
which one needs to select a connected subgraph containing designated nodes known
as terminals—and to do so with maximum proﬁt and at a total cost which is subject
178to a pre-established budget limit. We found that straightforward mixed-integer linear
programming encodings based on single- and multi-commodity ﬂows did not scale to
large graphs, and we used a novel encoding with an exponential number of constraints
which more directly enforces the connectivity constraint of the problem. We employed
a cut-generation technique in conjunction with this encoding and found that it not only
yielded high-quality solutions with tight optimality guarantees but also achieved signif-
icant speedup in runtimes for the budget levels that generated the most computationally
challenging instances. We also introduced the Upgrading Shortest Paths problem, a new
NP-hard combinatorial problem for improving network connectivity in real-world appli-
cations, and designed a MILP formulation that resulted in ﬁnding optimal solutions in
runtimes that scaled very well with the size of the graph—a surprisingly positive result,
given the rather poor scaling behavior of MILP formulations for many other combina-
torial network design problems. Additionally, we designed two fast greedy algorithms
applicable to extremely large instances that are beyond what is computationally feasible
for our optimal MILP formulation. We also addressed a stochastic network design prob-
lem relevant to numerous applications involving stochastic diffusion processes such as
viral marketing, information spread, and animal dispersal. In this setting, the goal was
to select a set of actions corresponding to adding nodes to the network in order to max-
imize the expected spread in the resulting network. Optimization under uncertainty is
extremely challenging, and yet we designed a solution methodology, based on sample
average approximation, that reduced the problem to solving a series of deterministic
mixed-integer linear programming problems. We showed that our method was able to
ﬁnd good solutions as well as provide tight stochastic optimality-gap guarantees for
networks as large as a few thousand nodes.
Finally, we showed how to exploit still another structural property, known as sub-
modularity, to deal with the challenging task of active learning that arises in the context
179of predictive tasks, for which it is easy to collect feature data about samples but costly to
determinetheirlabels. Inparticular, weproposedanewframeworkforpool-basedactive
learning which employs an additional learning structure to inform the active-learning se-
lection process and results in a submodular maximization problem amenable to a fast
greedy algorithm with approximation guarantees. This approach has several desirable
characteristics: It is classiﬁer independent, it can employ different performance mea-
sures, it is capable of handling both binary and multi-class problems, and it is particu-
larly suited to batch-mode active learning. Our empirical results show that the proposed
methodology signiﬁcantly outperformed the competing methods considered.
Besides contributing to the research agenda of studying and exploiting problem
structure in combinatorial optimization, this dissertation constitutes a signiﬁcant ad-
dition to the ﬁeld of computational sustainability. The combinatorial optimization prob-
lems addressed in Chapters 3 and 4 were motivated by important applications from this
emerging research ﬁeld. In this research, we developed computational tools for solving
several important conservation planning problems. In particular, we tackled the three
challenging tasks of wildlife corridor design, planning of landscape connectivity im-
provements, and management decisions geared to maximizing the spread of threatened
species. In all three cases, we contributed methods that scale to real-world-sized plan-
ning problems and provided high-quality plans with optimality guarantees. Given the
limited resources and budgets available for biodiversity conservation initiatives, it is im-
portant for planners to have decision-support tools that enable them to devise efﬁcient
and practical conservation strategies and to explore the tradeoffs between management
costs and conservation beneﬁts in a systematic way. The work presented here is an ex-
ample of an advance in this direction. Similarly, our framework for active learning is
also relevant to computational-sustainability challenges. In particular, building accurate
predictive models for species distributions, or for land-cover types in climate-sensitive
180areas such as the Arctic, is a key step in the prediction of future changes in species
populations or vegetation due to climate change. One of the main difﬁculties in making
such predictions is that the acquisition of training data for such predictive models is ex-
tremely expensive. Our work resulted in a near-optimal survey planning methodology
that addresses this challenge.
As a ﬁnal remark, we emphasize that research in computational sustainability is a
two-way street: Sustainability science can greatly beneﬁt from computer-science con-
tributions. At the same time, the underlying computational problems are of broader
interest, and hence the models and tools originally developed to address sustainability
challengescontributetotheadvancementofthestate-of-the-artofcomputerscience. For
example, the problem of upgrading the shortest paths in graphs, originally conceived to
model the planning of landscape connectivity improvements, also has tremendous appli-
cations in the areas of networked communications and social networks, among others.
Our work on active learning, while motivated by survey planning for sustainability-
related predictive tasks, is also relevant to numerous machine-learning applications, in
areas as diverse as vision, web mining, sensor networks, and information retrieval.
My research agenda has been tremendously enriched by the research questions and
directionscreatedbytheemerginginterdisciplinaryﬁeldofcomputationalsustainability.
It is extremely rewarding to contribute to applications with direct social impact, while
at the same time developing formal models and algorithms that clearly also have direct
relevance to many other problems in computer science. Looking ahead, the groundwork
and computational advances presented in this dissertation provide a foundation for con-
tinued research in large-scale combinatorial optimization problems as they arise in com-
putational sustainability, considering both deterministic and stochastic environments,
employing AI and OR solution techniques as well as machine learning approaches.
181APPENDIX A
CNF ENCODING OF THE PURE NASH EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM
For completeness, we describe the Pure Nash Equilibria (PNE) setting in game the-
ory and a translation of instances of this problem to CNF formulas. Consider an n-player
game G in which the actions of a player and his payoff depend on the actions of a subset
oftheotherplayers. G iscalledagraphicalgame; whenthepayoffsofallplayersdepend
on the actions of all other players, the graphical game degenerates into a classical “full-
interaction” game. We can represent the mutual interactions between the players in G
as edges in an undirected graph G whose nodes correspond to the players. Speciﬁcally,
the payoff of a player p is a function of his action and the actions of all his neighbors
Nbr(p) in G. This payoff function deﬁnes p’s best-response strategy, which is a map-
ping from the actions of the players in Nbr(p) to an action for p that maximizes his
own payoff. For simplicity, one often assumes that p always has a unique best-response
action given the actions of his neighbors, and thus talk of the best-response function. Al-
though we make this assumption in the instances chosen for our experiments, the CNF
translation discussed below applies also to the general case where a player can have
several best-response actions in any given setting.
We will assume that each player has a ﬁnite set of actions and a payoff function
that assigns a real number to every selection of actions by him and his neighbors. For
the simpliﬁed case of binary games, where each player has exactly two action choices,
the CNF encoding discussed below can be naturally simpliﬁed so that there is only one
Boolean variable per player, the two values of which denote the two possible actions of
the player. Our experiments in this work involve only binary games, and hence we use
this simpliﬁed encoding for the experiments. For completeness, however, we discuss
the general encoding here, allowing each player to potentially have a choice between
182several (but ﬁnitely many) possible actions.
In a pure Nash equilibrium, each player chooses an action and has no incentive to
unilaterally deviate and change his action, given the actions chosen by the other players
remain ﬁxed (i.e., each player has chosen a best response action to the choices of his
neighbors). We encode the problem of deciding whether G has a PNE as a CNF formula
F that is satisﬁable if and only if G has a PNE.
For every player p in G and every possible action a of p, there is a Boolean variable
xa
p in F encoding the choice of action a for p. We add a constraint stating that exactly
one of all possible actions of p must be taken.1 Further, let the neighbors of p be
(q1;q2;:::;qk), in some arbitrary but ﬁxed order. As discussed above, the payoffs in
G determine a set of best-response actions BRp(a1;a2;:::;ak) for p when the action of
player qi is ai, 1  i  k. Therefore, F must encode the fact that when literals x
ai
qi are
True for all 1  i  k, then literals xb
p are False for all non-best-response actions of p,
i.e., for all b 2 actions(p)nBRp(a1;a2;:::;ak).
Overall, these constraints can be summarized as the following set of constraints in
F for each player p:
_
a2actions(p)
xa
p (A.1)
:xa
p_:xa0
p 8a;a0 2 actions(p);a 6= a0
(A.2)
0
@
^
qi2Nbr(p)
xai
qi
1
A ! :xb
p 8ai 2 actions(qi);b 2 actions(a)nBRp(a1;a2;:::)
(A.3)
1We could, in principle, relax this constraint and require that at least one of the actions must be chosen.
This would still maintain the requirement that F is satisﬁable if and only if G has a PNE. However,
choosing exactly one action for each player is more natural.
183The last of these constraints is not a clause but can be easily translated into the standard
clausal form:
0
@
_
qi2Nbr(p)
:xai
qi
1
A _ :xb
p 8ai 2 actions(qi);b 2 actions(a)nBRp(a1;a2;:::)
(A.4)
This ﬁnishes the translation of the PNE problem on the game G into a CNF formula F.
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